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Sum mary
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is one of the main causes of premature mortality in 
the Western world, however with early and targeted treatment it is treatable. Calcium 
scoring multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) imaging is used to visualize small 
calcified plaques located in the coronary arteries which represent a possible arterial 
narrowing, thus limiting or preventing the supply of oxygenated blood to the heart 
muscle. A clinician digitally quantifies the patient plaque burden to determine appro­
priate treatment, such as lipid lowering drugs, based on defined risk categories. MSCT 
is capable of imaging the entire heart within a single breath hold, thus exposing the 
patient to lower dose compared to coronary angiography, however this results in lower 
contrast images that may be affected by acquisition and motion artefacts.
Clinically significant calcified plaques are located in the main coronary arteries, whereas 
other clinically insignificant calcified plaques can be found in close proximity but will 
not affect blood fiow through the coronary arteries and thus does not concern the 
clinician for calcium scoring. This can lead to inter- and intra- observer variability 
when distinguishing between clinically significant and insignificant plaques, resulting in 
incorrect plaque burden quantification. Reducing the subjectivity and reproducibility 
in calcium scoring can lead to greater accuracy in patient treatment prescription as 
small score shifts will affect atherosclerosis risk categorisation. For a disease where 
treatment can include drug prescription, the reduction of non-required drug prescription 
is an important objective.
A preliminary automation of the calcium scoring method was developed presenting 
good correlation between automated and observer generated risk assignment, however, 
variation in automated scores signified over or under inclusion of non clinically sig­
nificant or clinically significant plaques respectively. Thus it was theorised that the 
extraction of the coronary artery tree would facilitate focussed calcified plaque assess­
ment and quantification. To achieve this goal, a fully automated observer-less calcium 
scoring framework has been presented employing automated heart isolation and coro­
nary artery tracking. Ground tru th  coronary artery trees are applied to aid vessel 
tracking, compensating for the poor image clarity and low axial resolution of MSCT 
calcium scoring images. Validation of this system employs ground tru th  clinical calcium 
scores obtained by an observer study using simulated CT images from the XCAT dig­
ital phantom. Assessment of atherosclerosis risk categorisation of the resulting scores 
from the framework presented in this thesis against ground tru th  shows a 93.8% sys­
tem accuracy with a 85.4% sensitivity and 96.5% specificity when examined against 
the minimum cases required to represent agreement between all observers. However, 
combined observer performance of 0.729 from ROC analysis affirms observer variability 
in manual calcium scoring. Overall score difference analysis between framework and 
observer scores show an average of 10% overscore and underscore respectively, thus 
indicating compensation by the automated framework for observer variability based on 
the use of vessel tracking to identify actual coronary calcified plaques.
K ey w ords: coronary artery disease, segmentation, computer aided diagnosis, au­
tomation, active contour, vessel tracking, calcium scoring, observer variability, MSCT
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is currently one of the main causes of preventable death 
in both the United Kingdom and United States of America and a leading cause of adult 
mortality in the rest of the world [34, 110]. The build-up of calcified plaques within 
the vessels supplying the heart muscle with oxygenated blood results in an abnormal 
narrowing of the arteries, limiting blood flow and resulting in the heart muscle failing 
to pump oxygenated blood to the rest of the body. CAD is a progressive disease, 
patients are prescribed potentially lengthy treatment ranging from lifestyle changes 
such as exercise and diet alteration, to increasingly invasive procedures such as drug 
prescription in the form of lipid lowering drugs^ and possible corrective surgery such as 
arterial stenting or bypass surgery. Lengthy prescribed treatment, lasting possibly from 
diagnosis until death, requires the patient to undergo further imaging at later stages 
to gauge disease progression, helping to determine if continued treatment is required 
or if the patient disease severity has decreased. The lower radiation dose of multi­
slice computed tomography (MSCT) has allowed clinicians to examine their patients 
with greater frequency, however, at a price. The faster acquisition time and lower 
dose results in poorer image quality, greater partial volume error and motion/ imaging 
artefact errors compared to CT angiography.
Studies have shown the effectiveness of lipid lowering drugs [156, 43, 39, 50], however 
statin^ effectiveness varies from patient to patient, and this, together with the possible 
side effects of lipid lowering drugs, such as liver and kidney dysfunction make it critical 
that drug prescription is carried out with the most accurate information. The infor­
mation in this case comes in the form of calcium scoring, quantifying calcified plaques 
within the coronary arteries as seen in calcium scoring MSCT, utilising a clinical ob­
server oriented method. The issue with such a system lies in the presence of inter- and 
intra- observer variability. This variability in observer scores may result in a patient 
being incorrectly prescribed or not prescribed lipid lowering drugs, or in the event that 
scoring is inconclusive, required to undergo further, possibly invasive investigations.
In addition to the patient health related benefits of reducing risk of a cardiac event, 
there is also an economic benefit to health services. Healthcare services provide lipid
^Medication to reduce the blood cholesterol level. 
 ^Lipid lowering drug.
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lowering drugs to patients at considerable expense: £16 to £29 for a 4 week treatment, 
potentially leading to £380 per annum using a single agent per patient. A staggering 
sum considering in 2008, around 266 million prescriptions were issued for cardiovascular 
disease [132] in England. In addition, given the progressive nature of the disease, life 
long treatment may be needed. Thus greater accuracy in statin prescription would be 
financially beneficial to heath care providers.
MSCT is already being used successfully to obtain coronary calcium scores, but the 
manual nature of the clinical analysis and scoring process raises questions regarding 
the levels of subjectivity from expert opinion and reproducibility of results.
1.1 M otivation  & A im s
Currently, expert observers are tasked with scoring coronary calcium in the clinic with 
the associated drawbacks and limitations mentioned previously. Ideally, a computer 
aided system would be used to identify the presence of and quantify coronary calcium 
thus minimizing the inter- and intra- observer variability inherent in scoring carried 
out by human experts. However, this is an extremely challenging task due to the 
poor image clarity found in calcium scoring MSCT that results from low sampling 
rates, noise and imaging artefacts. In addition, the low axial resolution of this imaging 
modality causes issues of partial volume error and image clarity. To assist in scoring 
these low quality images, human observers use a priori knowledge of cardiac anatomy 
and calcified plaques in addition to previous scoring experience to qualify a candidate 
plaque as being within the coronary arteries. This thesis aims to develop a method 
to accurately identify if a calcified plaque is located within a coronary artery, hence 
clinically significant. Thus any resulting score would then be an accurate quantification 
of coronary artery calcium.
This thesis develops and validates an automated calcium scoring framework to identify 
coronary arteries in calcium scoring MSCT images and uses the identified arteries to 
quantify calcified plaque burden.
1.2 A ch ievem ents &: M ajor C ontributions
• An initial automation of the coronary calcium scoring system used clinically is 
presented, facilitated by heart isolation, automating the manual method that is 
subject to scoring variability. This work was initially presented with preliminary 
results at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium Medical Imaging Conference 
2009 [159] and later presented with improvements in the SPIE Medical Imaging 
Conference 2012 [158].
• A fully automated coronary artery segmentation and tracking system capable 
of operating on low axial resolution calcium scoring MSCT images is presented. 
Image processing methods are combined with active shape model segmentation 
to distinguish objects as artery vessels which contain the clinically significant
1.3. Thesis Structure
calcified plaques responsible for atherosclerosis, potentially leading to heart at­
tacks. This work was presented at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium Medi­
cal Imaging Conference 2010 [160] and has been submitted to the journal IEEE 
Transactions in Biomedical Engineering.
• An automated framework for coronary calcium scoring has been developed com­
bining and refining the initial automation, heart isolation and automated vessel 
tracking systems developed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, in addition to the develop­
ment of a coronary vessel tree model to aid the challenging segmentation and 
tracking of low axial resolution MSCT images. An observer study was designed 
and carried out to obtain observer calcium scores used to validate-the calcium 
scoring framework. A manual system designed to imitate the systems used in 
clinical coronary calcium scoring was designed for this task. This work was pre­
sented initially in the SPIE Medical Imaging Conference 2011 [157] and has been 
submitted to the British Journal of Radiology.
• An observer accuracy assessment was performed to determine the accuracy and 
performance of the clinical observers tasked with providing validation calcium 
scores. The XCAT digital phantom and CT Projector X-ray projection tool 
were used to generate the simulated MSCT images implanted with true and false 
positive plaques.
1.3 T hesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is organises as follows:
In Chapter 2, a background to coronary anatomy and coronary artery disease is pre­
sented, as well as manual calcium scoring, describing its successes and limitations. This 
chapter will also outline the in-house implementation of the calcium scoring system used 
clinically.
Chapter 3 outlines a background to tomographic imaging, focussing on X-ray imag­
ing, computed tomography and multi-slice computed tomography as well as CT image 
simulation.
Chapter 4 describes the initial automation of the calcium scoring process to assess fea­
sibility and success. Implementation of aorta detection and segmentation is presented 
followed by intelligent segmentation termination and validation against observer cal­
cium scores.
Chapter 5 examines the requirement for heart isolation and potential implementation 
methods, presenting the most suitable used here for automated heart isolation to facil­
itate focussed segmentation of the coronary vessels.
In Chapter 6, the main contribution to the field of low resolution calcium scoring is 
presented in the form of an automated vessel tracking system. In this system, suitable 
artery roots are identified to provide a starting location for tracking. This is followed 
by proximal vessel tracking that also tackles initially regressive arteries in the form
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of backtracking. Tracking continues using intelligent detection criteria for lumen and 
distal artery regions.
Chapter 7 outlines the automated calcium scoring framework combining heart isolation, 
guided vessel tracking and automated calcium scoring for the goal of reducing subjec­
tivity and reproducibility in calcium scoring while maintaining accuracy. An observer 
study is carried out to obtain ground tru th  calcium scores, assessed for accuracy using 
simulated XCAT phantom images.
Chapter 8 summarises the contributions of this thesis and presents conclusions. In 
addition, suggestions for further research in this area are also proposed.
Chapter 2
Cardiac A natom y &: Coronary 
A rtery D isease
2.1 Cardiac A natom y
The heart is a muscular pump, responsible for distributing oxygenated blood around 
the body while moving de-oxygenated blood to and from the lungs. The heart’s signif­
icance in the smooth day to day operation of the human body cannot be emphasised 
enough and thus any alteration in its operation, no matter how minor, can have great 
repercussions.
The main structure of the heart can be seen in Figure 2.1 showing the four chambers, 
the vessels that carry the oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood as well as the valves 
separating the atria from ventricles and arteries. The four chambers of the heart are 
the left and right atria and the left and right ventricles respectively. The right atrium 
pumps de-oxygenated blood received from the vena cava into the right ventricle through 
the tricuspid valve. Prom the right ventricle, de-oxygenated blood is sent to the lungs 
via the pulmonary artery to become oxygenated. Oxygenated blood then passes to the 
left atrium through the pulmonary veins to be pumped into the left ventricle via the 
mitral valve. The left ventricle proceeds to pump the oxygenated blood to the rest of 
the body through the aorta via the aortic valve.
The aorta is anatomically divided into three distinct sections, firstly, the ascending 
aorta (AA) receives oxygenated blood from the left ventricle via the aortic valve. Sec­
ondly, at the apex of the ascending aorta, oxygenated blood will diverge at the aortic 
arch at which point blood will travel upwards towards the head through the brachio­
cephalic^, carotid^ and subclavian^ arteries or downwards through the third section, 
the descending aorta (DA) to the lower body.
The heart is enclosed within the pericardium, a membrane that surrounds the heart and 
allows the vigorous and rapid movements during beating. The internal heart anatomy
^Artery that supplied blood to the right arm, head and neck 
^Artery supplying the head and neck with oxygenated blood.
^Receives blood from the aortic arch supplying blood to left and right arms.
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Figure 2.1: Example heart structure [2]. Not pictured is the descending aorta.
consists of three layers that comprise the wall of the heart. The first of the three layers 
is the epicardium, the external layer. This layer is thin and comprised of mésothélium^ 
[147] and connective tissue giving a smooth, slippery surface to the outermost layer of 
the heart wall. The middle layer is the myocardium, the cardiac muscle tissue which 
is responsible for the pumping action of the heart. The endocardium is the third and 
innermost layer of the heart wall and is comprised of a thin layer of endothelium^ over 
connective tissue, providing a smooth lining for the inner chambers of the heart.
The muscle of the heart wall, as seen in Figure 2.2, plays a vital role in the pumping of 
oxygenated blood around the body but as a muscle, it too requires oxygen to function. 
Extending from the ascending aorta are the coronary arteries, vessels lying on the outer 
layer of the heart wall, supplying oxygenated blood to the myocardium. Abnormal 
narrowing of the coronary arteries is caused by the formation of atherosclerotic plaque, 
comprising accumulations of lipids®, extracellular matrix and smooth muscle cells. In 
advanced lesions coronary calcium build-up can also occur, and this is usually associated 
with the presence of inflammatory cells. These areas of coronary artery stenosis limit
^Membrane forming the lining of several bodily cavities including the pericardium. 
®The thin layer of cells lining the interior surface of blood vessels.
group of naturally occurring molecules including fats and cholesterol.
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Figure 2.2: Example heart wall [4].
the blood flow to the myocardium and, if sufficiently limited, may affect the heart’s 
ability to pump blood around the body, leading to angina, myocardial infarction and 
possibly death. The thickness of the wall of each chamber of the heart is dependent 
on the chamber’s function. The walls of the atria are thin as the role of the atria is 
to deliver blood into the ventricles which pump the blood greater distances and thus 
require greater muscle mass resulting in thicker walls.
The heart valves also play an important role during the pumping cycle. As either atria 
or ventricles contract, blood is being pushed either into a ventricle or out of the heart 
via the pulmonary artery or ascending aorta. To ensure a mono-directional flow, the 
valves open and close in response to changes in pressure, opening to allow blood in and 
closing to prevent back flow.
2.2 Coronary A natom y
Presented in this section is an examination of the structure and construction of the 
coronary arteries which are responsible for the distribution of oxygenated blood to the 
heart muscle. There are five main vessels, shown in Figure 2.3, the left coronary artery 
(LCA), the circumflex branch (CB) of the LCA, the left anterior descending artery 
(LAD) branch, the right coronary artery (RCA) and the posterior descending artery 
(PDA) [12]. Both the LCA and RCA originate from the ascending aorta (AA) in normal 
anatomy after which they branch. The LCA branches out into the CB and LAD whereas 
the RCA continues as the PDA [147, 119] at the base of the heart. The left coronary 
artery can also be known as the left main and originates from the left aortic sinus 
positioned just above the aortic valves in the sinus of Valsalva. In normal anatomy, the 
left coronary artery will divide almost immediately into the circumflex branch and left 
anterior descending arteries after journeying between the right ventricle outflow tract 
anteriorly and left atrium posteriorly. A third branch can arise from the left main, 
between the LAD and CB in 15% of cases [137], known as the ramus intermedius and 
behaves as a diagonal branch of the CB.
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Figure 2.3; Coronary artery layout overview in the anterior projection, left main 
artery, left anterior descending artery (LAD), diagonal branches (Dl, D2), left cir­
cumflex branch (LCX), marginal branches (Ml, M2), right coronary artery (RCA), 
acute marginal branch (AM) and posterior descending artery (PDA) [137].
The left anterior descending artery travels up to the apex of the heart in the anterior 
interventricular groove^. This vessel supplies the anterior area of the septum, a wall 
dividing chambers and areas of the heart, with septal branches, as well as the anterior 
wall of the left ventricle with diagonal branches. The LAD is responsible for supply­
ing the majority of the left ventricle and AV-bundle, tasked with electrical impulse 
transmission, with oxygenated blood.
The circumflex branch of the left coronary artery is found in the left atrioventricular 
(AV) groove situated between the left atrium and left ventricle supplying the vessels of 
the lateral wall of the left ventricle. The vessels comprising the CB and its branches are 
denoted as obtuse marginals as they supply the lateral margin of the left ventricle and 
proceed to branch off at an obtuse angle. The majority of human anatomical variations 
result in the CB terminating as an obtuse marginal branch, however in 10% of cases 
[137], patients have a circulation that is left dominant where the CB also supplies the 
posterior descending artery.
Much like the LCA, the right coronary artery arises from the sinus of Valsalva® but from 
its anterior section. The RCA travels though the right atrioventriocular groove between 
the right atrium and right ventricle reaching the inferior section of the septum. In 50- 
60% of patients, the first branch of the RCA will be a small conns branch supplying 
the right ventricle outflow tract [137] whereas in 20-30% of patients, the conns branch 
is found to arise directly from the ascending aorta itself. A second branch of the RCA 
that runs posteriorly to the sinoatrial node^ arises in the form of a sinus node artery 
in 60% of patients whereas in the remaining 40%, this artery originates from the CB 
[137]. Other major branches of the RCA include the large acute marginal branch which
^Groove separating the ventricles situated on the sternocostal surface of the heart. 
®An anatomic dilation of the ascending aorta, occurring above the aortic valve.
®Impulse generating (pacemaker) tissue located in the right atrium.
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Figure 2.4: Coronary artery anatomy overview in the right anterior oblique projection, 
left coronary artery (LCA), left anterior descending artery (LAD), diagonal branches 
(Dl, D2), left circumflex branch (LCX), marginal branches (Ml, M2), right coronary 
artery (RCA), acute marginal branch (AM) and posterior descending artery (PDA) 
[137]. (LV=left ventricle, RV=right ventricle and RA—right atrium)
leaves the RCA at an acute angle and travels along the margin of the right ventricle 
and is located above the diaphragm. The right coronary artery continues its journey 
along the atrioventricular groove posteriorly, giving off a branch to the AV node on this 
path. The RCA also gives off a branch that is the posterior descending artery in 65% 
of patients [137] when the patient has right dominant circulation. This vessel supplies 
the inferior wall of the left ventricle and inferior part of the septum.
variable Number Percentage
Coronary anomalies (total) n o 5 .6 4
Spilt RCA 24 1.23
Ectopic RCA (right cusp) 22 1.13
Ectopic RCA (left cusp} la 0 .9 2
Fistulas 17 0 .3 7
Absent left main coronary 13 0 .6 7
artery
Circumflex arising from right 13 0 .6 7
cusp
LCA arising from liglit cusp 3 0 .1 5
Low origination o f RCA 2 0.1
Other anornaiics 3 0.27
Coronary dominance patterns
Dominant RCA 1641 89.1
Dominant LCA (circumflex) 164 8 .4
Codominant arteries (RCA, 48 2.5
circumflex
LCA= left coronary artery; RCA = right coronary artery
Figure 2.6: Table representing incidence of coronary anomalies and patterns as observed 
in a continuous series of 1950 angiograms [21].
The table in Figure A.l of the Appendix shows exemplar coronary artery anomalies 
in the form of anomalous coronary artery root locations, artery paths and artery dis­
tributions. Of the patterns analysed, 28% were shown to have some anomalous artery 
pattern, with the LCX stemming from the RCA being the most common.
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Figure 2.5: Coronary artery anatomy overview in the lateral projection, left main 
artery, left anterior descending artery (LAD), diagonal branches (Dl, D2), left cir­
cumflex branch (LCX), marginal branches (Ml, M2), right coronary artery (RCA), 
acute marginal branch(AM) and posterior descending artery (PDA) [137]. (RV=right 
ventricle and RA=right atrium)
The table in Figure 2.6 outlines incidence of coronary anomalies and patterns observed 
in 1,950 continuous angiograms^®, of which 110 were found to have coronary anomalies, 
over 5%. The most common shown to be a split RCA followed by an ectopic RCA.
2.3 Coronary A rtery D isease
Coronary artery disease (CAD), also known as atherosclerotic heart disease, is caused 
primarily by the abnormal narrowing of the coronary arteries, known as stenosis, due to 
plaque build up ranging from soft plaques to hardened, calcifled plaques. Soft plaques 
primarily contain fatty deposits but become hardened with the addition of calcium 
salts and other flbrous deposits, becoming calcified plaques as seen in Figure 2.8(b). 
The resultant limitation in blood flow can lead to chest pain and ultimately a cardiac 
event. Heart attacks were linked to CAD by the 1948 Framingham Heart Study [14] 
which has investigated a cohort of five thousand men and women to determine the risk 
factors associated with the development of CAD.
However, it is hypothesised that a significant portion of patients at moderate risk of 
CAD based on their Framingham Risk, do not or will not go on to have significant coro­
nary disease [50]. Thus lipid lowering drugs, known as statins, used to lower cholesterol 
in the blood, limiting further plaque build-up, may be prescribed unnecessarily.
Life threatening health issues can be prevented by early detection, using a CT scanner 
(Figure 2.8(a)) to perform Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA). CTA is the 
imaging of the coronary artery lumen using X-rays to visualise blood flow. Calcium 
build up observed on the CT images is quantifled using Agatston Scoring [20], placing
A  medical imaging technique used to visualize the arteries, veins and heart chambers.
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patients into predefined risk groups (as seen in Figure 2.7) with different cardiovas­
cular risk levels and treatment procedures. New generations of Multi-Slice Computed 
Tomography (MSCT) scanners allow clinicians to perform faster, more accurate scans 
[70, 93] with lower radiation dose.
Calcium
Score
Group
Plaque burden C hanco o f developing 
sign ifican t coronary 
a rte ry  d isea se
Likely card io­
vascu la r risk
R ecom m endations
0 No Identifiable 
plaque
Very low, generally loss 
than 5% chance
Very Low Stop smoking, maintain good control of blood 
pressure and weight,
1-10 Minimal amount of 
Identifiable plaque
Very unliKeiy, less than 
10% chance
Low All recommendations above PLUS; Tight control of 
Diatretes and Hypertension (High Stood Pressure), 
consider use of Stalins in cases of High 
Cholesterol.
11-100 Definite levels of 
plaque - at least 
mild
atherosclerosis
Mild or minimal coronary 
stenosis (narrowing) likely
Moderate AH recommendations afctove PLUS: Daily use of tow 
dose Aspirin, u se  of Statins in cases of High 
Cholesterol.
101-400 Definite levels of 
plaque - et least 
moderate 
atherosclerosis
Non obstructive Coronary 
Artery D isease highly 
likely, although obstructive 
d iseasa  possible
Moderately
High
All recommendations above PLUS: Exercise 
program, use  of Statins In cases of borderline 
cholesterol levels, consider use of Folic Acid, 
Vitamin E. and Increase intake offish oils.
Over 400 Extensive levels of 
plaqua
atherosclerosis
High likelihood (over 60% 
chance) of a t least one 
significant coronary 
stenosis (narrowing)
High All recommendations above PLUS:
Introduction of very aggressive risk factor 
modification. Exercise Test or CT Angiogram to 
rule out obstructive disease.
Consider angiogram for symptomatic patients
Figure 2.7: Atherosclerosis risk table found in calcium score results shown to the patient 
[68].
A more targeted approach to CAD treatment based on the latest MSCT imaging modal­
ity could improve statin treatment cost effectiveness and reduce the cases of statin side 
effects such as muscle pains, liver and kidney issues [15]. Statin effectiveness has been 
highlighted in [124], concluding that the statin tested had a nearly 50% [124] chance 
of reducing cardiac events. Thus as Ferns [50] explains, it is improvements in risk 
diagnosis accuracy that are most beneficial.
2.4 C alcium  Scoring
A radiologist aims to detect calcium deposits within the five main coronary arteries. 
Figure 2.3, the Left Main (LM) (green arrow in Figure 2.8(b)), Left Anterior Descend­
ing (LAD), Right Coronary (RCA), Posterior Descending (PDA) and Left Circumflex 
arteries (LCX) [119]. Calcifications found in the ascending Aorta (AA), descending 
Aorta (DA), Pericardium or Mitral Valve^^ do not affect blood flow significantly and 
are not counted.
Agatston Scoring is performed on MSCT images by an expert clinician manually select­
ing regions of interest (ROI) in the coronary arteries in which the quantity of plaque is 
calculated. Manual selection using a priori information and expertise helps to prevent 
the inclusion of false positive calcifications such as those in close proximity to the coro­
nary arteries. A weighting system based on the Hounsfield Unit (HU) value of a pixel
A  dual-flap valve located between the left atrium and left ventricle.
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Figure 2.8: (a) An example of Computed Tomography scanner and (b) a heavily calci­
fied left coronary artery.
[20] (defined in Equation 2.1), which represents the HU of various organs in relation to 
air and water, is used to quantify plaque build-up.
HU  =  1000 X  — (2.1)
p w a te r
2.5 Q uantification o f C oronary A rtery  C alcium
Coronary calcium can be quantified using Agatston scoring [20]. Described by Hal­
liburton et al. [68], the maximum X-ray HU (CT^°^) for each coronary artery i  and 
each calcified lesion j  inside the artery is obtained for each lesion area. ROIs are drawn 
manually by expert radiologists around the areas (A%) of the coronary arteries with 
high attenuation to identify areas of plaque. These areas are multiplied by a weighting
factor {wij, Equation 2.3) shown in Equation 2.2, summed for the slice and summed
for the patient {Stotal) as in Equation 2.4.
S{j =  Wij X  Aij (2.2)
( 1 if 130 HU < =  CTl^^^ < 200 HU
I 2 if 200 HU < =  CTri<^ ^ < 300 HU
1 3 if 300 HU < =  < 400 HU
[ 4 if 400 HU < =  CT^f^^
Stotai =  ^  Sij (2.4)
Where HU are Hounsfield Units, Sij is Agatston score, fyj is the calcium score obtained 
through volume scoring where Nyo^el is the number of voxels containing calcium on a 
given slice and Vyoxel is the slice thickness.
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However, manual identification of salient ROIs can lead to errors as a result of sub­
jectivity and reproducibility as described in the following section discussing calcium 
scoring variability. Indistinguishable calcified plaque regions mentioned previously can 
be exacerbated by the low image clarity, low axial resolution, partial volume errors 
and noise. The use of an arbitrary weighting factor results in a score that increases 
non-linearly with deposit size as it does not consider depth, resulting in a large change 
in score with a small shift in area or attenuation. Thus the resulting score is not an 
accurate physical measure of coronary calcium.
Volume scoring (Equation 2.5) uses the same threshold as Agatston scoring (thus also 
not a physical measure), but incorporates voxel volume (Vyoxel) rather than cross- 
sectional area alone [68]. Halliburton et al. claim that this method gives more repro­
ducible results than Agatston scoring but can lead to overestimation of region sizes due 
to partial volume effects.
Vij = Vyoxel X Afyoxel (2.5)
Conversely, mass scoring (Equation 2.6) is a true physical measure [68, 163] and more 
reproducible [68].
= Cha  X Vij X  CTij (2.6)
mij is the lesion mass score, Cha  the lesion calibration factor, Vij is volume and CTij 
is the mean CT number. The calibration factor is described as in Equation 2.7 where 
the density of the known calcification (p ha ) is divided by the result of subtracting the 
CT number of water from the mean CT number of the known calcification.
^  C T h a  -  C T „ a te r
Where H A  mass is calculated as 1/250 x area x section increment x mean attenuation 
value and pha  is H A  density [74].
Yoon et al. concluded that mass coring reduces the effects of many of the aforemen­
tioned limitations of the other scoring methods, as no weighting system is used and 
all voxels are counted individually [163]. A mass score can be measured in milligrams 
due to the use of the calibration measurement of a coronary calcification with known 
hydroxyapatite^^ density [68]. Despite the mass score being the only true physical 
measure of coronary calcium, it is not the standard for quantification. The Agatston 
method remains the clinically used method due to the availability of a database of 
scores, which allows the stratification of cardiovascular disease risk [126].
Universal detection, quantification and treatment protocols designed for calcium scoring 
in hospitals, as well as varying anatomical sizes mean Agatston scoring is the standard 
[20] but the additional methods described can potentially lead to scoring with greater 
accuracy.
naturally occurring mineral form of calcium apatite.
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2.6 C alcium  Scoring V ariability
Although used clinically, manual calcium scoring suffers from inter- and intra- observer 
variability due to the dependence on human expertise. Extensive examination has been 
carried out determining the degree of this variability including an assessment by Yoon 
et al. [162] using electron beam CT (EBCT) imaging of one thousand asymptomatic 
patients for coronary calcium, with a mean age of 53 years and ranging from 18 to 85 
years. Each patient underwent two consecutive coronary scans using electrocardiogra­
phy (EGG) gating, breath hold, 3-mm collimation and 100-msec exposure. In EBGT, 
the X-ray tube is not mechanically spun to rotate the source of X-ray photons, de­
signed specifically to image the continuously moving heart. The minimum criterion for 
a calcified lesion required to be two contiguous pixels of greater than 130HU density. 
Overall with respect to coronary calcium visibility, Yoon et al. describe a percentage 
difference in scans of 28.4% for women and 43.0% for men. For the main coronary 
arteries themselves, a percentage difference of 20.2-24.2% in women and 30.5-44.9% in 
men and finally, 31% of patients assessed exhibited a different score in at least one 
identified coronary artery.
Galcium scoring reproducibility is required to be high due to the progressive nature of 
the disease requiring repeat examinations. Ohnesorge et al. [116] have studied this re­
producibility using retrospectively EGG-gated multi-section spiral GT, featuring 3 mm 
slice width and up to 125 ms temporal resolution. Agatston scoring performance showed 
a minimum mean variability of 12% and minimum median variability of 9%. Thus sup­
porting the difficulty for a single clinician to accurately score a patient using Agatston 
scoring when asked to examine the same patient multiple times. Inter-scan variability 
of mass and volume scoring results were lower with minimum mean variability of 7.5% 
and minimum median variability of 5%. In addition, Ohnesorge et al. compared the 
inter-scan variability obtained with non-overlapping and overlapping 3 m m  slice width 
increments, showing a lower variability when using overlapping increments of 2, 1.5, 
and 1 mm, confirming the challenge posed by low axial image resolution.
A comparison of calcium score variability against mean score has shown an inverse 
correlation as identified by Devries et al. [44]. The variability when high calcium 
scores are observed tended to be lower and conversely the variability of low calcium 
score observations tended to be high. Devries et al. show that the variability of total 
calcium score when < 10 is 72% ±  54%, when 11-100 is 60% ±  46% and when > 100 is 
28% ±  26% (expressed as mean ±  SD). Such an observation can be attributed to the 
difficult task of identifying small calcified plaques from human observation, especially 
if said plaques are located in regions that may confuse true positive plaques with false 
positive ones. The high level of variability at low levels of plaque burden demonstrate 
the need to accurately and with good reproducibility, score patients with low levels 
of obstructive plaque. This is important as the presence of obstructive plaque vs. 
none presence is decisive in the preliminary stages of coronary artery disease diagnosis, 
possibly leading to further imaging of the patient or drug prescription. Low levels of 
plaque may also lead the clinician to either suggest a higher dose angiogram for the 
patient to better understand the nature of the score or prescription of lipid lowering 
drugs. Devries et al. have also examined the variability in individual artery scores 
when multiple scans of a single patient are acquired. Percentage variability in three of
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the five major coronary arteries show for the left main/anterior descending artery, 70 ±  
68%; left circumflex artery, 39 ±  71%; and right coronary artery, 63 ±  82%. In addition 
when comparing multiple scans of each patient, 26% had calcifications detected in one 
scan but not another in a specific artery.
The inverse relationship between mean calcium score and variability is further high­
lighted by Wang et al. [153]. Percentage relative differences of calcium scores for the 
30-slice 3 m m  protocol show relative percentage difference of calcium scores reaching 
100 to 150% with scores below 250. Calcium scores with a score difference below 50% 
exceeded 500 indicating lower variability when calcified plaques are more prevalent and 
as a result, easier to identify and distinguish due to the plaque size resulting in such a 
large score.
The variability of coronary calcium scoring is also affected by the modality used, as 
explained by Horiguchi et al. [76]. Multiple scans taken with both EBCT and 16 
slice MDCT (Multi-detector computed tomography, the equivalent of MSCT) at differ­
ent thickness and increments for reconstruction show for EBCT, an 18% variability in 
Agatston score compared to 15% variability for MDCT at 1.25 mm/1.25 mm (thick­
ness / increment), 16% at 2.5 mm/2.5 mm and 10% at 2.5 mm/1.25 mm, again showing 
higher variability relating to larger slice thickness. Horiguchi et al. go on to investigate 
the variability across two sequential scans based on cardiovascular risk level. From 
this breakdown, it can be seen that as expected, the highest variability across both 
EBCT and 16 slice MDCT occurs at the low end of cardiovascular risk between an 
Agatston score of 1-10 with a variability of 35% for EBCT and 40%, 31% and 11% for 
the three thickness/ increment levels of MDCT. This high degree of variability across 
two sequential scans further indicates the need to reduce human observer subjectivity 
and reproducibility error in the light of variability caused by multiple scans.
2.7 M anual C alcium  Scoring Im plem entation
The process of clinical calcium scoring utilizes a manual method of candidate calcified 
lesion selection from which calcified plaque burden is calculated. The initial goal of 
this thesis necessitated the development of an in-house calcium scoring system, capa­
ble of mimicking the system used clinically. Clinical scores are obtained by manual 
identification of candidate plaques by the clinician on a clinical workstation. Such a 
system would aid a better understanding of clinical calcium scoring system but most 
importantly, provides a mechanism to obtain manual calcium scores in-house.
2.7 .1  M eth o d o lo g y
Matlab was used to develop the scoring system implementing the primary stages of 
image input, binarization, facilitating the user to select candidate calcifications and 
finally calculating the level of plaque burden using the Agatston method described in 
Equations 2.2 to 2.4. Slices from an MSCT image were loaded and presented to the 
user sequentially. Each image was thresholded using 130HU, thus all voxels of a lower 
HU remain unaffected while all voxels of 130HU and greater are highlighted. The user
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then proceeds to select regions considered to be candidate calcified plaques. For every 
selected region, the entire region of voxels is analysed, and the highest CT number 
identified, to determine the required weighting factor, as described in Equation 2.3, 
to calculate the Agatston score of the particular slice. Each selected region score was 
converted to geometric size before all slice scores were summed together to give
the final patient Agatston score, comparable to calcium scores clinically obtained.
2 .7 .2  R esu lts  o f  M anual C alcium  S coring  Im p lem en ta tio n
The in-house Agatston scoring system was tested on the MSCT test set comprised of 
16 randomly selected images from the MSCT images available for this project. The 
resulting in-house score seen in Table 2.1 is the mean coronary calcium score identified 
by the same observer over 3 scoring sessions with one week gap between each session 
to prevent retention of plaque location. Score comparison results are shown in Table
2.1 and presented on a logarithmic scale in Figure 2.9 against the clinical calcium score 
equivalents.
Of the 16 mean results shown in Figure 2.1 examined against the atherosclerosis risk 
table [68] shown previously in Figure 2.7, 14 of the 16 results obtained using the in-house 
scoring system gave the same risk categorisation as the clinical score. Of the remaining 
two patients, one had an in-house score resulting in a higher risk group and the other a 
lower risk group. In addition, five perfect matching scores can be seen. Seven in-house 
scores were found to be higher than their clinical equivalents and three scored lower 
than their clinical equivalents. A further three scores of zero coronary calcium were 
correctly obtained by the in-house system and a single score of zero obtained using the 
in-house system had a non-zero clinical equivalent.
Standard deviations of the mean in-house scores range from 0 to 47.18 highlighting the 
difficulty in accurate score reproducibility. In addition, analysis of the score difference 
between clinical and in-house shows nearly 50% of in-house scores over-scored, indicat­
ing false positive, clinically insignificant calcified plaques were scored by the observer 
using the in-house system. These findings support the variability of manual calcium 
scoring presented in Section 2.6. Thus showing that subjectivity caused in part by ex­
pertise plays a prominent role in manual calcium scoring given that the observer using 
the in-house system has limited experience in comparison to the expert observer who 
provided the clinical scores.
Thus if the equivalent clinical calcium scores are to be considered as a gold standard for 
comparison, it can be seen that 88% of in-house manual calcium scores correlated with 
their clinical equivalents in respect to atherosclerosis risk grouping, 31% of in-house 
manual scores matched their clinical equivalents perfectly and 12% of in-house manual 
calcium scores resulted in a change in atherosclerosis risk grouping, signifying different 
but not drastically different treatment recommendations.
2 .7 .3  D iscu ssio n
An in-house software for clinical calcium scoring has been developed that imitates the 
scoring method used in hospitals to provide a system that can be used to not only
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Table 2.1: Tabulated results of absolute mean in-house Agatston score against clini­
cal system (Cscore) results represented as absolute score mean [IHscore] and standard 
deviation (IHscore SD) and score difference (Cscore ~  IHscore)-
Cscore IHscore mean IHscore SD Cscore IHscore
P i 1 3 0 -2
P2 0 0 0 0
P3 99 128 0 -29
P4 632 540 3.51 92
P5 2 1 0.58 1
P6 16 26 0.58 -10
P7 0 0 0 0
P8 279 298 18.50 -19
P9 574 666 47.18 -92
PIO 229 248 8.02 -19
P l l 16 15 0.58 1
P12 1 0 0.58 1
P13 0 0 0 0
P14 108 108 0 0
P15 110 110 0 0
P16 89 99 0 -10
acquire clinical calcium scores whenever necessary, but also to aid the analysis and 
understanding of the clinical calcium scoring process with respect to the systems un­
derlying functionality. This will provide insight into the requirements tha t automation 
of said system may require.
It must be recognized that the clinical calcium scoring results are affected by human 
subjectivity and the in-house system has been designed to imitate this scoring system. 
It should also be noted that in nearly 90% of data sets used for testing, both clinical 
and in-house scores were found to be within the same atherosclerosis risk group for 
each patient and thus the same or similar recommendation for treatment would have 
been made. In the two cases where the risk grouping identified clinically was changed 
by the in-house manual scoring system, one case represented a shift from a very low 
calcium score of 1, on the lowest boundary of the second risk group, to a score of 0. 
Such a change is extremely small and can be attributed to the in-house system operator 
error. In the second case, the in-house manual score increase the clinical score by 29, 
shifting the atherosclerosis risk group identified from group 3 to group 4. This group 
shift represents a generalised risk rating change from a moderate risk of coronary artery 
disease to a moderately high risk. However, the increased calcium score obtained using 
the in-house system is still situated in the lower region of the moderately high risk 
group and any recommended treatment would consider this.
The seven in-house manual calcium scores that scored higher than their clinical cal­
cium score equivalents from the fourteen results falling within the same risk groupings, 
indicates an interesting trend. This indicates the in-house method of scoring may be 
over including regions of possible calcified lesions, regions that may be false positives. 
This point relates to the issue of subjectivity in manual calcium scoring as the observer 
may incorrectly classify a region as a calcified lesion thus contributing to the higher
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Figure 2.9: Results of in-house Agatston scoring system applied to MSCT patient test 
set compared to their clinical score equivalents in logarithmic scale.
score. The opposite may be true of the case where the manual calcium score obtained 
using the in-house system obtained a lower score than obtained clinically. However, 
as the in-house system has been designed to only allow regions of an intensity greater 
than 130HU to be selected by the observer, this further suggests that it is the observer 
error that causes the difference in calcium scores.
Chapter 3
Tomographic Cardiac Im aging
This chapter will discuss the imaging of cardiac anatomy in a clinical environment, 
including a brief historical background. Modalities to be discussed include X-ray imag­
ing, general computed tomography mutli-slice computed tomography and computed 
tomography angiography. In addition, examination of common cardiac image sim­
ulation techniques are explained. This Chapter aims to provide a point of reference 
regarding the different imaging modalities in relation to MSCT used in calcium scoring.
3.1 X -ray Im aging
Image acquisition utilizes X-rays where, as Dance [154] explains, a radiographic im­
age is formed when an interaction takes place between X-ray photons and a photon 
detector. Thus this image is comprised of a distribution of said photons transmitted 
through the patient and recorded by the detector. There are two classes of photons 
that can be recorded, primary photons which have passed through the patient with no 
interaction and secondary photons which are the result of some interaction within the 
patient’s body. Of the two, it is the primary photons that provide the most impor­
tant information for a radiographic image. These primary photons give a measure of 
the probability that a photon will pass through the patient with no interaction. This 
probability is dependent upon the sum of the X-ray attenuating properties of the tissue 
within the patient’s body that the photon has passed through. A resulting image can 
thus be described as a projection of the tissue attenuation properties encountered by 
the primary photons from emitter to detector. However, it is important to remember 
that the resulting image is a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional X-ray 
attenuating tissue distribution.
The components of an X-ray imaging system can be seen in Figure 3.1 showing the 
photon emitter and detector array as well as the aperture^ in which the patient is 
placed. The bed on which the patient is placed is motorized and will move the patient 
slowly, in a supine position through the scanner, allowing the X-ray imaging system to 
image a volume such as the chest or brain. In addition. Figure 3.1 also shows the beam
^The opening of the tunnel in which the patient lays.
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Figure 3.1; The components of the X-ray imaging system showing the X-ray tube, 
patient, anti-scatter grid, and receptor [154].
collimator and anti-scatter grid. The purpose of the collimator is to narrow the beams 
of light in a specific direction and in the case of X-ray imaging, causes beams of photons 
to be focused in parallel. Photons that have been scattered go on to create a background 
signal that can degrade the signal leading to a degradation in the image contrast. The 
anti-scatter plates shown in Figure 3.1 help to remove scattered photons by rejecting 
the scatter and transmitting the primary radiation. This device, as described in Webb 
[154], can be an air gap or a grid formed by parallel lead strips.
The resulting 2D image from the receptor is processed and is then viewable by the 
clinician. The radiographic process described in Webb [154], can be represented math­
ematically using Equation 3.1. Photons emitted from a monochromatic X-ray source of 
Energy E  a sufficient distance from the patient so that the beam is considered parallel. 
The incident photon beam is parallel to the z direction and the image is recorded in the 
xy plane. The image is considered as a distribution of absorbed energy thus requiring 
each photon that interacts in the receptor to be locally absorbed and a linear response 
in the receptor is seen.
I{x,y)  = Ne{E ,0)E  e x p y -  j  fi{x,y, z ) d ^  J e{Es,9)EsS{x,y,Es,Ü)dQ dEs
(3.1)
Equation 3.1 also assumes N photons per unit area incident on the patient and /(x , 
y)dxdy is the energy absorbed in the area dxdy of the detector. In addition, the line 
integral is over all tissues the primary photons traverse reaching the point (x, y) and 
f i{x,y ,z)  represents the linear attenuation coefficient. The function S  represents the 
scatter distribution and is defined so that S'(x, y, E, Ù)dEdÇl dxdy gives the number of 
scattered photons in the energy range E to E dE  and the solid angle range QtoQ,-\-dIÎ 
which passes through the area dxdy of the detector, e represents the energy absorption 
efficiency of the receptor as a function of the photon energy and the angle 6 between 
the photon direction and the z-axis.
An example X-ray radiograph of the chest can be seen in Figure 3.2 showing the two 
lungs as tall dark regions in the centre covered by the ribcage, the sternum in the 
middle and the heart in between at the base of the lungs.
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Figure 3.2: Exemplar X-ray radiograph of the chest [8].
3 .1 .1  A p p lic a tio n s  o f X -ra y  Im a g in g
The discovery of X-rays in 1895 by Professor Wilhelm Rontgen and subsequent testing 
of said radiation, most notably using his wifes hand, has heralded a broad spectrum of 
uses, notably in the medical held of anatomical imaging. Initially used only to image 
bone within the human body, scientists observed the exposure of X-rays to the skin 
could lead to positive effects on skin diseases [100]. Such observations have lead to the 
development of radiotherapy^. Early X-ray images were of particular use to surgeons as 
injuries such as bone fractures and objects embedded within the body such as kidney 
stones, bullets and other metallic objects could be accurately and reliably located. With 
further developments in X-ray tube design, unwanted radiation exposure was reduced 
and the addition of what is now known as an anti-scatter grid reduced X-ray scatter 
leading to higher contrast.
The X-ray imaged hand of Rontgens’ wife is shown in Figure 3.3 and is traditionally 
considered to be the first X-ray image and the first coronary angiography was carried 
out in 1966 [120].
Advances in X-ray techniques lead to an understanding that certain liquids were opaque 
to X-rays and could be ingested into the body to aid the visualization of certain anatomy 
such as the oesophagus and stomach. Such radio-opaque agents are now commonly 
known as contrast agents used with organs such as the kidneys, brain and heart to 
improve organ imaging. An example of the early development of radiology is explained 
by the increased popularity of prescribing chest X-rays for patient’s believed to be 
suffering tuberculosis in the 1920s. Although this did not aid treatment of the disease, 
imaging helped to prevent the spread of the disease to family members and co-workers 
as it was a successful diagnosis tool [100].
From X-ray imaging, further development has lead to the advent of diagnostic ultra­
sound, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRl) and more
^The use of X-rays in the treatment or management of diseases such as cancer
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Figure 3.3: Exemplar early X-ray images of the hand of the wife of Wilhelm Rontgen 
[100].
in the forms of positron-emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission com­
puted tomography (SPECT).
3.2 C om puted  Tom ography
The process of computed tomography (CT) focusses on the imaging of the human 
body in sections, employing computer processing and can also be known as computed 
axial tomography (CAT) or body section Rontgenography. CT creates a volume of 
data reconstructed from a series of contiguous 2D X-ray scans using digital geometric 
processing.
A primary requirement for tomographic imaging is to preserve the depth information 
that is lost with conventional radiographic imaging [154]. The human body is a three- 
dimensional structure, but it is collapsed into two dimensions in radiography, which 
for certain purposes loses too much information. In addition, areas of soft tissue and 
blood cannot be seen in conventional radiography due to the low linear attenuation 
coefficient^ requiring the injection of contrast medium'^. It is the inability of conven­
tional radiography to distinguish soft tissue and resolve spatial structures that requires 
sectional imaging.
In CT, a planar slice of the body is defined and X-rays are passed though in directions
quantity characterizing how easily a beam of energy or matter penetrates a material or medium.
'^ A substance used in medical imaging to enhance object contrast.
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that are contained and parallel to the slice plane, as seen in Figure 3.4. This results in 
no part of the body outside of the slice being traversed by the beam.
2 nil projcclton
Figure 3.4: Example of transaxial tomography showing the patient lying down and 
X-ray beams shot at different angles of projection through the same slice of the chest 
[5],
Figure 3.5: Example of a computed tomography image of the chest with major land­
marks labelled A - F, ascending aorta (A), right lung (B), left lung (C), descending 
aorta (D), vertebrae (E), sternum (E) and left (L) and right (R) sides of the patient 
also labelled. Adapted from [109].
An example of a computed tomography image of the chest can be seen in Eigure 3.5 
showing major landmarks within it including the ascending aorta (A), right lung (B), 
left lung (C), descending aorta (D), vertebrae (E) and sternum (F). The image in 
Figure 3.5 has been enhanced with a contrast medium injected into the blood resulting 
in vessels seen to be the same intensity as bone.
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3.2 .1  C om p u ted  T om ography R eco n stru ctio n
Reconstruction of tomographic images aims to estimate, from the measurement of trans­
mitted photons through the patient, the distribution of linear attenuation coefficient of 
an object in the slice being imaged. In CT, dividing the measured photon counts by the 
incident photon counts and taking the logarithm gives samples of the Radon transform 
of the linear attenuation map. Thus the Radon transform [121] and inverse Radon 
transform can be used as a basis for the reconstructing CT images from projection or 
scattering data.
The Radon transform for a distribution f(x,yj  is given by Equation 3.2.
~  j  y)6{xcos(^ +  ysincf) — ^)dxdy (3.2)
Where d is the Dirac delta function and the co-ordinates x, y, ^ and 0 are defined in 
Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Co-ordinate system for the Radon transform [10].
The result of the Radon transform performed on projection data is a sinogram, repre­
sented as the function p(^, 0), as the Radon transform of an off-centre point source is 
a sinusoidal shape. Thus reconstruction is tasked with finding the distribution f(x,y) 
given the sinogram p(^, ^).
Backprojection, described by Equation 3.3, propagates the measured sinogram back 
into the image space along the projection paths presented in Figure 3.7, resulting in 
a blurred image such that for a point source at the origin 6{x,y), the intensity of the 
backprojection image rolls off slowly at 1/r. Thus the backprojection image is described 
in Equation 3.4.
fB p { x ,y )=  /  p{xcos(f)-\-ysincf), (j))d(j) 
Jo
(3.3)
fBp(x,v)  = (3.4)
Where -k represents the convolution operation.
The solution to the inverse Radon transform for backprojection is based on the central 
slice theorem (Equation 3.5), relating F{vx, V y ) ,  the 2D Fourier transform of f{x,  y) and
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Figure 3.7: Geometrical interpretation of backprojection [10].
P{v,(f)) which is the ID Fourier transform of p{^,(j)). The central slice theorem states 
that the value of the 2D Fourier transform of f{x ,y )  along a line at the inclination 
angle (f) is given by the ID Fourier transform of p(^, </>) which is the projection profile 
of the sinogram calculated at <p.
P(u, (j)) = F{vcos(f), vsin4>)
P(v,éO
(3.5)
Figure 3.8: Central slice theorem [10].
Thus with enough projections, P{v,<p) can fill the space denoted by Vx - Vy to generate 
F{vx, Vy), thus in the Fourier space the sinogram becomes P{v, ^ +  tt) =  P ( —v, 0).
Although there are many approaches to CT image reconstruction, by far the most 
popular and commonly used today is the Filtered Backprojection method (FBP). FBP
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uses the concept of de-blurring as mentioned previously but in addition filters the 
projections prior to backprojection.
In FBP, as described in Equation 3.6 [118], the projection of the cross-section of the 
point is processed in either the Fourier domain by multiplication by \p\, or in the 
spatial domain by convolving with the inverse Fourier transform of |p|, thus turning the 
projection into a ’’filtered” projection identified by it’s negative side lobes. The result 
is a spatial-frequency enhanced version of the original projection. Using the filtered 
projection for backprojection, the positive parts of the image reinforce each other as 
do the negative parts of the image. However, the positive and negative components 
will cancel each other out and given a large number of backprojection operations, the 
resulting image leaves only the intensities at the original point.
pn poo poo
g{ r , e )=  /  [ /  (3.6)
• /0  —oo —oo
Where g{r,6) is the reconstructed image, f{^,(f)) represents the original projections, 
/(^ , (f))e~^ '^^P^ d^ ]\p\ is the Fourier transform of projections at each angle, multiplied by 
jpj /(^ , <f)e~^ ‘^'^P^ d is the inverse Fourier transform.
fo /(Cî is the backprojection for each angle.
If the projections are collected using a parallel-beam scanning arrangement, with 0 as 
the angular parameter and ^ as the distance along the projection direction, the ((/>, 
plan representation of the data is referred to as the sinogram, the 2D array of projection 
data, useful in CT reconstruction.
3 .2 .2  A p p lica tio n s o f  C om p u ted  T om ography
Computed Tomography has become widely used for diagnostic imaging thanks to the 
high level of image clarity and accuracy. Of the many applications, CT has become an 
important diagnostic imaging tool for the assessment of coronary artery calcifications, 
coronary artery imaging, perfusion, lung cancer screening and colonography.
The benefits of CT for coronary artery calcification detection and quantification, as 
well as the benefits of quantification itself have been covered in the previous Chapter. 
In relation to this, the benefit of arterial imaging allows a clinician to examine the 
vessels themselves for possible stenosis or plaque build-up [16] as a predictive method 
to identify future cardiac events. In addition to this, dynamic analysis of the heart 
muscles themselves is possible to determine the presence of abnormalities. Narrowing of 
vessels such as stenosis can be detected using conventional X-ray angiographic systems 
as they are technically capable, sampling at 30 frames/s with 100- to 200-//m spatial 
resolution [16], however, unlike a CT system, the X-ray angiogram method, seen in 
Figure 3.9(a), is invasive requiring a catheter to be placed at the ROI, thus not only 
exposing high levels of dose to the patient and operator, but compared to a CT system, 
seen in Figure 3.9(b), the angiogram method will not be able to display the size and 
characteristics of the plaque due to the angiogram image subtracting the pre-contrast 
angiogram from the post-contrast image.
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Figure 3.9: Exemplar stenosis resulting from plaque build-up. (a) x-ray angiographic 
image [1] (white arrow) and (b) CT example image [6].
3.2 .3  C om p u ted  T om ography A rtefacts
Imaging artefacts in CT images can be divided into two main groups, firstly related to 
the mechanisms such as system design artefacts in the form of aliasing, partial volume, 
scatter and noise-induced streaks. X-ray tube related artefacts such as tube arcing 
and rotor wobble, detector-induced artefacts including primary speed and afterglow 
and detector response uniformity. Secondly, artefacts caused by the user including, 
patient-induced artefacts such as patient motion, beam hardening, metal artefacts and 
incomplete projections and operator-induced artefacts. All of which may go on to 
adversely effect the resulting image such that the it performs poorly for certain functions 
such as disease diagnosis as a result of the inability to detect signs of the disease or 
confusions caused by poor image clarity.
Methods to avoid certain CT artefacts have been presented by Barrett and Keat [26] 
such as the use of thin slice acquisition to avoid partial volume artefacts, recalibration of 
detector gain to avoid circular artefacts and correct patient positioning and monitoring 
to limit patient based artefacts such as motion and imaging of metallic materials.
3.3 M ulti-S lice C om puted  Tom ography
The advent of multi-slice computed tomography scanners significantly increased the 
speed at which data could be acquired as a result of acquiring helical data, reminiscent 
of a coiled spring, using multiple channels simultaneously [92]. This resulted in substan­
tially shorter acquisition times, creation of thicker or thinner sections retrospectively 
from the same raw data, as well as improved three-dimensional rendering affected to a 
lesser extent by helical artefacts.
Taking the example of a 4-slice multi-slice CT, the standard range of a single slice 
system, where p defines the pitch (the table increment per 360 of rotation divided by 
the nominal scan width [104]), is defined as 1 < p < 2 which is then extended to
1 < p < 8.
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Figure 3.10: Sampling patterns of a 4-slice spiral scan showing sampling of the z- 
position using pitches between 1 and 4 inclusive [92]. Each arrow represents individual 
projections at different rotations.
Figure 3.10 shows the sampling patterns of a 4-slice spiral scan at various pitch values 
across multiple rotations. It can seen at a pitch value of 1 and 2 each z-position 
across multiple rotations is sampled 4 and 2 times respectively as shown by the orange 
outlines. At a pitch of 1.5, the spacing between samples decreases by a factor of 2 
before increasing by the same factor at a pitch value of 2. At a pitch of 4, each sample 
is acquired once over multiple rotations with a sampling distance equating to the slice 
collimation.
A fixed slice collimation aids the design of a multi-slice scanner, however varying slice 
collimations are required for diagnostic purposes. Two approaches tackle this problem, 
firstly a matrix detector with elements of a fixed size and an adaptive array. A fixed 
sixteen element sized matrix detector divides the sixteen small elements with each one 
providing a 1 m m  thick slice at the optical separations between the small elements in 
the axial direction. Such a detector is well suited to scan at 4 x 1 m m  collimation but 
no more [92]. Wider collimations can be produced through signal combination during 
read out but can cause dead zones and wasted radiation dose. Such difficulties lead to 
the development of the adaptive array detector (AAD).
The AAD considers cone beam constraints to optimise image quality, optimises dose 
efficiency and using an Adapted Axial Interpolater (AAI) provides a flexible slice width 
selection. The main principle in detector element construction that differs from the 
matrix detector sees narrower detector elements close to the center of the detector, 
increasing in width with the distance from the center. Collimation combinations of 2 x 
0.5 mm,  4 x 1  mm,  4 x 2.5 mm,  4 x 5  mm,  2 x 8  m m  and 2 x 10 m m  are possible with 
AAD in addition to avoiding unnecessary dead spaces. Such collimation combinations 
specify the width of the X-ray beam at center, e.g. 2 x 8  m m  collimation results in a 
beam width of 16 m m  at center. Due to sequential imaging, such a collimation would 
generate two 8 m m  slices in a single rotation. MSCT imaging systems have a temporal 
resolution of 190 ms compared to 90 ms of dual source CT [17] and as low as 32 ms
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Figure 3.11: Exemplar MSCT image from a lung study showing right lung (A), left 
lung (B), heart (C) and scanner table (D) [92].
of EBCT [13].
3.3 .1  A p p lica tion s o f M u lti-S lice  C om p u ted  T om ography
Although MSCT has impacted CT scanning applications in the examination of trauma 
patient’s as well as lung and liver lesion characterization [92], the greatest impact of 
MSCT has been in the areas of CT angiography, cardiac imaging, virtual endoscopy 
and high resolution imaging [31].
In the area of CT angiography, MSCT is able to obtain first circulation studies of rapidly 
injected contrast bolus using thinner images. This helps to determine the time for blood 
to circulate and due to the shorter acquisition time, can significantly reduce radiation 
dose. In addition, due to the quick and detailed scanning technology of MSCT, entire 
scans can be completed within the first past of contrast material through the arterial 
system. The acquisition of the pulmonary arteries can be obtained in less than 25 
seconds [92] with an image thickness of 1.25 m m  in comparison to 2 to 3 m m  image 
thickness of mono slice spiral CT. In addition, the faster scan time and the ability 
to cover the entire chest within 10s result in paediatric imaging without requiring a 
sedative [56].
In cardiac imaging, electron beam CT (EBCT) has been used as the standard imaging 
modality for non-invasive imaging of coronary calcifications until the advent of MSCT. 
The major applications of EBCT in the area of cardiac imaging centered around the 
detection and quantification of coronary calcium, as well as non-invasive CT angiog­
raphy of the coronary arteries [18]. However, limitations of EBCT such as limited 
reproducibility of coronary calcium quantification [52], inability to detect non-calcihed
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plaques and limited spatial resolution of three-dimensional coronary artery visualiza­
tions have led to the use of MSCT, capable of covering the complete heart volume 
without gaps in a single breath-hold. MSCT allows for a much faster coverage of the 
heart compared to single slice scanning resulting in the ability to use thinner collimated 
slice widths, increasing the z-resolution. Completing a scan within a single breath hold 
results in reduced respiratory induced motion artefacts contributing to the usability 
of MSCT for non-invasive coronary calcium quantification. Scan times compared to 
EBCT and single slice CT are lower by a factor of 2.5 and 5 respectively.
3 .3 .2  M u lti-S lice  C om p u ted  T om ography A rtefa cts
MSCT imaging can suffer from artefacts manifesting themselves primarily in the form 
of cone-beam effects, interpolation-related, noise-induced, tilt, distortion and artefacts 
due to geometric alignment.
Artefacts caused by cone-beam effects are rooted in the cone angles of the outermost 
row in 8-, 16- and 32-slice scanner configurations. For a scanner operating at 0.625-mm 
detector aperture mode, the corresponding cone angles respectively are 0.23°, 0.50° and 
1.03° [16]. Taking for example the 0.23° cone angle, an error of 1 m m  between back 
projected position and actual location can occur. This error increases to 4.49-mm error 
for a cone angle of 1.03-deg, thus back projection induced artefacts increase with the 
cone angle of the acquisition.
Interpolation-related artefacts are commonly caused by an increase between adjacent 
readings from a helical reconstruction algorithm leading to a reduction in the accuracy 
or effectiveness of linear interpolation. As a linear model for the scanned object is 
assumed by helical reconstruction algorithms, the projection value at a desired location 
is estimated by linearly interpolating adjacent readings collected over a 27t to I tt angular 
span.
Noise induced artefacts in multi slice CT often observed as horizontal stripes visible 
across the patient scan. This is caused by the multiple min-max weighting cycles that 
occur per gantry rotation in MSCT [16]. In addition, the weighting function cycle 
repeats when interpolation is switched from one row to another thus image artefacts 
found in single-slice CT are seen.
When referring to tilt artefacts, it is the tilt of the scanner gantry that is in question. 
Unlike single-slice helical CT where gantry tilt does not effect performance of recon­
struction algorithms, in multi-slice CT, if tilt correction is not implemented, this can 
result in image artefacts, which are at times severe [16]. Example artefacts include du­
plication of regions, unwanted removal of very fine structures, structures may appear 
shifted or overlapping and some structures may be smeared or blurred. Tilt artefacts 
stem from multi-slice CT reconstructed images with multiple iso-centers. As each of 
said images is formed by projections from multiple detector rows, the iso-center should 
be located along the z-axis, known as the patient axis. Thus without the correct tilt 
correction, multiple iso-centers cause the previously mentioned tilt artefacts.
As a result of detector cell configuration in MSCT, dips are present in the detector 
secure sensor platform. Such dips are caused by small gaps between scintillator cells
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where highly reflective material is placed, preventing signal to be produced. The reflec­
tive material channels light photons generated by the scintillator to the photodiodes 
at the bottom of the detector. Tungsten plates are placed on the x-ray photon side 
of the detector to block incoming X-rays preventing direct exposure of the reflective 
material and photodiode to the X-ray photons. If a large helical pitch is used, the 
dips in the SSP are no longer visible due to the continually moving object in helical 
data acquisition. Effectively, the intercell gaps are averaged over the large area, thus 
removing the dips.
In multi-slice scanners, a greater importance is placed on system alignment compared 
to a single-slice CT system where a slight misalignment error may produce a nearly 
invisible image artefact. However, in MSCT, the same error in alignment can produce 
significant image artefacts.
3.4 C om puted Tom ography A ngiography
In the event that a patient examined for coronary calcium is either found to have low 
(1-400) calcium score or the clinician is unsure of a certain region of candidate coronary 
calcium, the patient may be referred for a computed tomography angiography (CTA) 
process. CTA provides much higher image clarity and resolution through the use of 
contrast enhancement and numerous X-ray beams.
Figure 3.12: Example coronary angiography images of the heart showing the contrast 
enhanced regions of blood [96].
CTA is a somewhat invasive procedure used to image organs in the body. A contrast 
agent is introduced to the patient’s bloodstream to improve the imaging of the blood 
vessels and as a result, organs such as the brain, kidneys, pelvis, legs, lungs, heart, 
neck and abdomen. From such scans, physicians can identify obstructions in the blood
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vessels caused by diseases suffered by the patient’s to aid diagnosis and treatment 
planning. In the case of coronary artery disease, CTA can be used to visualise in 3D 
the major coronary arteries and thus help to determine if the patient is suffering from 
any abnormal narrowing of the coronary arteries that may reduce blood flow to and 
around the heart.
The estimated radiation dose associated with cardiac CT angiography has been ex­
amined by Hausleiter et al. [72] in a study spanning almost 2000 cardiac computed 
tomography angiography (CCTA) examinations performed at 50 different study sites. 
Hausleiter et al. have found that a CCTA examination will expose the patient to an 
estimated radiation dose of 12 mSv, the equivalent of 10 abdominal CT studies or 600 
chest X-rays. Comparatively, a calcium score using MSCT will expose the patient to 
1.5 to 3 mSv, the equivalent of a barium swallow [55], nearly 10 times lower than a 
CTA. Such dose levels can be put into perspective given that the average background 
radiation exposure over a 1 year period is 2.4 mSv [169]. Despite the poorer image 
clarity, the progressive nature of coronary artery disease may require the patient to 
undergo multiple examinations and scans, thus the total dose over time may become a 
factor with respect to patient well-being.
3.5 S im ulating CT Im ages
In the absence of real patient data, simulated CT images can be obtained either 
through a digital voxelised phantom or a physical phantom. In this section, the NCAT 
digital voxelised phantom will be explained given the ability to accurately simulate 
calcified plaques within the heart. The 4D NURBS-based Cardiac-Torso (NCAT) de­
veloped by Segars [134] provides a realistic and flexible model of the human anatomy 
using non-uniform rational b-splines (NURBS) to construct the organ shapes with dif­
ferent anatomical variations and with varying degrees of motion. NURBS surfaces 
use the three-dimensional Visible Human CT dataset as their basis to construct organ 
shapes. In addition, 4D tagged MRI data and 4D high-resolution respiratory-gated CT 
data were used to extend the phantom into four-dimensions to accommodate cardiac 
and respiratory motion. Both 4D datasets were obtained from normal patient volun­
teers and thus the resulting computer-generated phantoms closely resemble anatomical 
structures with motion representative of a normal human.
Figure 3.13(a) shows the original NCAT phantom with the possible breathing and heart 
cycles. In comparison. Figure 3.13(b) shows the enhanced phantom which provides 
more realism in the generated images.
Not only does the NCAT phantom provide an accurate representation of human anatomy, 
the system also provides functionality for the implantation of calcified plaques within 
the five main coronary arteries. Plaques can be placed at any point along each artery, 
specifying the plaques size and position within the vessel lumen. In addition, the NCAT 
phantom can also generate other heart and spherical lesions placed at a location speci­
fied by the user. NCAT phantom images are made even more realistic with the addition 
of the CT Projector software which allows the generation of accurate projection images 
to simulate the effects of dose and other imaging related artefacts.
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Figure 3.13: (a) (Left) Anterior view of the original 4D NCAT phantom. (Middle) 
Cardiac and respiratory motion models of the NCAT phantom. (Right) Emission and 
transmission simulations performed using the NCAT phantom, (b) (Left) Initial ex­
tension of the 4D NCAT anatomy. (Right) Simulated chest x-ray CT images from the 
extended 4D NCAT. Coronal (top row) and transaxial (bottom 2 rows) reconstructed 
slices are shown.
The functionality of the NCAT phantom lends itself well for validation purposes as 
images of anatomy generated are accurate, representative of human anatomy and known 
to the user. In addition, the ability to add calcified plaques into the coronary arteries 
at known locations would prove beneficial for validating forms of calcium scoring.
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3.6 Sum m ary
Imaging techniques used in calcium scoring and vessel imaging have been presented 
along with the origins of radiographic imaging. Comparisons have been made between 
imaging modalities used for cardiac imaging and specifically calcium scoring highlight­
ing the differences in radiation dose. Despite the improved clarity of CTA over calcium 
scoring MSCT, the higher dose exposure to the patient is potentially problematic given 
the progressive nature of the disease.
W ith MSCT, the entire heart can be captured in a single rotation. This fast acquisition 
time leads to reduced dose and motion artefacts as acquisition can be carried out within 
a single breath hold. However, this must be balanced with the poorer image clarity 
and presence of other patient and imaging related artefacts. Such an imaging method 
is beneficial to the patient but will present challenged in image processing.
In the following Chapter, the initial automation of the calcium scoring process using 
MSCT imaging is presented to determine the feasibility of automation in the reduction 
of inter- and intra- observer variability in calcium scoring.
Chapter 4
Initial A utom ation  of Calcium  
Scoring
4.1 In troduction
Clinical coronary calcium scoring is primarily a manual process where a clinician, typ­
ically a radiologist or cardiologist, is required to chose regions of interest (ROI) cor­
responding to calcified plaque locations within coronary arteries. This is to ensure 
that plaque quantification is focussed in the coronary arteries to exclude false positive 
plaques outside the arteries. However, such a method, as explained in Chapter 2, is 
affected by observer variability. The decision by the expert is subjective and based 
on their experience and knowledge which will vary. This issue is exacerbated by the 
proximity of candidate calcified plaques to other similar objects such as plaques found 
within the mitral valve anulus or pericardium. Combined with similar intensity, size 
and shape, issues of subjectivity and reproducibility arise.
It is theorised that an automated coronary calcium scoring method based on the Agat- 
ston scoring algorithm can overcome such problems of inter- and intra- observer vari­
ability through the removal of human intervention. This Chapter firstly offers a review 
of current automation methods of calcium scoring, in addition to coronary segmenta­
tion methods, followed by an analysis of the data to be used. The process for an initial 
automation of calcium scoring is presented with results comparing the method with 
clinical calcium scores.
4.2 R eview  on C alcium  Scoring A utom ation
The automation of calcium scoring of the has been researched to some degree in the 
current literature for both scoring of aortic calcifications in CT images, as well as 
general risk assessment using CT angiography. However, there is little in the literature 
regarding the use of low dose, low axial resolution MSCT for vessel tracking to perform 
targeted calcium scoring.
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Aortic calcium scoring aims to identify the presence of and quantify calcified plaques 
found in the aorta, useful as a strong predictor of cardiovascular disease [81]. The 
process of aortic calcium scoring and it’s automation can be seen in [82, 81, 41] for use 
on non EC G gated thoracic CT scans and radiographic images.
A multi-atlas based approach was used in [82] to initially segment the aorta, where an 
atlas in which the aorta has been manually delineated is deformed to align with the 
target image. The known aorta location from the atlas is used to estimate the position 
of the aorta in the target thoracic CT images. Candidate plaques are extracted from the 
segmented aortas and feature classification distinguishes true plaques from noise and 
plaques found around the aortic valve. Resulting plaque identification showed a average 
of 768 mm^ from 871 mm^ correctly identified in the aorta, with an average of 61 mm^ 
of false positive volume per scan. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient between 
the system and first observer was p = 0.97 compared to p =  0.99 between two observers. 
The similar Spearman correlation coefficient and high level of correct calcified plaque 
volume show the use of a multi-atlas based system and geometric/ intensity based plaque 
classification to perform well in automated scoring, however, the coronary arteries, 
examined by clinicians for coronary calcium scoring, are of a much smaller size than 
the aorta and located amongst tissue of a similar intensity and geometry in non contrast 
enhanced images. Thus identification and segmentation of the coronary arteries is more 
challenging. However, a similar plaque classification protocol used in [81] is suitable 
given the similarities between aortic and coronary artery plaques. This method was 
enhanced and applied to low-dose chest CT images achieving a system sensitivity of 
79.2% detecting on average 157/198 mm^ of coronary calcium volume with on average 
4 mm? false positive volume [78].
Conversely, coronary plaque quantification focussing on arteries has been trialled by 
Tefimann et al. [145] to develop a robust calcium scoring system. However, the method 
in [145] is applied to contrast enhanced CT coronary angiography images, which have a 
considerably improved image clarity given the presence of contrast material in compar­
ison to MSCT. A robust threshold generation method is used for vessel segmentation 
of an extracted vascular tree using the method presented by Gülsün and Tek [65]. A 
threshold for a given calcified plaque is determined using a histogram comprised of 
intensity values of voxels along a given vessel centreline from the segmented arteries. 
The optimum separation between vessel lumen and coronary calcium, as described by 
Tefimann et ah, as the position where histogram function peak position flattens. This is 
found by computing the derivative of the histogram function and examining the points 
from the peak position until it drops below a given threshold e, identified from ground 
truth, thus giving the desired threshold.
Calcified plaques are detected using the calculated threshold where voxels along each 
vessel tree centreline have their spherical radius of 1.5 m m  examined to determine if 
the HU value is greater than the previously determined threshold value. If this is the 
case, the voxel is considered a candidate and a region growing algorithm is applied. 
The resulting segmentation mask is assessed for identified lesions that are implausible 
as plaques caused due to size using connected component analysis and scored using the 
traditional Agatston method [20]. Mean difference between automatic thresholds and 
manually identified values was found to be 25 HU, this resulted in a Spearman correla­
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tion coefficient oî p = 0.946 for Agatston scoring between automatically and manually 
generated scores. However, the use of contrast medium may adversely affect the visi­
bility of calcified plaques within the coronary arteries as described by Miihlenbruch et 
al. [114] and Haberl et al. [67].
Plaque identification and quantification using a vessel specific method has also been 
examined by Shahzad et al. [135]. 4 different scanners were used to perform calcium 
scoring assessments with slice thicknesses ranging from 1.5 to 3 mm. A plaque detection 
method was implemented firstly identfying candidate calcified plaques using the 130HU 
threshold and area parameters discarding objects greater than 1500 mm^ and smaller 
than 1.5 mm? as organs or noise respectively. A classifier using local image features 
including volume, intensity and candidate plaque position distinguish the possible true 
calcified plaques before coronary artery locational estimation is used to assign the 
plaque to a coronary artery. An automatic plaque detection sensitivity of 81.2% per 
calcified object from the 1.5 m m  data set was achieved, increasing to 86.6% for the 3 
m m  data set. A Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.97 (P  < .001) was obtained from 
both data sets.
Similarly to the TeCmann et al. method, an advanced calcium scoring method has been 
developed by Arnold et al. [22] employing a semianthropomorphic coronary calcium 
scoring phantom constructed with CaHA^ microspheres (volumes, 0.05-3.1 mm^S)) 
with the approximate density of biologic calcifications. Plaque detection was carried 
out using two plaque threshold were identified from histogram analysis of the phantom 
images combined with plaque identification parameters defined in [23]. The resulting 
simulated calcium microsphere densities were approximately equivalent to that mea­
sured from patient coronary calcifications with smallest microsphere volumes ranging 
from 0.075 mm^ to 0.27 mm^ for the automated system and Agatston method respec­
tively showing a good ability to detect very small plaques.
4.3  R eview  on Coronary Segm entation  M eth od s
Segmentation of the coronary vessels can determine the locations of clinically relevant 
plaques. In this section, current methods to facilitate coronary artery segmentation are 
assessed.
4 .3 .1  M orphologica l O perator M eth o d s
The segmentation of coronary vessels allows detailed analysis of their condition, route 
and contents. MSCT calcium scoring images acquire the entire heart, however, the 
absence of contrast material and presence of artefacts can result in poor clarity im­
ages. Morphological operator methods for vessel segmentation are used successfully in 
[103, 113]. In [103], a semi-automated method that extracts the coronary artery tree 
using morphological operators is explained in a four step process. An expert selects a 
seed point in a coronary artery on the first slice, seed points are then iteratively gener­
ated by segmenting each slice using dilation then top-hat opening by reconstruction to
^Calcium hydroxyapatite.
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extract the brightest tubular structures. Each seed corresponds to the regional maxima 
of the thresholded image and thus represent prominent artery candidates. Finally the 
potential seed points for the following slice are generated for morphological segmenta­
tion of that slice. These steps are repeated until no more seed points are discovered for 
the coronary tree.
The method in [103] was validated on nine CT patient sets of 0.5 m m  slice thickness, 
detecting the LAD and LCX in eight of the data sets. Artery detection was possible 
through varying levels of pathology severity, image quality and with or without the 
presence of artefacts. The set where no left anterior descending artery (LAD) could be 
detected was the result of poor image quality, severe lesions and a stent^.
The coronary tree is segmented similarly in [113] using a combination of morphological 
operators, thresholding and region growing, to create fused segmented regions. The 
data set was acquired at a slice thickness of 0.4 m m, with the application of a noise 
reducing curvature anisotropic diffusion filter helping to reduce noise without the side 
effect of edge-enhancements or loss of detail. The resulting images had an intensity 
window mapped to them, requiring the user to specify the width and centre, splitting 
each image into three groups, the values below and above the window are respectively 
termed min and max, while the values within the window are linearly rescaled.
A morphological opening is applied to the initial image using a four pixel radius kernel, 
which is then subtracted from the original image, retaining all the small objects, such 
as blood vessels. A separate intensity window is applied to the subtracted image to aid 
the delineation of the vessels from ambient noise, before lastly applying region growing 
to create the binary output required for reconstruction. User interaction is required to 
select the seed point in the area of interest before a region is grown within the upper 
and lower thresholds of 255 and 65 respectively.
The high axial resolution of the data used to validate these methods makes it challenging 
to perform the same methods for 3 m m  MSCT scans due to the drastic shifts between 
contiguous slices; however, the use of morphological operators on the image to enhance 
certain details as well as noise filtering can be effective.
4 .3 .2  A c tiv e  C ontour S eg m en ta tio n  M eth o d s
The presence of rigid shapes allows segmentation of heart regions using active contours 
as seen in [63, 42, 161]. Active contours are used in [63] to segment the coronary arteries 
in intra-vascular images using image energy information to grow or shrink the snake 
to detect lumen boundaries. Automation was achieved through statistically analysis 
of vessel morphological characteristics. Validating against a manual detection method, 
detection of the lumen edges and other objects within the vessel was achieved to a good 
degree even in poor quality images or with artefacts such as stents.
In [42] active shape models (ASM) are adapted for 3D segmentation of tubular struc­
tures. The original ASM is modified to improve shape model flexibility by indepen­
dently modelling shape deformation, for example, elongated structures were assessed
^An artificial ’tube’ inserted into a vessel to counteract a localized flow constriction.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplar force field images shown using streamlines originating from an 
array of 32 x 32 particles. [Xu and Prince 1998]
using two uncorrelated variables, the axis and cross-sectional deformation, which are 
then combined into a single model. Furthermore, supplementary deformation modes 
were added to the original ASM and training on both boundary and non-boundary 
points improved performance on highly varying backgrounds, a common factor with 
MSCT. In addition, the linear grayvalue model used in the original ASM was replaced 
with a multi-class model capable of dealing with arbitrary grey value distributions.
This method was found to be superior to the original ASM in boundary detection in CT 
angiography sets. Although this method has been developed for thrombus detection in 
abdominal aortic aneurysms, the general structure of the aorta is very similar to those 
seen in coronary MSCT images. However, the large degree of variability in shape, size 
and proximity of structures neighbouring the AA in calcium scoring MSCT images may 
cause decrease performance when segmenting the foreground object.
Active contours have also been considered by Xu and Prince [161] for the development 
of their gradient vector flow (GVF) external force. The aim being to develop a more 
accurate external force field that would perform better than traditional or distance 
forces when used on irregular shapes with potentially incomplete boundaries. An array 
of 32 X 32 particles are used to show the streamlines, paths over which free particles 
move when placed in an external force field, seen in Figure 4.1.
Snakes deformed using traditional forces, as in Figure 4.1(a), tend to perform poorly 
in the presence of concavities as the force direction in tight confines point in opposite 
directions. Traditional forces leaving the edges attenuate with distance, as in Figure 
4.1(a), making localisation less accurate. The capture ranges of the GVF force field and 
distance potential force fields are much larger than that of the traditional force field 
as seen in Figure 4.1. GVF is also the only force providing both downward force and 
upward force within a concavity in contrast to both traditional and distance potential 
force fields. Thus GVF forces can be applied to regions containing objects that may be 
of irregular shape and feature small and tight concavities.
Another external force model initially proposed by Cohen and Cohen [40] captures 
more forces within the image than with traditional forces. Distance potential forces, 
as in Figure 4.1(b), are calculated using a Euclidean distance map. Laurendeau and
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Boulanov [97] demonstrate this force method for liver and liver tumour extraction using 
a Euclidean distance function; a finite feature points distance map; and a distance 
gradient map of all image features, to extract the contours in MR images. A 3D 
reconstruction of the organ using contour extrapolation and registration is the result. 
However, this method also struggles with concavities, a problem not experienced in [97] 
due to the shape of the liver and liver tumours.
Concavities with respect to cardiac images can be an issue but is highly dependent on 
the regions being segmented and from what perspective segmentation is carried out, 
be it from within the object or outside. Regions such as the ascending aorta, or the 
chambers can be segmented from within with a deformable model as the boundaries 
feature a low curvature in most cases. However, if tackling the segmentation problem 
externally, the issue of concavities may need to be tackled as the deformable model 
looks to evolve into any inward facing gaps such as between the aorta and artery at a 
stage where they are very close to one another. Thus the requirement for dealing with 
concavities is very dependent on the direction at which the segmentation is tackled, a 
decision on which must be made dependent on the region needing segmentation. Should 
a concavity need to be tackled, the following method has shown to be suitable when 
using deformable models.
The GVF method, seen in Figure 4.1(c), retains the desirable properties of both 
traditional and distance force methods, using a computation diffusion process such that 
the competition caused by the diffusion process creates vectors pointing into concavities. 
Testing on a noisy 64x64 pixel image of a U-shaped object and a 160 x 160 pixel 
magnetic resonance image (MRI) of a human left ventricle, Xu and Prince have shown 
much better deformation on irregular shapes, which in the context of medical imaging 
is highly desirable. For coronary imaging, the benefit of a robust force image is seen 
when segmenting various regions of the heart where boundaries overlap.
For cases of more complex images, a single energy function cannot provide the necessary 
forces for correct deformation. Mohr et al. [Ill] have proposed a cost function that 
sums three terms to create the external energy. The terms are Eintensity ^ attractive 
force of low intensity pixels dependent on grey value intensity; Egrad, based on the 
rate of gray value change in the image, attracting the snake to locations with a high 
magnitude of change; and Eedge, which helps to position and lock the snake nodes 
correctly using data on edge locations found using a binary edge detector. This refined 
deformation ability is particularly relevant for Mohr et al. due to the very small regions 
found in their 2-fiuoro-deoxyglucose (2FDG)^ test images of rat brains, an attribute 
shared by coronary arteries and calcifications. The suitability of the potential force 
fields will be examined later in this Chapter.
4 .3 .3  O ther V esse l S egm en ta tio n  M eth o d s
Saur et al. [131] describe an aorta detection method based on examination of aorta 
attributes such as intensity combined with geometric properties of the vessel such as
radiopharmaceutical used in position emission tomography.
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position and size. Based on the work of Lorenz et al. [101], a search ray is passed, 
line by line, over the voxels within a fixed volume of interest along the x  direction 
and is repeated for each axial slice. A predefined intensity threshold is used to obtain 
candidate ascending aorta (AA) voxels, which are then checked against a set of AA 
criteria. As the AA varies more in shape and size than the descending aorta (DA), 
thresholding and geometric analysis are performed to obtain a candidate AA point and 
the termination criteria for the A A edges. This process is iterated for the entire volume 
of interest. The candidate voxels are used to compute neighbourhood clusters using 
a Euclidian distance measure, with an initial cluster defined using the first candidate 
voxel. If no voxel is less than a given distance from the initial point a new cluster is 
initiated, with the largest cluster defined as the AA. Due to the nature of cardiac CT 
images, a region such as the ascending aorta will always appear perpendicular to the 
slice plane as the image slices travel axially through the body distally from head to toe.
Using CT angiography data of between 0.3-0.8 m m  slice thickness. Saur et al. achieved 
a 98.6% success rate in automatically detecting the aorta down to the aortic valve. 
Prom this, both the left coronary artery (LCA) tree origin and right coronary artery 
(RCA) origin were detected with over 90% accuracy.
Fleareau et al. [53] propose a method of multi-object segmentation using MSCT images 
without the need for pre-processing based on the principles distance. The Multi-Agent 
System (MAS), segments a 3D image by requiring the user to interactively select a 
series of seeds for each ROI, such as the aorta or an artery. The MAS is comprised of 
a series of agents called Workers, that either compete or work together to maximise 
territory, thus satisfying criterion based on texture and intensity. The ultimate goal 
for the workers is to associate their given labels to particular regions in the image. 
Coordination of the workers behaviour is controlled by a separate agent which decides 
if a region in the image can be acquired by a worker. The competitive nature of the 
agents indicates that with enough voxel information, a fairly accurate segmentation can 
be achieved, even between areas of similar intensity and connexity. This novel method 
analysing how similar ROI attributes are, can be highly effective for images with clearly 
defined boundaries. However stringent protocols are required when dealing with voxels 
only loosely connected to ROIs yet are still members.
Wang and Smedby [152] propose a segmentation method using Fuzzy Connectedness 
Trees. A competing fuzzy connectedness tree algorithm which places manual seed 
points within certain regions and determines the degree of connectedness of neighbour­
ing voxels is used on CTA images. In order to prevent incorrect object separation, the 
seed point that changes its color label [152] first is determined by calculating the geo­
metric distance between seed point and voxel. The bonds between seed and voxel are 
strengthened by calculating the connectedness tree while simultaneously propagating 
the seeds, resulting in each voxel pointing to the neighbour with the strongest seed. 
The resulting paths are skeletonized and centrelines extracted using local optimisation 
in the event that objects such as stents or calcifications block the artery path. Visually 
correct centrelines were obtained in over 90% of the visible branches of the 33 CTA 
datasets (240-250 slices of 0.75 m m  slice thickness, with dimensions 512x512 pixels).
The methods of scoring automation and vessel segmentation examined (which are sum­
marised in Table E .l) are primarily applied to higher resolution angiography images or
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CT with high axial resolution in comparison to calcium scoring MSCT. Thus perfor­
mance of such methods applied directly to calcium scoring MSCT images may result 
in degraded performance. In the following section, the MSCT data used in this thesis 
is presented.
4.4  D ata
Coronary calcium scoring requires the patient to undergo a computed tomography (CT) 
scan of their heart. A cohort of 36 patients have been assembled for this MSCT study, 
all of which have been made available for this project.
4 .4 .1  D a ta  A cq u isition
Each of the 36 patients participating in this study has undergone a CT scan at Conquest 
Hospital Hastings. A Toshiba Aquilion scanner acquired a chest image, which was 
transferred to a Hewlett Packard workstation for examination and calcium scoring by 
an experienced radiologist.
4 .4 .2  T echnical S p ecification s
A patient data series comprises up to 64 contiguous slices, 512 x 512 voxels in size, 
ordered using retrospective gating"^. Each slice features the patient’s chest showing 
heart and surrounding tissue in the axial plane within a circular field of view (FOV). 
Each slice features an axial slice thickness of 3 m m  in accordance with the Agatston 
calcium scoring protocol [20].
I
Figure 4.2; Example calcium scoring MSCT image voxel visualization, in yellow 0.36 x 
0.36 X 3 m m  and in red 0.4 x 0.4 x 3 mm.
The voxel sizes across all data sets range from 0.36 x 0.36 x 3 m m  to 0.4 x 0.4 x 3 
m m , as shown in Figure 4.2 as yellow and red respectively. The variation in in-plane 
resolution is attributed to adjustments made at the time of acquisition to compensate 
for differing anatomical sizes of the heart between patients.
^Acquired images are re-ordered during the reconstruction stage.
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Intensity distribution analysis of the training MSCT patient datasets show an average 
mean HU across all data sets of -684 ±  188 HU, which is in the range of lung tissue. 
This is to be expected as the predominant tissue seen across a single patient data set 
relates to lung as it surrounds the heart from the first image slice to the distal quartile. 
Average minimum HU value across all data sets was -1105 and represents air and is to 
be expected due dominance of the lungs in each image. An average maximum HU of 891 
firmly places this value in the cancellous (spongy) bone range, usually seen surrounding 
and protecting bone marrow.
Signal to noise ratio analysis of the MSCT training data sets show a mean across all 
images of 1.182dB with a minimum of 1.041dB and maximum of 1.338dB. The difference 
between minimum and maximum of 0.297dB confirms the visual acknowledgement of 
similarity of intensity across all patient datasets although HU variation is noticeable. 
In addition and most importantly, the signal to noise ratio above 1:1 indicates more 
signal than noise presence within the datasets.
4 .4 .3  D a ta  C om p osition
Each MSCT patient data set features up to four groups of images. The largest group 
consists of the actual heart slices, of which there are up to 64 slices. In addition, two 
chest CT images are included in each data set, the first is unaltered and uncommented 
whereas the second is identical but features data set specifications including exposure, 
anatomical positioning and the area of the chest that has been captured in the data set. 
A fourth text file is included featuring information detailing the results of the patient’s 
calcium score. This file may include the vessels in which calcified plaques were found, 
the quantity measured as a value on the Agatston scale and recommendations for further 
treatment. A fifth file detailing an overview of calcium scoring is included, given to the 
patient to help their understanding of the results they are being shown. Finally a file 
containing the patient’s information such as name and age as well as study and dose 
information is also included.
36 MSCT patient data sets are available to date as part of this study, 16 of which have 
been randomly selected as test data sets for the initial automation of calcium scoring 
as well as the final fully automated framework for calcium scoring. The remaining data 
sets are to be used to train the system. In the scope of this thesis, the training data will 
allow the system to learn the image features including geometric and spatial properties, 
intensity properties and positional information. It is important to ensure that test and 
training data sets are separated at all times to ensure that the system is not trained 
to operate successfully on the same set of data used to test it, thus always resulting in 
positive results.
4.5 M ethodology
The developmental approach taken has been based significantly on various aspects of 
the data outlined in the previous section. These aspects include but are not limited to:
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• Image intensity parameters
• Image artefact presence
• Image noise level
• Organ visibility as a result of the previous three points in addition to FOV
• Organ location/position within image
• Nature of targeted objects: calcified plaques, coronary arteries
Such considerations will determine the methodological and developmental approach for 
solving the problem tackled in this work of reducing subjectivity and reproducibility in 
coronary calcium scoring.
The success of certain approaches will depend on the aspects listed previously, for 
example, the presence and degree of artefacts and noise will affect the success of using 
image processing and shape analysis based methods. In addition, organ visibility and 
location will affect the success when applying prior anatomical knowledge as part of a 
heuristic approach. Unlike high axial resolution, contrast enhanced CTA data, calcium 
scoring MSCT images feature a much larger slice thickness as a result of the parameters 
used for historical calcium scoring studies [20, 14] and the lack of contrast material 
which cannot be present due to the risk of obscuring calcified plaques due to the similar 
intensity [114], results in images which do not show blood flow clearly.
Thus for the data used in coronary calcium scoring, prior anatomical knowledge is of 
great importance to identify objects and regions within the heart to as a high a degree 
as possible when acquisition artefacts, noise and poor image quality obscure important 
objects within the heart such as coronary arteries and potential calcified plaques.
Other considerations may need to consider anatomical structure to ascertain positional 
and compositional trends that may aid understanding of heart structure and composi­
tion for method automation, an important stage for the reduction of inter- and intra­
observer variability.
Although the ultimate focus for quantification are calcified plaques, it is equally im­
portant to understand their surrounding objects and regions as it has been said that 
plaque position is not only important for quantification, but also as part of accurate 
quantification, plaque position aids the differentiation of true positive clinically signifi­
cant plaques (plaques that are within the coronary arteries) from false positive clinically 
insignificant plaques (plaques found outside the coronary arteries but in a very similar 
location). The major steps involved in the process of initial automated calcium scoring 
is seen in the flowchart in Figure 4.3. Initially the aorta is segmented from the im­
age removing any plaques contained within followed by accurate termination of aorta 
segmentation to ensure unwanted plaques are not left in the image and clinically sig­
nificant plaques are not removed incorrectly. In the next stage, regions of bone such as 
the sternum, rib cage and vertebrae are removed preventing their similar intensity from 
interfering with calcium score. Finally, scoring using the Agatston method is carried 
out to obtain the automated coronary calcified plaque burden of the patient. The afore 
mentioned steps are explained in the forthcoming sections.
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Automated Aorta 
Segm entation
Aorta Segm entation  
Termination
Automated Sternum, 
Ribcage & Vertebrae 
Segm entation
AA Seed Point identification
DA Seed Point Identification
Aorta Segm entation using 
Region Growing
Aorta Segm entation using 
Active Contour
AA Prediction
Automated Calcium 
Scoring
Figure 4.3: Flow diagram outlining the major components of the initial automated 
coronary calcium scoring process presented in this Chapter.
4.6 A scending A orta  Segm entation
The aorta supplies oxygenated blood as part of the circulatory system and is the largest 
artery in the human body [147]. Similarly to the main coronary arteries, both the 
ascending aorta (AA) and descending aorta (DA) can contain plaques. However, a 
cardiologist would not include them in the calcium score as they do not restrict the 
blood flow and are therefore not clinically relevant. Thus it is necessary to segment 
the aorta(s), in order to exclude any calcifications therein from the calcium score. 
Aorta segmentation has been explored in [113, 63, 82] using region growing and later 
parametric active contour segmentation to great success for organ and in particular 
tubular region segmentation such as the aorta.
4 .6 .1  A u to m a tic  A scen d in g  A o rta  Seed  P o in t Id en tifica tion
The major manual step required for either region growing or active contour segmen­
tation is to obtain, at least, a seed point(s) on the first slice of the image. This is 
challenging as the aorta location varies on each slice from patient to patient. However, 
certain attributes namely, area, location in image and intensity distinguish the AA from 
other coronary objects. The DA has a uniform location across almost all slices, thus 
segmentation is less challenging as noted by Saur et al. [131].
A morphological process, inspired by [103] and [113] is applied to the first slice of a 
patient data set to identify candidate AA seed points, described in Algorithm 1.
In this process, canny edge detection is initially applied to the input image, followed 
by dilation using a ones(3) kernel applied dil times, where dil is initially at 30. This
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A lgorithm  1 Ascending Aorta see point identification.
• Initialize image: I, dilation counter: i' =  30;
•  Perform canny edge detection: Ican n y =  canny {I)-, 
while /  > 1 do
• Perform dilation using ones(3) kernel:
• Perform morphological Fill, Inversion, Fill;
• Remove 4 FoV induced corner regions;
•  Check candidate AA regions points {Cx, Cy) using Algorithm 2; 
if No. o f  candidate points > 1 then
• Perform Angle check]
if Candidate point w ithin R  then %As in Figure 4.5
• Take Cx, Cy as A A centroid;
• i! = 0; 
else
• Decrement i ; 
end if
else
• Take Cx, Cy as A A centroid;
. /  = 0;
end if  
end while
dilation factor allows all edges to be dilated so only large regions are unaffected, such 
as the corners of the whole image; and circular objects such as the A A and DA. The 
resulting image is morphologically filled, inverted and filled again to remove small gaps 
between dilated edges, resulting in an image with candidate AA and DA regions seen 
as white voxels. Regions greater than 4000 pixels in area are immediately disregarded 
as being a corner region given their location in co-ordinate space, as in Figure 4.4(a), 
and points outside the anatomical AA region are eliminated as described in Algorithm 
2 .
A lg o rith m  2 False positive AA seed point elimination.
• Initialize candidate AA centroids: Cx,Cy, centroid counter: i" = 1] 
w hile i" < N o.ofC x{i'),C y{i") do
if  (100 < Ca;(/') <  260) && (100 < Cy(/') <  400) th e n
• Retain Cx{i”),Cy{i")', 
else
• Discard Cx{i"),Cy(i")',  
en d  if
• Increment counter i ; 
end  w hile
W ith a given centroid(Ca;, Cy), the x and y co-ordinates are examined based on prior 
information on the anatomical location of the ascending aorta seen within the proximal 
slices of the cardiac image. Analysis of all available data has shown the centre of the 
ascending aorta to fall in a region with co-ordinate range 100 j x j 260 and 100 \ y j
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Aorta seed point extraction examples, (a) thresholded image with only 
candidate aorta and corner regions remaining and (b) edge detected image showing 
multiple candidate AA regions, true AA centroid at red x.
400. This range accounts for even ascending aorta locations featured in data sets that 
are not completely centered around the heart. Should the candidate centroid not fall 
within this range, it is discarded until the actual centroid is found or all have been 
checked. The region centre of mass(C^(% ) ,Cy( i  )) is then chosen to be the candidate 
seed point.
If multiple candidate AA seeds remain, there are likely to be no more than two and 
will be located close to the true AA seed. This is due to the anatomical location of the 
Superior Vena Cava (SVC)^ as it neighbours the AA and can match its size and shape. 
Thus false positives, seen in Figure 4.4(b) as the region to the left of the red X marked 
A A, are removed by calculating the Euclidean distance and the relative position to 
one another. Using mind=10 and maxg=56 boundary angles based on analysis of the 
first four slices of each data set for the arc in which the AA centroid is found from the 
SVC centroid, the left most candidate AA seed {Sx, Sy) is used to create a region R  as 
in Figure 4.5. All candidates within R have their Euclidean distance calculated from 
the centroid with the lowest x co-ordinate, taking the lowest distance point {Nx,Ny) 
as the true AA seed, shown as a red x in Figure 4.4(b). A minimum distance of 15 
pixels between candidate points (chosen due to the anatomical distance between AA 
neighbouring objects) is required otherwise the point is disregarded and the initial seed 
is used. This procedure ensures that any remaining gaps between the true AA region 
and left most candidate does not affect the detection of the true seed.
However, if after one iteration of the process an AA seed is not identified, primarily 
caused by a small AA region, the dilation factor dil is decremented by 1 and the 
detection process is repeated until a point that meets the AA seed criteria is found. 
Testing on training data sets has shown that a minimum of twenty dilations will obtain 
candidate AA points for all patient’s. This is a precautionary measure for the few cases 
where multiple candidate AA centroids are discovered.
large diameter, short vein carrying de-oxygenated blood from the upper half of the body to the 
right atrium.
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m)
MaxB
MinS.
Origin at left most centroid
Figure 4.5: Outline of region R, where only candidate points within this region can be 
true aorta centroids.
4 .6 .2  A u to m a tic  A scen d in g  A o rta  S eed  P o in t Selection : A ltern a tiv e  
M eth o d
An alternative method of automated seed point generation, requiring less image ma­
nipulation, is presented in this section. Similarly to the initial seed generation method, 
prior knowledge of the image slice contents is required. Within a coronary image slice, 
the main landmarks featured are the sternum, ribcage, heart structure and vertebrae. 
It is a requirement of the imaging process to centre the capture around the heart struc­
ture as this is the objective of the acquisition. Thus it can be determined that the heart 
structure will always be the focus of the image slice and will be located in the centre. 
Thus applying an intensity threshold to the image slice (shown in Figure 4.6(a)) result­
ing in Figure 4.6(b), followed by distance transformation [161], the resulting distance 
potential force image will show a peak in the centre of the heart structure as seen in 
Figure 4.6(c). Using statistical prior knowledge of the location of the ascending aorta 
on each initial image slice, the highest intensity point is obtained from the distance 
transformed image, using this point in co-ordinate space, a rectangle is created with 
these points as the centroid and of size capable of containing the AA as seen on all 
training image slices.
Examination of this methodology on all training MSCT image sets has shown a point 
of highest intensity to be obtained in the centre of the heart structure. It is noted that 
depending on the image composition due to position within the image volume, multiple 
peaks may be present. In this event, a centralised window created using the basis that 
the heart structure is situated in the central region of the image, is used to eliminate 
outlying potential seed points. The peak falling within the specified window will be 
used as the initial seed point for snake deformation. This methodology is applicable to 
various regions of the heart image slice, including the ascending and descending aorta 
and for heart isolation in Chapter 5. This method of seed point selection has been 
chosen for further use due to the reduced computational complexity of the process and 
provides a direct accurate method of seed selection.
Although both methods of AA seed point detection obtain a correct and accurate posi­
tion, the initial method outlined using edge detection and various other morphological
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.6; Exemplar images showing (a) initial heart isolated cardiac image slice, (b) 
cropped and thresholded ascending aorta region and (c) Euclidean distance transformed 
image from (b) showing peak intensity pixel in the centre of the circular ascending aorta.
operations requires several repeated operations, thus increasing the likelihood of errors 
during each stage. The second method outlined requires a single operation to be car­
ried out on the image, however it requires prior knowledge of the general location of 
the AA. Due to the anatomical position of the AA across all training datasets as well 
as from prior anatomical knowledge, a generalised uniform location for the AA can 
be determined to create the initial window required and thus allowing the alternative 
method to be effective.
4 .6 .3  D escen d in g  A orta  S eed -p o in t D etec tio n
The DA seed is found on the initial slice similarly by taking a predefined point directly 
in the middle of the x axis, near the bottom of the y axis as an origin. Anatomical and 
positional information of the DA show that it is present in the lower quadrant of the 
image across all slices. Thus using this initial starting point, the Euclidean distance 
between this point and candidate centroids are calculated using the method outlined in 
Figure 4.5 with angles mino=t) and 7r/2, with the nearest candidate point used
as the DA seed.
The methods in this section have been tested on the first four slices of the 16 training 
data sets from our cohort of patient data. Due to the anatomical clarity of these slices, 
a seed point is always correctly found in both the AA and DA, where present, and used 
as the basis for the segmentation described in the following sections.
4 .6 .4  R egion  G row ing M eth od  for A scen d in g  A orta  S egm en ta tio n
Initially, a region growing method was considered for aorta segmentation. A 2D region 
growing function originally developed by Kroon [95] was modified to use the obtained 
seed points. Limits were chosen to be intensity at initial seed ±  mean grown region 
intensity but this was found to perform poorly. Thus an adaptive threshold method 
that assesses neighbouring pixel intensity parameters as described by Tena [144] was 
used as a guideline to improve the method.
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A lg o rithm  3 Adaptive region growing for AA segmentation._____________________
• Initialize circular region k with radius =  10 pixels, at seed Cx,Cy^ total voxel 
counter: i = 1 ;
• Calculate mean of k intensity: k;
• Calculate standard deviation of R: cr^ ;
• Vectorise k, external boundary points: Bx.By-,
• Initialize boundary point counter: j  = 1 ;
• Define voxel intensity range L: Lmin =  k — (7^ , Lmax =  ^ 
w hile i"  < Total voxels in image do
w hile J < numel{Bx) do
if Lmin < connected voxels o f  Bx^ By) < Lmax th e n  
• Append Bx-, By to k; 
else
• Discard Bx-, By] 
end if
• Increment counter j  ; 
end while
• Increment counter i ; 
end while
(a) Result of region growing 
method showing bleed effect 
from AA (dark grey) into 
neighbouring regions.
(b) Example of the hilly sur­
face of the AA in an MSCT 
image.
Figure 4.7: Region growing segmentation examples showing poor results due to the 
proximity of neighbouring regions in coronary MSCT images.
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As described in Algorithm 3, initially a circular region {k) of radius 10 pixels is created 
from the identified seed point {Cx, Cy) obtained in Section 4.6.2. The mean intensity 
is obtained {R) and standard deviation {(Th). The 8 connected neighbour pixels of each 
region boundary point {Bx, By) are checked if they fall within a certain intensity ranges 
{Lmin, Lmax), defined as R ±  (7^ . If a pixel is found to be within the limits, it is added 
to the seed region until no neighbouring voxels remain. This process is repeated until 
no image voxels are appended to the region or no unchecked image voxels remain.
On slices where the aorta has distinct boundaries and does not overlap arteries or 
ventricles, this method was successful. However, on later slices nearing the aortic valve, 
overlapping occurred causing the region to bleed. Figure 4.7(a). The varying intensity 
levels within the aorta. Figure 4.7(b), and the proximity of neighbouring objects, made 
intensity alone insufficient. Thus shape was considered with active contours providing 
a suitable detection method, outlined in the following section.
4 .6 .5  A ctiv e  C ontour M eth o d  for A scen d in g  A o rta  S eg m en ta tio n
Due to the poor performance of region growing, a more robust approach capable of 
handling joined or indistinguishable regions is required. Giannoglou et al. [63] and 
de Bruijne et al. [42] have demonstrated that active contours can be used to grow to 
boundaries based on deformation parameters and image forces. Thus using the seed 
points obtained from the initial slice, an active contour method has been applied.
Using a parametric snake model described by Xu and Prince [161], a snake curve 
x{s) = [a:(s), y(s)], s G [0,1] moving through the spatial domain of a given image slice 
minimizes the energy functional described by Equation 4.1.
E =  y  [^cK I x'(s) 1^ +13 I x"(s) 1^] +  Eext{^{s))ds (4.1)
0
Weighting parameters controlling the snakes ’ tensions and rigidity are represented by 
a  and /5 and x ' and x" are the first and second derivatives of the snake curve x(s) with 
respect to s. Eexti the external energy function is derived from the given image and 
thus will take on smaller values at boundaries and other features of interest.
The energies required for an active contour to travel towards boundaries and step edges 
in a gray-level image I  {x, y) viewed as a function of continuous position variables {x, y) 
are given in Equations 4.2 and 4.3 as described by Kass et ah. The function Ga{x, y) 
represents a 2D Gaussian function with standard deviation a  and gradient operator V-
+ t i ^ ,y )  = - \  v i { x ,y ) \ ^  (4.2)
^ext(^> y) = - \  v[<?a(a:, y) * I{x, y)] p (4,3)
As explain in [161], larger standard deviations are required to increase the capture 
range of the active contour but will also result in boundaries becoming blurry. For the
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snake to be pulled towards an image edge, it must minimize the energy functional E  as 
well as satisfy the Euler equation described in Equation 4.4. Forces are being balanced 
as described in Equation 4.5 where the internal force Fint = ax"(s) -  /3x""(s) deters 
bending and stretching of the snake curve while the external force =  -  V ^ext 
provides the pulling force.
ax"{s) -  ^x""(s) -  \/Eext = 0 (4.4)
+  = 0  (4.5)
As seen in Equation 4.1, there are five different parameters controlling the reaction of 
the snake as it deforms, elasticity, rigidity, viscosity, external force weight and external 
force field. The elasticity parameter controls the smoothness of the snake boundary 
seen as a rubbery effect. An increase in this value leads to a softer snake boundary and 
a decrease of this value results in a sharper boundary. Rigidity controls the stringent 
form with which the snake deforms, increasing this value results in the snake retaining 
its shape whereas a reduction in rigidity allows the snake to meld to the shape it is 
deforming to. Viscosity determines the snakes’ resistance to deformation with a higher 
value requiring a larger number of iterations for the snake to deform. The external 
force weight parameter controls the ease with which the snake expansion occurs. Due 
to the uniform shape of the regions the snake is used to identify, such as the circular 
or oval ascending aorta, the elasticity is ideally higher to give a smoother boundary as 
is the rigidity to maintain the snakes’ shape. However, these properties may change 
depending on the region to be deformed to, such as the heart structure boundary 
described in Chapter 5, where although the general shape of the heart is uniform, some 
sharper corners may be present or coronary artery regions, presented in Chapter 6, 
which are smaller but can be irregular in shape.
The suitability of the three potential force fields mentioned previously are demonstrated 
in Figure 4.8 with distance forces providing the best performance. Figures 4.8(a) and 
4.8(c) show poor snake expansion of traditional and G VF forces by collapsing inwards 
and overgrowing respectively. This can be attributed to too little energy, as in Figure 
4.8(b) and conversely, the GVFs abundance of directional forces, as in Figure 4.8(d).
A window of the target region centered on the aorta seed point is used for both the 
ascending and descending aortas, reducing the processing time as a result. An edge 
map of the windowed region is calculated followed by a 2D Euclidian distance transform 
giving an energy image for snake deformation. The segmented region(s) is used in the 
original image to mask the aorta(s), covering any enclosed high intensity objects, as 
seen in Figure 4.9(c) for the AA and 4.9(d) for the AA and DA. This process is iterated 
for consecutive slices where the aorta(s) is visible until a termination point is reached 
based on slices featuring the average position of the aortic valve. To decrease the overall 
processing time of the segmentation process, seed acquisition is not repeated, instead 
the centroid of the region from the previous slice is used as the seed on the following 
slice. This is possible as the incidence angle of the aorta on a following slice is not large 
and thus the aorta shift is not significant. However, in later stages of the heart nearing 
the aortic valve, the clarity of appearance of the AA is diminished, while plaques may 
still be present.
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Figure 4.8: Snake expansion examples, (a) using traditional forces, (b) shown as a 
velocity plot, (c) using G VF, (d) shown as a velocity plot, (e) using distance forces, (f) 
shown as a velocity plot.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.9: Aorta segmentation using active contours, (a) AA segmented region, (b) 
DA segmented region, (c) AA masked to initial image and (d) both aortas masked to 
image.
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4 .6 .6  A scen d in g  A o rta  L ocation  P red ic tio n
As shown previously, active contour methods can be used to segment a region such as 
the AA. However, a major difficulty arises when the AA meets the aortic valve and 
regions surrounding the AA are in close proximity, causinga loss in clarity of region 
boundaries. Segmentation, although challenging at this stage, is still required due to 
the presence of possible unwanted plaques and lesions.
x a x i s  c o l u m n s
(a)
Slice I
Slice 1*2
Slice 1*3
\\
Slice n
(b)
Figure 4.10: (a) A visually obtained generalised route of the AA region (shown as 
a point) across contiguous slices, showing the change in direction at the green arrow 
and (b) active contour region data is recorded to predict following slice AA centroid 
locations, marked as a red x.
One examined solution to this problem is described by Mohr et al. [Ill] and involves 
further development of the external energies of the image, however, given the lack of 
boundaries between objects in some areas, such a method would perform poorly. A 
prediction method, as presented in [136], has been developed to tackle this issue using 
region data from preceding slices to obtain a more central snake seed point within the 
aorta region, without requiring a more complicated, thus computationally expensive, 
energy image.
Observation of the dataset from the first slice the A A is visible on until it joins the 
aortic valve shows a consistent pattern of AA inter-slice movement as shown in Figure 
4.10(a). The snake is used to segment the AA on slices up to the point were a positive 
shift of the AA in the x direction is observed. Commencing from the last slice to 
perform a negative x shift (green arrow Figure 4.10(a)), AA boundary points on pairs 
of consecutive slices are compared and the average region shift is calculated using 
Equation 4.6. The average AA shift is applied to the AA region boundary of the 
current slice to predict the location of the AA on the following slice. The centroid of 
the predicted region is used as the starting seed for the next AA snake, as it is less 
askew. This process is repeated for each pair of consecutive slices until the termination 
point, described in a later section, is reached.
D n  = (4.6)
c = t
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Figure 4.11: (a) Example overgrown region due to poor edge energies at neighbouring 
objects, (b) Example region grown from an askew seed segmenting an incorrect region, 
missing the AA lesion, (c) Example of the same slice (as Figure 4.11(a)) with the region 
predicted shown with red dots.
Where n is the current slice, 2^44 ^re coordinates along the snake deformed region 
boundary where i is coordinate pair index, c is slice number and t is the first slice with 
a positive x shift.
An example of prediction can be seen in Figure 4.11 showing the overgrown region by 
the snake (Figure 4.11(a)) due to weak image forces and askew seed location (Figure 
4.11(b)). Compared to the result of A A prediction, as in Figure 4.11(c) shown outlined 
as red dots, the predicted region correctly encompasses the AA.
AA segmentation must continue until the aortic valve is reached; however due to the 
variability of human cardiac anatomy, this position will vary from patient to patient. 
It is important to ensure that segmentation does not terminate prematurely resulting 
in candidate aortic plaques remaining in the image. Thus an accurate and robust 
termination criteria is required, presented in the following section.
4.7 A scending A orta  Segm entation  T erm ination
At the point the A A meets the aortic valve, the A A segmentation process must ter­
minate as no further regions belong to the AA. An alternative to using either a global 
hard coded slice or user interaction to accomplish this goal maintaining the automated 
approach is proposed here. Due to the proximity of neighbouring tissue at this stage, 
the AA no longer appears as the circular or oval vessel seen up until this point, thus 
causes the snake to deform poorly. The ellipse fitting algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. 
[51] is used to create and fit an ellipse to the poorly segmented A A region, from which 
a parameter measuring the fitted ellipse orientation is obtained. This orientation value 
is compared to a range created from an initial —45° angle from the x axis with maxi­
mum and minimum boundaries of ±  the standard deviation of the average orientation 
angle. If the orientation of the segmented AA does not fall within these boundaries 
for four consecutive slices (as this covers up to 12 m m  of the aortic valve) after the
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Figure 4.12; MSCT coronary image featuring segmented sternum and rib cage (purple), 
vertebrae (green) and DA (red).
twentieth slice from the start of the dataset, the segmentation process is terminated. 
A hard coded slice value of twenty was chosen to begin assessment of the termination 
slice based on statistical analysis of training data AA characteristics [63], showing the 
A A meeting the aortic valve consistently after this slice but not before, thus ensuring 
that AA segmentation does not terminate prematurely. This range has been chosen as 
it represents the orientation of a fitted ellipse to an accurately segmented AA at the 
given point within the image.
4.8 Sternum  & V ertebrae Segm entation
The sternum, ribcage and vertebrae regions of each MSCT slice, until termination, are 
segmented using intensity thresholding with a threshold identified based on the nature 
of the regions, such as bone. The sternum and ribcage is combined into a single region 
and separated from the main heart construct when necessary. This necessity arises if the 
sternum and ribcage region is of too similar intensity to the neighbouring heart region 
and boundaries overlap. The vertebrae of the patient is segmented using thresholding, 
incorporating the anatomical location of the structure in the lower quadrant of the 
image, similar to the DA. Using a fixed threshold of 130HU, as used in Agatston 
scoring, to identify the vertebrae region, we are able to classify the region pertaining to 
the vertebrae with complete certainty as being a non-clinically relevant, high intensity 
region. This segmentation of the sternum and vertebrae utilizes an opt-out method for 
creating a heart mask, used for coronary vessel segmentation as seen in [37]. Removal 
of these three objects, as shown in Figure 4.12, reduces the area within the MSCT 
coronary scan for this proposed automated method to operate in.
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4.9 A utom ation  o f Coronary Calcified P laque Q uantifica­
tion
In order for a clinician to prescribe treatment for the patient, using the atherosclerosis 
risk chart [20], the level of coronary calcified plaque must be quantified. To accomplish 
this, after unwanted regions have been removed such as the aorta(s), sternum, vertebrae 
etc., the Agatston scoring algorithm is applied on a slice by slice basis and a calcium 
score is calculated.
Thus for each slice, all remaining voxels greater than 130HU are determined. The 
resulting regions are then used in the Agatston scoring algorithm described in Equation
2.2 from Chapter 2. From each candidate region, the highest intensity point is obtained 
and used to determine the suitable weighting factor. This weighting factor is then used 
to calculate the Agatston score for that region through multiplication of the factor by 
the area.
Each region score is summed to give the slice score, which is then summed across the 
dataset to give the patient calcium score. As the candidate plaque regions have been 
identified, no user intervention is required as the score calculation is a defined method.
4.10 V alidation
Validation of the proposed automated calcium scoring system requires a series of ground 
tru th  calcium scores. As the current method used clinically is manual and carried out 
by a radiologist/ cardiologist, any calcium scores will be subjective and will not be 
easily reproducible. However, such scores from a clinician are considered the closest 
to ground tru th  as possible without the analysis of multiple experts which is highly 
time consuming. Thus validation of our automated calcium scores can only be assessed 
against results obtained clinically.
Therefore it is necessary to obtain multiple observer scores in order to calculate an 
average for use as a ground truth. A minimum of three observers are required, tasked 
with scoring the testing data sets under the same conditions a minimum of three times 
each, carried out with a separation between to ensure that the observer does not mem­
orise plaque locations. This ground tru th  acquisition will be explained in greater detail 
in Chapter 7.
4.11 R esu lts
Presented in this section are results of the calcium scoring automation methodology 
compared against clinical results. Initial results use an arbitrary slice set as the ter­
mination slice, later compared against calcium scores obtained using an intelligent 
termination criteria based on ellipse fitting.
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Table 4.1: Tabulated results showing comparison between automated calcium scoring 
(AS), automated calcium scoring featuring intelligent aorta segmentation termination 
(AS2), and clinical calcium scoring (CS) from sixteen randomly selected test patient 
cases in addition to score differences. Negative scores in column 5 and 6 signify an 
increase in calcium score by the automated system.
CS AS AS2 CS-A H CS-AH2
P I 1 4 4 -3 ■ -3
P2 0 0 0 0 0
P3 99 127 100 -28 -1
P4 632 687 640 -55 -8
P5 2 0 0 2 0
P6 16 25 25 -9 -9
P7 0 0 0 0 0
P8 279 315 300 -36 -21
P9 574 632 632 -58 -58
PIO 229 128 128 101 101
P l l 16 15 15 1 1
P12 1 0 0 1 1
P13 0 0 0 0 0
P14 108 78 101 30 7
P15 110 110 110 0 0
P16 89 99 99 -10 -10
4 .11 .1  R esu lts  u sing  A rb itrary  A scen d in g  A o rta  T erm ination
In this section, the results of automated coronary artery calcium scoring using an 
arbitrary termination point are presented. Table 4.1 shows the calcium score results 
for the 16 MSCT test images of the 36 patient cohort. The table presents the patient’s 
clinical and automated calcium scores, in addition to the score differences. These 
results are seen in the logarithmic scale in Figure 4.13(a) showing the line of best 
fit representing an exact match between clinically observed scores and the automated 
scores obtained using the system presented in this chapter.
Analysis of the results presented in Table 4.1 show varying levels of coronary calcium 
ranging from no coronary calcium present, for patients 2, 7 and 13 to very high levels of 
coronary calcium for patients 4 and 9. Of the three patients clinically observed to have 
no coronary calcium, all three were correctly identified to have zero coronary calcium 
by the automated system. The absolute mean difference between the initial automation 
score (AS) and ground tru th  (CS) was 20.88 ±  29.20 with 7/16 scores over-scoring and 
3/16 under-scoring. This indicates that clinically significant calcified plaques are being 
excluded.
A paired t-test applied to the results represented as CS and AS in Table 4.1 and 
the plot in Figure 4.13(a) gives a two-tailed P value of 0.664 which by conventional 
criteria, a difference such as this is not considered to be statistically significant. The 
mean difference of the automated score subtracted from the clinical score equates to 
-4 and the 95% confidence interval of this difference ranges from -23.22 to 15.22. A t 
value of 0.444 and 15 degrees of freedom were used with a standard error of difference 
of 9.016. In this paired t-test, the large P value ( 0.05) indicates that the data does not 
give any reason to conclude that the treatment between the initial set of clinical results
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Figure 4.13: (a) Log-log plot of calcium score results obtained using the initial au­
tomation system against observer scores and (b) log-log plot of calcium scores obtained 
using intelligent termination against observer scores.
to the manual system results had an effect. However, this does mean the treatment had 
no effect, only that there is no evidence of an effect [112]. The treatment effect can be 
assessed looking at the 95% confidence interval and as the P value is larger than 0.05, 
the confidence interval starts with a negative value (-23.22) representing a decrease, 
going up to a positive value (15.22), representing an increase. Thus both ends of the 
confidence interval must be assessed as representing a difference between means that 
would be scientifically important or scientifically trivial. However, with both a large 
lower confidence limit decrease coupled with a large upper confidence limit increase, no 
conclusion can be reached.
Table 4.2: Tabulated risk grouping population between the ground tru th  observer score 
(ref) and initial automated calcium score (sys).
l(ref) 2(ref) 3(ref) 4(ref) 5(ref)
l(sys) 3 2 0 0 0
2 (sys) 0 1 0 0 0
3 (sys) 0 0 4 0 0
4 (sys) 0 0 1 3 0
5 (sys) 0 0 0 0 2
As used in [79], [145] and [80], the assignment of atherosclerosis risk groupings can be 
used to assess the performance of a calcium scoring method. Table 4.2 shows 81% of 
risk groupings assigned by the initial automated system matching that assigned by the 
clinical observer. In the three cases where a different group was assigned, in all three 
cases, an increase or decrease of 1 risk group occurred.
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4 .1 1 .2  R esu lts  u sin g  In te lligen t A scen d in g  A o rta  S eg m en ta tio n  Ter­
m in ation
A method of intelligent AA segmentation termination has been implemented as men­
tioned previously to determine the slice at which the removal of the A A should end. 
Implementation of such a method seeks to reduce the retention of AA calcifications in 
the final calcium score caused by premature AA segmentation termination. The final 
calcium score may be affected if the AA featuring an aortic calcification has not been 
segmented and remains within the image to be included in the final calcium score.
Results of the calcium scoring process have been re-obtained with the termination 
method mentioned and are compared against the calcium scores obtained and presented 
in the previous section to establish if retention of AA calcifications significantly affect 
the final calcium score. A comparison between the original automated calcium scoring 
results (AS) and the results post ellipse fitting (AS2) are presented in Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.13(b). The absolute mean difference between the initial automation score 
with intelligent aorta segmentation termination is 13.75 ±  27.43. As with the method 
prior to intelligent aorta segmentation termination, 7/16 datasets were over-scores, 
however by a lower margin, a combined 110 score compared to 199 previously. 4/16 
under-scored on this occasion totalling 110 score compared to 135 previously. In both 
methodological cases, the largest score difference between ground tru th  and automated 
methods was seen in PIO, where the automated system underscored by 101. In this 
image, the presence calcifications in close proximity to the aortic valve may be causing 
the underscoring. Termination of the aorta segmentation process has been improved 
by the addition of intelligent termination, however, in this case, the aim to exclude 
clinically insignificant plaques is too strict.
Table 4.3: Tabulated risk grouping population between the ground tru th  observer score 
(ref) and initial automated calcium score with intelligent termination (sys).
________ l(ref) 2(ref) 3(ref) 4(ref) 5(ref)
1 (sys) 3 2 0 0 0
2 (sys) 0 1 0  0 0
3 (sys) 0 0 4 0 0
4 (sys) 0 0 0 4 0
5 (sys) 0______ 0______0______ 0_____ ^
A paired i-test applied to the ellipse fitted termination method results in Table 4.1 gives 
a two-tailed P value of 0.987 which by conventional criteria a difference such as this 
is not considered to be statistically significant. The mean difference of the automated 
score subtracted from the clinical score equates to 0.13 and the 95% confidence interval 
of this difference ranges from -16.34 to 16.59. A t value of 0.0162 and 15 degrees of 
freedom were used with a standard error of difference of 7.723. In this paired t-test, the 
large P value ( 0.05) indicates that the data does not give any reason to conclude that 
the treatment between the initial set of clinical results to the manual system results 
had an effect. However, this does mean the treatment had no effect, only that there
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is no evidence of an effect [112]. The treatment effect can be assessed looking at the 
95% confidence interval and as the P value is larger than 0.05, the confidence interval 
starts with a negative value (-16.34) representing a decrease, going up to a positive 
value (16.59), representing an increase. Thus both ends of the confidence interval must 
be assessed as representing a difference between means that would be scientifically 
important or scientifically trivial. However, with both a large lower confidence limit 
decrease coupled with a large upper confidence limit increase, no conclusion can be 
reached.
As with the previous section, examination of the assigned risk groupings by the sys­
tem with intelligent AA segmentation termination compared with the observer defined 
groupings and the groupings defined by the initial system implementation shows one 
main difference, 87.5% correctly assigned risk groups. However, interestingly the trend 
line gradients seen in Figure 4.13 favours the initial system over the intelligent segmen­
tation system, due possible to the limited sample size. The remaining two incorrectly 
placed patients were grouped into one risk group lower and both were very low scores 
which were also incorrectly assigned risk groupings previously indicating difficulties for 
an automated calcium scoring system to deal with very low calcium scores as described 
in [44].
4.12 D iscussion
In this chapter, an automation of the clinical coronary calcium scoring process has been 
implemented to varying degrees of success.
Initial results of automation using an arbitrary ascending aorta termination point show 
favourable correlation with the ground tru th  calcium scores obtained clinically. Calcium 
score absolute mean score difference was 20.88 ±  29.20. Of the sixteen randomly chosen 
data sets used for validation of the initial automation process, three patients with zero 
coronary calcium identified clinically have been correctly and accurately scores with 
zero coronary calcium by the automated system. Of the remaining thirteen patient 
data sets with coronary calcium present, eight were over scored by the system and the 
remaining five were under scored. An over score represents more candidate calcified 
plaques having been identified and scored and for an under score, the reverse is true. In 
the event of an over score, regions of high intensity in a close proximity to the coronary 
arteries have been included in the final calcium score and are indeed unwanted. In 
the event of an under score, the reverse has occurred and regions that are indeed 
true positive calcified plaques have not been included in the final calcium score. The 
main cause of either of the two scoring problems mentioned is the presence of calcified 
plaques in regions of the heart that are in very close proximity to the coronary arteries 
but cannot be accurately determined to be within the arteries and thus the expert 
observer must make a subjective decision as to include the regions or not. Such regions 
can be found on the pericardium or the mitral valve anulus.
Further analysis of the results from patients with calcified plaques present using the 
atherosclerosis risk groups [68] show the degree by which the scores from the automated 
system differ from the ground tru th  scores. From this analysis, the results from the
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sixteen patients show three of sixteen or 19% of results falling into a risk category 
higher or lower than clinically identified with the remaining 81% maintaining the risk 
grouping. Of the three results that shifted risk group, one shifted to a higher risk 
grouping while the remaining three fell into a lower risk grouping. The patient shifting 
to a higher risk group showed a clinical score of 99, and thus on the borderline between 
two risk groups. Of the two patients slipping into a lower risk group, both patients 
presented with very low clinical calcium scores of 2 and 1 with both being scored by the 
automated system as 0. In the event of such low scores, the clinical practice would be 
to recommend the patient be examined with an angiogram should the clinician deem 
it necessary. The final patient reducing in risk presented with a clinical score of 108 
and falling to 78 by the automated system. The initial clinical score is close to the 
borderline of the risk group and thus some degree of error is possible.
Retrospective analysis of the patient data sets used for validation can attempt to deter­
mine if false positive calcified plaques were responsible for the differing scores between 
clinical and automated. The Patient 3 presented with a higher automated calcium 
score than clinical and closer examination of the patient data set show the presence of 
calcified plaques within the ascending aorta which may have been incorrectly included 
in the final automated calcium score. Such an issue is rare but a section of the AA may 
not have been correctly segmented due to the noisy and highly artefact infused nature 
of the data preventing AA segmentation tool from working correctly. Both Patients 
5 and 12 showed very low clinical calcium scores and the discrepancy between clinical 
and automated score can be explained by observer subjectivity of very small, almost 
inconsequential regions of high intensity. Patient 14 also exhibits multiple ascending 
aorta calcifications much like Patient 3 and due to the size of the AA, plaques found 
within are not clinically significant. However, their presence may have been included 
in the clinical calcium score. This possibility gave rise to the need for a termination 
criteria for ascending aorta segmentation that provided a more accurate termination 
point to prevent calcified plaques in the AA from score inclusion. Thus led to the 
implementation of an ellipse fitting algorithm from which renewed automated calcium 
scores were obtained.
The implementation of an ellipse fitting algorithm aimed to provide a more accurate 
termination point for AA segmentation which has been used to remove unwanted cal­
cified plaques found in the AA before scoring takes place. As discussed previously, two 
Patients 3 and 14 presented higher and lower automated scores respectively compared 
to their clinical results and this has been attributed to the inclusion or exclusion of 
AA plaques incorrectly. Results taken post ellipse fit algorithm show for Patient 3, a 
new score of 100, one short of the 99 identified clinically has been calculated and as 
for Patient 14, 101 compared to 108. From these examples, it can be seen that the 
inclusion or exclusion of unwanted calcified plaques does indeed play a role in score 
discrepancies. However, for Patient 14, it is the case of a true positive calcified plaque 
that was not included in the final automated calcium score. A paired t-test resulted in 
a large P  value of 0.05 indicated that the data does not give any reason to conclude 
that the treatment between the initial set of clinical results to the manual system re­
sults had an effect. Risk group analysis after ellipse fitting showed only 13% of scores 
were placed into a category other than that specified by the ground truth, around a 
50% reduction.
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Other scores to have been positively affected by the ellipse fitting algorithm include 
Patient 8, lowering from an initial automated score of 315 to 300. However, the majority 
of automated scores remained unaffected leading to the question, how best to ensure 
that the scores obtained by the automated system are any more accurate than the 
subjective scores obtained clinically. To accomplish this goal, the following chapter 
will examine the use of heart isolation to localise each cardiac image to only the heart 
structure containing the calcified plaques.
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Chapter 5
A utom ated Heart Isolation
5.1 In troduction
The work presented in this thesis thus far has examined the feasibility of automation 
of the coronary calcium scoring process to reduce inter- and intra- observer variabil­
ity seen in manual clinical calcium scoring. Initial automation using image processing 
techniques, opt-out heart isolation and Agatston scoring [20] has shown that an auto­
mated method is feasible, however calcified plaques located in regions outside but in 
close proximity to the coronary arteries still affect system performance.
The isolation of the heart structure from the surrounding organs is necessary to allow 
accurate visualization of cardiac objects such as vessels and chambers as explained by 
Funka-Lea et al. [59] and Zheng et al. [167]. This prevents objects in the surrounding 
anatomy from interfering or causing confusion in the event they are of a similar appear­
ance to objects within the heart, such as plaques and tubular vessels. In this Chapter, 
the first step for eventual artery extraction is explored in the form of automated heart 
isolation, implemented to distinguish the heart structure from the surrounding anatomy 
to prevent objects of a similar size and intensity to calcified plaques causing detection 
issues.
Segmenting the heart structure requires a method capable of distinguishing the entirety 
of the heart tissue from neighbouring voxels, in essence isolating the heart from the rest 
of the image slice. Results of such methods create regions of interest (ROI) devoid of 
irrelevant objects isolating the heart only. Figure 5.1 displays the main heart structure 
on a given slice in addition to organs and regions surrounding it. Heart isolation 
allows further operations to be carried out, specifically isolation and localization of the 
coronary arteries without interference from surrounding organs and chamber tissue.
Anatomically, the coronary arteries stem from the ascending aorta (AA) traversing the 
external surface of the heart muscle. Other organs and anatomical regions such as 
bone have a similar voxel intensity to that of coronary artery calcifications and despite 
being located away from the heart itself, removal of irrelevant regions with similar 
voxel characteristics will be beneficial as they will be identified as greater than 130HU 
during the Agatston scoring process. In addition, as noted in [167], isolation of the
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Sternum
Verteb
Figure 5.1; MSCT heart image slice showing labelled in red the main heart structure to 
be isolated, the ribcage, left and right lungs, sternum, descending aorta and vertebrae.
heart structure is a logical prerequisite to aid the clear visualization of the coronary 
arteries, through the removal of superfluous objects.
Regions that can include coronary calcifications to be removed through heart isolation 
include the descending aorta (DA), which can contain calcified plaques, however, due to 
the large diameter of the vessel, blood flow will not be affected. Small plaques can also 
be found in the lungs and other external vessels carrying oxygenated or de-oxygenated 
blood.
The challenge of heart isolation occurs when determining the required boundary points 
of the heart structure related to what structure is required for the task at hand. For 
vessel tracking in coronary calcium scoring, the heart structure required must retain all 
the coronary arteries while removing regions featuring high intensity objects including 
the sternum, ribcage, vertebrae and descending aorta. Such regions are not wanted as 
they feature objects with a similar HU value to calcified lesions and may affect the final 
calcium score if included due to false positive selection as calcified lesions.
In the following sections, an examination of the current literature of heart isolation, is 
followed by two methods of heart isolation, firstly an opt-out approach that identifies 
organs and tissue within the MSCT image that are not required such as the sternum, 
ribcage and lungs and removes them. In contrast, the second method, an opt-in ap­
proach that aims to locate the heart first and foremost, followed by removal of all non 
heart voxels.
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5.2 R eview  on H eart Isolation
Contrast coronary CT studies feature their brightest regions as blood and bone [59], 
thus surrounding objects such as the lungs appear extremely low in intensity and con­
trast. Thus this feature has been used to identify the heart structure center of gravity 
based on locational parameters for use as a suitable seed point prior to segmentation 
[59, 90].
Creation of a heart mask for segmentation is demonstrated by Castro et al. [37] and 
Krissian et al. [94]. The main region of interest, in this case the heart structure, 
is defined using thresholding at an appropriate grey level, followed by morphological 
opening. A structuring element is chosen suitable for removal of small unwanted objects 
such as vessels in the lungs, thus filtering out all bright unconnected regions away from 
the heart.
In addition, the use of masks have also been applied to regions within the heart structure 
as seen in [45] where the aorta is automatically identified through examination of the 
left ventricle to which the aorta neighbours. Given an initial point inside the aorta 
determined based on spatial and intensity priors from left ventricle segmentation, a 
mask is generated by voxel connected component discovery.
Further pre-segmentation image processing is performed [57], [73] and [141]. Goals 
of the pre-processing stage are primarily to normalize voxel values, remove unwanted 
structures from the lung area and smooth the input image. Variations in contrast 
between neighbouring slices can be reduced through normalization, whereas smoothing 
removes noise from the image. As with previously mentioned masking techniques, 
removal of unwanted structures from the lungs through image pre-processing has shown 
to be acceptable.
As noted by Friman et al. [57], due to the intrinsic resolution of their data being 256 x 
256 rather than the in-plane resolution of 512 x 512 voxels, pre-processing using down- 
sampling by a factor of 2, i.e. from 512 down to 256, has resulted in faster processing and 
less memory usage without corresponding loss in accuracy. In addition, incorporating 
a step altering the voxel intensity of the surrounding lung tissue and calcifications to 
the intensity of myocardial tissue, improved the ability to differentiate between regions. 
This novel approach is employed to improve the segmentation of arteries that run along 
the exterior of the heart, bordering with the lung regions.
Outlined in [90], a 2D balloon model is inflated from the centre of gravity in a high 
resolution GTA dataset that has been weighted by image intensities. The balloon will 
continue to expand until it touches the wall of the heart, at which point it will translate 
away from this wall. This process is repeated until the balloon touches too many points 
on the wall to allow for any significant translation. At this stage, a contour is obtained 
and used to perform a similar operation on neighbouring slices.
Application of an opt-out heart isolation approach in [152] implements rib cage removal. 
As the lungs surround the heart to almost its entirety, a 2D livewire algorithm searches 
for the interior edge of the sternum and azygoesophageal recess^, closing the anterior
^The region below the azygos vein arch in which the right lung intrudes into the mediastinum.
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and posterior mediastinum^.
As a single entity, the variation in voxel intensity between the heart and the surrounding 
lungs is great, however, neighbouring regions with a similar voxel, intensity are much 
harder to distinguish. Thus removal of bone can be accomplished with relative ease 
as bone intensity is extremely high and the visibility of blood vessels themselves is 
improved through use of a maximum intensity projection (MIP) [54]. Separation of the 
heart structure from the surrounding voxels has been carried out in [59] using graph- 
cuts [35] to minimize an energy function defined on a graph. Such a minimization is 
defined according to the cut of minimum weight. Added expansion of the isolation area 
ensures the inclusion of all arteries along the surface of the heart.
Atlas based methods aid the examination of not only the coronary arteries but all re­
gions within the heart as shown in [165], a 3D model of the heart can be used, matched 
against volume heart data to aid object location and definition. A 3D heart model 
constructed based on 2245 manually placed landmarks from the left atrium, left ventri­
cle, aorta origin, pericardium and the outer surroundings of the heart, volumised using 
Delaunay tetrahedralization and textured, is matched against other volume data sets 
from the cohort of patient images used in the MICCAI vessel segmentation challenge 
[133]. Matching accuracy has been evaluated through a series of operations involving 
grey value classification and observed and expected class comparison. From this heart 
model, various landmarks can also be identified such as the origins of the left and right 
coronary arteries, used later for the identification of potential coronary artery seed 
points.
A machine learning approach to heart isolation can be seen in the work of Zheng et al. 
[167] compared against the graph cut method of Funka-Lea et al. [59] Marginal space 
learning (MSL) [167], where position estimation, position-orientation estimation and 
position-orientation-scale estimation are used for object detection, is used as the overall 
method for heart region detection and localization. MSL pose estimation is aligned 
with a mean shape, trained on a set of sample shapes, to create the initial shape for 
shape boundary evolution. Penultimately, the optimal mean shape is aligned with the 
estimation transformation giving a rough estimate of the heart surface boundary before 
further deformation to get a more accurate boundary delineation. Finally, any parts of 
the ribcage or sternum that remain are removed through post processing.
Model based algorithms have been employed for heart segmentation by Weese et al. 
[117] to optimize boundary detection via simulated search. In such a method, boundary 
detection functions are evaluated to determine performance for a single model landmark 
in terms of an estimated geometric boundary detection error. As a result, boundary 
detection can be optimized per landmark during model training. Compared to tra­
ditional training schemes, simulated search has shown to improve the accuracy and 
capture range for boundary detection. Results from CT and MRI images show average 
segmentation errors for heart chambers and major vessels in the order of 0.8 m m  and
1.3 m m  for X-ray angiography. Principals for segmenting the major chambers in the 
heart can be applied to the detection and segmentation of the heart boundaries given 
the similarity in tissue composition.
^The undelineated group of structures in the thorax surorunded by loose connective tissue
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Heart isolation in this Chapter is required on low axial resolution MSCT calcium scoring 
images and thus must consider the large slice thickness in addition to the effect of motion 
artefacts which may blur the boundaries of the heart, increasing in effect by the base of 
the heart as the heart is in close proximity the liver and other distally located organs.
5.3 H eart Isolation  M ethodology
Methods for performing heart isolation can be divided into two overarching categories, 
firstly opt-out methods described and implemented in the following section, requiring 
all non-relevant structures to be identified, isolated and removed thus leaving only the 
heart. The second method, opt-m, apply opposing principles to identify only the heart 
structure and segmenting it from all other objects and are explained and implemented 
in a following section.
5.3 .1  O p t-ou t H eart Iso la tion
Initially, an opt-out method described in Chapter 4, similar to [152], of heart isolation 
was trialled, identifying and eliminating regions such as the sternum, ribcage, vertebrae 
and descending aorta from an MSCT coronary image prior to any further processing 
such as vessel tracking or calcium scoring. This process of heart isolation uses intensity 
thresholding and the known HU values of certain objects such as bone to identify regions 
to be removed.
The resulting opt-out isolated image can be seen in Figure 5.2, with each of the regions 
to be removed highlighted in a different colour.
1
Figure 5.2: Exemplar result of opt-out heart isolation showing sternum and ribcage in 
purple, descending aorta in red and vertebrae in green.
Such a method however, although successfully removing unwanted regions, has shown 
to perform poorly under certain circumstances. Issues arise if the heart structure
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is in very close proximity to the sternum, visually creating a single entity. In this 
event morphological erosion is used to separate the regions if a narrow join is present. 
However, a join can potentially stretch across the entire upper boundary of the heart.
In addition, removal of these regions successfully eliminates contained objects with a 
similar intensity and appearance to coronary calcifications such as areas of sternum 
and vertebrae, however other extraneous regions surrounding the heart remain such 
as nodules found in the lungs and later on, other organs such as the liver and stom­
ach. Removal of said regions, although not essential, would eliminate any uncertainty 
regarding the classification of detected objects. Given this preference, opt-in heart 
isolation is considered in the following section.
5 .3 .2  O p t-in  H eart Iso la tion
In direct contrast to the opt-out method, opt-in heart isolation ensures that regions 
that are not associated with the heart in a coronary MSCT image are not included in 
any segmentation as the heart itself is the focus. This ensures that the entire heart 
is included, but one must also be aware of the potential for losing valid information if 
any part of the heart is not correctly segmented. To this end a deformable model, as 
used in [90, 161] and for AA segmentation in Chapter 4, is employed in 2D, evolved 
from an initialisation around a seed point obtained automatically on a pre-processed 
image slice. The snake deforms to the boundaries of the heart region based on image 
intensities and counteracting energies as explained previously for the segmentation of 
the A A. This process is repeated on each slice, starting from the initial slice of a patient 
data set until a termination criteria is satisfied. The resulting segmented regions are 
isolated on their respective slices and reconstructed into a 3D model for examination 
and validation. The following sections present a detailed explanation of this heart 
isolation process.
Im age Pre-processing for Opt-in Heart Isolation
Image pre-processing for optimal heart isolation in this case, involves two major oper­
ations. The first requires each coronary image slice of a patient data set to be enclosed 
by a 6 voxel thick border of voxels, shown in Figure 5.3, with minimum intensity. This 
is required to prevent the snake from reaching the edge of the image on slices where 
the heart boundaries are outside the image boundaries. The width and intensity of the 
border has been chosen to ensure that no information is lost from the image, whilst 
also ensuring that any further processing of the image is not affected. Initial testing 
of the heart isolation algorithm resulted in incorrect inclusion of the sternum region of 
the image, caused by weak, indistinct boundaries between the heart and the sternum. 
The lack of distinction between these two regions is attributed to image noise, poor 
clarity, as well as similarity in intensity of the tissue surrounding the point at which 
the heart structure and sternum meet.
Thus a second pre-processing operation to solve this issue has been identified involving 
the bone elements of the sternum and ribcage. Due to the high calcium content, areas
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Figure 5.3: Exemplar tliresliolded MSCT image with 6 pixel border to prevent snake 
deformation outside of the slice dimensions.
of bone appear with a very high intensity. Using a fixed threshold minimum of 200HU 
to encompass the lowest possible pixels containing bone and a minimum locational 
boundary of 200 pixels on the y-axis, all pixels that are above the set intensity threshold 
and located within the first 200 pixels along the y axis, are reassigned an intensity value 
representing the lowest HU within the image. Erom the resulting pre-processed image, 
any distance transform image obtained shows little to no bleeding of the contour into 
the sternum and/or ribcage area. This is attributed to the masking of the previously 
high intensity bone objects in the sternum/ ribcage area, thus breaking the previously 
similar intensities shared by pixels in this region.
Segm entation for Opt-in Heart Isolation
The overall opt-in heart isolation method is presented in Algorithm 4. In the following 
section, the stages involved in op-tin heart isolation segmentation in the form of seed 
point acquisition, snake deformation, following slice snake parameter acquisition and 
process termination.
The initial seed point from which the snake deforms from is obtained by inspection of 
the high intensity points in the Euclidean distance transformed coronary image obtained 
as an initial step for the application of a parametric snake model [161] described in 
Chapter 4. Prior knowledge indicates that the acquisition EoV results in the heart 
being in a central position. Thus a window is created centralised around the centre 
of the image, co-ordinate point a:=:256, y=256, of height and width 220 pixels. The 
parameters of this window are obtained from statistical analysis of image characteristics 
to allow all possible heart positions to be accounted for, with the highest intensity pixel 
of the distance transformed windowed image used as the seed point.
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A lgorithm  4 Overall Opt-in heart isolation method.
• Initialize image: M, slice counter: i' = 1, counter: i" = 1]
• Perform image pre-processing step as outlined in Section 5.3.2;
• Create square seed detection window of length 220 voxels; 
while i < no.of slices do
• Distance transform image slice D = dt{M{i );
• Apply VP to jD at x=256,y=256;
• Locate highest intensity voxel location, D{xmax,ymax)]
• Apply deformable snake model S  [161] from Chapter 4 at D{xmax,ymax)\
• Record segmentation § ;
if Term inationcriteriasatisfied  then  
•  i =  no.of slice -f 1; 
end if
• S  = 5 ';
• Increment i ; 
end while
Using the active contour method in [161], from the previously identified seed, segmen­
tation of the heart is performed, iteratively growing the snake until the iteration at 
which snake segmented region area increase is sub 1% of total area, terminating the 
process. The elasticity parameter for heart isolation is set to a higher elasticity result­
ing in a smoother heart structure boundary given the structures often circular shape. 
Conversely, the rigidity value has been lowered to allow for occasional dips and pro­
trusions along the outer boundary of the heart structure, thus ensuring said boundary 
difference to be accurately incorporated into the region boundary without sacrificing 
the addition of unwanted regions of the surrounding lung.
At initialization, fixed snake parameters are used based analysis of heart area on the 
first slice of each MSCT training dataset. The snake has a radius of 60 pixels and 
boundary pixel spacing of 0.05 pixels. The radius parameter is set based on the smaller 
general size of the heart on the initial slice, as at this stage, visible regions are the 
aorta(s) and some surrounding tissue. Thus based on analysis of available data, a 60 
pixel radius proved suitable. The resulting segmented heart region is identified by an 
array of co-ordinate points identifying the region boundary. This series of points is 
then interpolated and all points within the boundary are then defined as within the 
heart while all external points are set to an arbitrary intensity value. As explained 
in [59], the snake must ensure that all vessels on the outer surface of the heart are 
included in the final heart segmentation. As a result of the snakes expansion along the 
distance transformed image towards the edge of the heart region, flow of forces towards 
the edge always display a progressive drop off in intensity rather than an immediate 
termination, thus allowing the contour to deform slightly past the pericardium.
After the segmentation on the first slice, two important issues must be considered. 
Firstly, the heart region to be segmented on the following slice will almost always 
change in size and shape. Secondly, a new seed point is required for the snake on the 
following slice. From the second slice onwards, the radius of the snake on the following 
slice is obtained using the areas of the previously segmented heart regions. Firstly, the
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change in segmented region area on the previous two slices (A^_i and An - 2  where n 
=  current slice) is calculated and divided by the area of the previous segmented region 
(A n-i). The snake radius is then incremented by the proportion of this value from the 
previous radius (iî^ -i), as explained by Equations 5.1 and 5.2.This method allows for 
a snake size that scales in accordance to the changes in heart size. In addition, if the 
previously segmented region has decreased in size, this is reflected in the calculation, 
allowing the following snake radius to be smaller if necessary.
I-n =
A n - l  ~  A n  —n - 2
An­r i—1
(5.1)
R n  —  R n —1 d "  i^Rn—\ x I n ) (5.2)
Where n is the current slice, R  is the increment factor. An is the segmented region 
area, Rn is the snake radius.
The second issue to tackle as part slice progression involves identifying the optimal 
location of the seed on the following slice. Several methods have been identified to 
carry out this task, including using the centre of gravity of the segmented region on 
the previous slice or creation of a rectangular ROI from the segmented heart region 
of the previous slice using the maximum and minimum x and y points as height and 
width parameters to identify candidate voxels of maximum intensity within the dis­
tance transformed image. Trials of various methods identified one major requirement, 
the reliance on information gathered from the previous slice segmentations. Thus to 
maximise the accuracy when obtaining a seed for the snake, the method implemented 
utilizes the mean co-ordinate points of the previous slice segmented region to generate a 
snake seed point. Although the window method proved successful for this requirement 
also, the presence of multiple potential seed points resulted in snake origins that were 
occasionally off-center resulting in less than desirable segmentations.
(a) (b) (c)
Eigure 5.4: (a) Initial pre heart isolated MSCT coronary image slice (b) example mid 
isolation image showing operation of active contour and (c) corresponding image slice 
post automated heart isolation.
An example of heart isolation can be seen in Eigure 5.8 where Figure 5.8(a) shows the 
initial MSCT cardiac image, the execution of the snake as the expanding red contour 
in Figure 5.8(b) and the resulting opt-in heart isolated version of the image in Figure
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5.8(a) shown in Figure 5.4(c). The isolated heart structure that remains after snake 
segmentation is shown in Figure 5.8(b) surrounded by lowest intensity pixels that have 
replaced the surrounding anatomy within the image.
Such a method of heart isolation segmentation progression is highly dependant on the 
ability of the parametric snake model deforming to the required heart region. To aid 
accuracy deformation, an alternate method is presented to acquire a snake structure 
for following slice segmentation using the previous segmentation result, as used in A A 
segmentation from Chapter 4. From a given slice s, the coordinate vectors of the 
segmented region are used to create the initial snake structure for slice 5+ 1 , as shown 
in Figure 5.5. Thus the initial snake structure used on slice 5+1 appears similar to the 
heart structure to be segmented prior to snake deformation.
It becomes unnecessary to calculate snake seed points for following slices in addition 
to any snake position or radius compensation as a result of changes in the shape and 
size of the heart between contiguous slices. As a result of an initial snake structure 
that is similar to the heart structure to be isolated, the number of iterations required 
for snake deformation on image slices is reduced due to the shorter geometric distance 
between initial contour and desired boundary, making this heart isolation method less 
computationally expensive.
Figure 5.5: (a) Initialisation of snake as circle deforming to the heart boundaries (b) snake deformed to the heart boundaries shown in red (c) segmented heart region and 
(d) red outline showing snake initialisation for following slice.
Termination Criteria for Opt-in Heart Isolation
Termination criteria for heart isolation must allow the segmentation process to run 
to the full extent required within a patient data series to allow the entire heart to be 
segmented. However, a data series does not end at the base of the heart and can contain 
regions such as the stomach and liver. The proximity of these two organs to the heart 
and the low axial image resolution can lead to partial volume errors, along with poor 
image quality and image noise can cause errors in the segmentation.
Analysis of slices containing the distal portion of the heart across all training data 
series indicate several similarities. The first slice at which the heart and surrounding 
organs are in contact ranges from slice 33 to slice 47 of a potential 64 slices. The 
degree of difference between the heart and other organs at this stage range from low
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to high levels of boundary visibility which can be witnessed in the edge filtered images 
using the canny and sobel methods. Combined with the location at which neighbouring 
organs come into contact with the heart, organ size, shape and position do not provide 
accurate parameters on termination criteria.
Gi*c»ier iHUfiitum
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: (a) Male torso showing close proximity of heart to liver [7] and (b) exemplar 
MSCT cardiac image slice showing heart structure and neighbouring organs separated 
by red lines.
Thus the search for suitable termination criteria looks to the examination of pixel 
intensity values and their distribution at the identified end slice of the heart within the 
training data series. Examination of the slices of the MSCT training data at the base 
of the heart bordering the surrounding organs indicates a series of common factors. 
As with all slices, the circular FoV maintains 4 corner regions of lowest intensity. In 
addition, the presence of pixels of a Hounsheld value similar to air is minimised due to 
the reduced size of lung and airway regions present. Using this intensity distribution 
as an indicator of the heart and surrounding organs touching, an upper and lower 
threshold of -500 and -2084 HU respectively is nsed and the number of pixels within 
this intensity range is calculated. The lower threshold of -2084 HU represents the 
lowest pixel intensity fonnd in the four corner regions distinctive of the circular FoV, 
no other pixels within the image features an intensity this low. The upper threshold 
must encompass all pixels within regions that are found at the base of the heart such 
as lungs and other airways but are not within the heart, thus -500 HU has been chosen 
to facilitate this. This threshold is greater than the generally accepted Hounsheld unit 
value for air [20], however, the presence of tissue as well as low image resolution and 
noise requires a broader maximum range. If the total number of pixels on the slice 
in question is below a threshold set based on the regions comprised of the examined 
Hounsheld value range, the termination condition will be met.
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Figure 5.7: Exemplar MSCT showing reduced presence of lung voxels in lower image 
quadrant.
In addition, the position of the low intensity pixels are also considered. As the regions 
indicating a termination slice are comprised of pixels similar to air on the Hounsheld 
unit scale, the location of said regions can only be located in the lower quadrant of each 
slice. Limiting the inclusion of pixels to those with a y co-ordinate value of greater 
than 256 will ensure this.
However, examining the intensity histogram of a certain intensity range of pixel at the 
slice featuring the base of the heart does not provide enough information to accurately 
provide a termination point. Thus an additional criteria for termination is used based 
on expert feature analysis of the slice with base of the heart still visible. At this 
point, the base of the lungs is reached leading onto the liver, shown circled in red in 
Figure 5.6(a). As seen in Figure 5.6(b) where the heart structure is seen surrounded by 
organ tissue, separated by red lines, corresponding to the lungs, liver and occasionally 
stomach, analysis of all training patient data series indicates the heart terminates post 
slice 30, thus analysis of the low intensity air cavities after this slice show the area of 
lungs at the base of the heart can provide information as to position within the image.
The combination of lung voxels and their location within the image based on anatomical 
knowledge (as seen in Figure 5.7 where the reduced areas of left and right lung are 
labelled on a slice where the base of the heart is shown along with the distal right 
coronary artery), as well as distal heart position within a patient data series provide 
suitable information for creating a termination criteria to end heart segmentation. This 
ensures minimal loss of information by accurate heart segmentation and will include 
voxels belonging to surrounding organs if necessary.
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5 .3 .3  A ssessm en t o f  T erm in ation  S lice Id en tifica tion
Table A .l presents the termination slice results of 20 patients (16 from the MSCT 
training set and a further 4 provided for training later, all separate from the MSCT 
testing data) analysed to obtain the slice at which the base of the heart is no longer 
visible based on the previously mentioned termination criteria. From the patients 
examined, the heart was no longer visually visible between slices 30 to 39 in one patient, 
between slices 40 to 49 in 15 patients, 50 to 59 in 3 patients and in the final patient, 
the criteria was not met. The lowest slice at which the base of the heart was no longer 
visible was slice 38 from a maximum of 52 and the latest point at which the heart was 
no longer visible without reaching the end of the data set was slice 54 of 56. The varying 
slice positions at which the base of the heart is no longer visible is attributed to different 
anatomical heart sizes combined with the proximal point of the heart shown in the first 
slice. In addition to this. Table A .l also compares the observer identified heart occlusion 
slice with the termination slice calculated by the heart isolation algorithm. From this 
comparison, it can be seen that from the 19 patient data sets that are comparable, 
14/19, 74% resulted in an exact match and from the remaining 5 data sets, 2/5 were 
within a single slice. The maximum difference between observer chosen heart occlusion 
slice and algorithm termination was 7 slices.
The observed heart occlusion slice and algorithm termination slice for patient 5 was 
not comparable due to errors within the data set related to slice composition and 
ordering and thus were deemed unsuitable for analysis as part of this slice termination 
assessment.
Of the 20 patients examined, the voxel distributions falling between -2084HU and - 
500HU are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Voxel distributions on slices after the base of the heart is no longer visible 
across 20 patients.
Voxel distribution range Patients conforming
14.999 to 14,000 7---------------
13.999 to 13,000 6
12.999 to 12,000 1
11.999 to 11,000 2
10.999 to 10,000 1
< 9,999_________________________2_________
7 patients feature a heart that became occluded from the image on a slice with between
14,999 to 14,000 voxels between -2048HU and -500HU. 6 patients termination slice fell 
between 13,999 to 13,000 voxels, 1 between 12,999 to 12,000, 2 between 11,999 to 11,000, 
1 between 10,999 to 10,000 and finally 2 patients termination slice below 9,999 voxels. 
Given these results, an arbitrary limit of 15,000 voxels within a single slice within a 
range of -2048 to -1500 HU is deemed suitable to determine the slice at which heart 
isolation should terminate.
Thus, given the total image slice area is 262,144 voxels (512 x 512 voxels), the per­
centage of the image that falls within the range of -2048HU and -500HU given the
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previously state area of 15,000 voxels, rounded to the nearest percentage point, is 6%. 
6% of total image slice area is used as a suitable limit to distinguish the reduced amount 
of lung. Thus the following criteria has been identified, from analysis of the base of the 
heart in MSCT training datasets, and must be followed for termination to occur;
• Current slice number greater than or equal to 30, as the heart is never seen to 
end before this slice;
• Assess voxels with y co-ordinate less than 256, analysing voxels which are located 
below the heart structure within the slice;
• Calculate total voxels with the previously mentioned positional criteria that are 
greater than -2084HU but less than -500HU, representing the HU range of air in 
the lungs;
• Total calculated voxels j 6% of total image area;
5.4 R esu lts & V alidation
Results of the heart isolation process are obtained from the MSCT test set images. 
Figure 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) show example pre and post heart isolated images on a sample 
MSCT image slice respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: (a) Initial pre heart isolated MSCT coronary image slice (b) corresponding 
image slice post heart isolation.
5.4 .1  V a lid ation  by  V isu a l In sp ectio n
Initially, validation of the heart isolation method proposed and implemented in this 
Chapter is carried out by visual inspection of the resulting heart isolated image slices
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compared against the corresponding pre-isolated image. The purpose of this slice by 
slice examination is to visually inspect using prior knowledge for correct and incorrect 
isolations. Incorrect isolations will include over and under segmentation of the heart 
structure. Over inclusion will result in sections of the sternum and ribcage segmented 
as part of the heart structure and will primarily occur at slices representing the mid 
to latter portion of the heart due to anatomical proximity between the ribcage and 
the heart. Conversely, under inclusion will occur primarily at the base of the heart 
due to the anatomical proximity of other organs such as the liver, stomach and spleen. 
Boundaries between the heart and the aforementioned organs are difficult to visually 
discern thus proving challenging for the active contour. The resulting heart isolated 
slices are reconstructed into a volume with a surface applied allowing for further visual 
validation of the volume structure. However, further reproducible validation is required 
to assess system performance, presented in the following section.
5 .4 .2  V alid ation  U sin g  Z heng A u to m a ted  M eth o d
Results of the automated heart isolation method in this chapter are validated in this 
section against the automated method outlined by Zheng et al. [167] used on the 
Siemens syngo.via workstation [9]. In this method, the heart structure is obtained 
from 3D CT volumes, tested on 589 volumes from 288 patients. Zheng et al. executed 
their heart isolation method on a series of MSCT datasets provided to them, resulting 
in binary heart masks represented as 12 bits per voxel. For each patient, the resulting 
masks were converted to 1 bit per voxel resulting in a binary image of the heart mask 
for each slice of each data set.
The resulting mask images are compared with the mask image generated by the method 
outlined in this Chapter. The initial comparison is made with an overlap measure 
(similar to the Dice coefficient) represented by Equations 5.3 and 5.4, the mask voxels 
in the Zheng image are examined against all the voxels in the heart isolation result 
using the method from this Chapter. A new binary image is created representing as 
ones, the pixels that do not match. The total number of non matching pixels is obtained 
as well as a percentage representing the number of non matching pixels to total pixels 
representing the heart isolated image.
Cfi) > y-n^  Cji) (5.3)
2/n, Cn) < Ziy(a:n, ?/», c^ i) (5.4)
Where I z  is the Zheng heart isolated image, Iw  is the in-house heart isolated image,
Xn is the X co-ordinate, yn is the y co-ordinate and Cn is the co-ordinate counter.
The Equations 5.3 and 5.4 are used to calculate the overlap between resulting heart 
isolated masks from the Zheng method and the method outlined in this Chapter. The 
overlap measure is similar to a Jaccard index as it assesses all the non-background 
voxels in each respectively image for a correlation.
An example of this overlap comparison can been seen in Figure 5.9 where the result of 
heart isolation on a given slice using the Zheng method is overlapped with the result
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Figure 5.9: Exemplar overlap comparison results for an MSCT image slice showing the 
isolated heart from the Zheng method compared against the corresponding isolation 
using the system presented in this Chapter where black =  background, red =  Zheng 
result, green =  Wu result and orange =  overlap.
Table 5.2: Voxel distributions on slices after the base of the heart is no longer visible.
Dataset 0-99% 10-19% 20-29% 30-39% 40-49% 50%+
PI 20/47 11/47 3/47 2/47 1/47 10/47
P2 22/35 3/35 3/35 2/35 2/35 3/35
P3 39/47 3/47 1/47 2/47 0 2/47
P4 35/40 2/40 1/40 0 1/40 1/40
P5 30/47 8/47 6/47 1/47 0 2/47
P6 2/40 13/40 9/40 6/40 2/40 8/40
P7 26/50 4/50 4/50 3/50 3/50 10/50
P8 28/37 7/37 1/37 0 1/37 0
P9 28/51 5/51 1/51 1/51 2/51 19/51
PIO 30/47 4/47 4/47 3/47 1/47 5/47
using the system described in this Chapter. The orange voxels represent overlap, red 
voxels represent non-overlapping Zheng result voxels and green voxels represent non­
overlapping voxels from the result obtained using the system presented in this Chapter.
Table 5.2 presents the number of slices in each dataset with resulting percentage dif­
ference between remaining voxels after overlap comparison in relation to the total area 
of the larger heart mask. The ranges examined represent up to 50% of voxels from the 
larger heart mask remaining indicating that at least half of the isolated heart region 
has been matched between the Zheng method heart mask and the heart mask obtained 
using the method outlined in this Chapter. In addition, it can be seen from Table 5.2 
that in all cases, the majority of overlap difference between masks fell into the range 
below 50%, indicating that for each dataset, the majority of heart mask slices obtained 
using the method outlined in this Chapter matched well with the heart masks obtained 
using the Zheng method. Of the percentage differences below 50%, the majority of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.10: Exemplar overlap comparison to show loss of vessel from Zheng heart 
mask for an MSCT image slice showing (a) in white the pixels the Zheng heart mask 
for a given slice, (b) the same slice DICOM image showing circled in red part of the 
dital RCA and (c) figure (a) overlapped onto (b) showing circled in red the tip of the 
distal RCA not being contained within the Zheng heart mask.
slices were found to fall into the range 0-9%, indicating a good degree of correlation 
between the heart mask locations from both methods.
Results of the comparison between the Zheng heart masks and the heart masks gener­
ated using the method outlined within this chapter show a poor overlap at the base of 
the heart. This is caused primarily by the close proximity of neighbouring organs which 
in some cases overlap and merge with the base of the heart leaving it very difficult to 
distinguish. At the base of the heart, the distal RCA may still be visible, as shown in 
Figure 5.10(b) circled in red, and it is important to include this vessel in the heart mask 
in the event that this vessel contains calcified plaques. The Zheng heart mask method 
has shown to occasionally leave out sections of the distal RCA, seen in Figure 5.10(c) 
circled in red after the Zheng segmented region is masked to the image. The method 
outlined in this Chapter has intentionally retained said regions, often at the expense 
of mask accuracy. The goal is to ensure that all instances of the coronary arteries are 
included in the isolated heart structure thus ensuring that all the true positive calcified 
plaques are included.
5.5 D iscussion
The purpose of heart isolation is to ensure that what remains within each image slice 
is the heart structure and the heart structure only. Such a task is made difficult at 
some stages of the heart such as the base due to the proximity of neighbouring organs 
combined with the poor image clarity and presence of noise. However, as stated in [167], 
heart isolation is an important stage in the process of identifying the coronary arteries 
and accurately performing calcium scoring. Heart isolation removes unnecessary regions 
within the cardiac image such as the sternum, ribcage, vertebrae and surrounding lungs. 
Removal of the bone region is particularly useful as they are of a similar intensity to 
calcified plaques. The likelihood that such similar intensity objects are confused for 
calcified plaques is low, however, their removal ensures that possible smaller regions of
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high intensity that may lie in the lungs, such as calcified granuloma from tuberculosis 
and pneumonia, or surrounding regions will also be avoided.
Examination of the method outlined in this chapter against a commercially available 
method in the form of the Zheng method [167] has shown that the majority of slices 
(59%) representing the heart across the tested datasets fall into the range of 0-9% 
difference between the method presented in this chapter and the validation system 
results. A further 14% of slices have an overlap difference of 10-19%, thus nearly 75% 
of heart isolated slices overlap with a difference of at most 19% of voxels. Slices with 
a greater overlap difference than 9% indicate a tendency to over include. This has 
been considered and although the Zheng method results in a segmented heart that 
maintains a shape that is more representative of the heart shape, especially at the 
base, the method outlined in this Chapter ensures that any and all distal RCA regions 
are included in the segmentation. This ensures that further use of the heart isolated 
images for calcium scoring will ensure that any calcified lesions found in the distal right 
coronary artery will be scored and included in the final calcium score correctly. The 
effort to ensure that all distal RCA regions are included in the final heart isolation 
segmentation is compounded by the close proximity to neighbouring organs such as the 
liver and stomach. In many cases, little to no boundary separation is seen between 
said organs and the base of the heart, further increasing the difficulty to distinguish 
accurately between organs. To this end, heart isolation accuracy is given a lower priority 
over ensuring that all coronary arteries are included.
Civen the difficulty in isolating the base of the heart with perfect accuracy while en­
suring all possible distal arteries are included, the heart isolation methodology holds 
room for improvement. All candidate artery regions should be included with as little 
surrounding anatomy included in the isolated heart. Such a requirement may be ac­
complished using a three dimensional shape model obtaining distal shape information 
from the proximal and central segmented slices or an a-priori shape model. However, 
the automated heart isolation method presented in this Chapter accomplishes the first 
step towards isolation of the coronary arteries from surrounding anatomy, towards the 
aim of accurate and reproducible coronary calcium scoring. The next step towards this 
goal, automated coronary artery tracking, is presented in the following Chapter.
Chapter 6
A utom ated Vessel Tracking
6.1 Introduction
The work presented thus far in the form of initial automation of calcium scoring (Chap­
ter 4) has shown the need for focussed assessment of calcified plaque location to ac­
curately quantify patient coronary plaque burden. The presence of calcified plaques 
outside the coronary arteries, presented in Chapter 2, in locations easily confused by 
clinicians for true positive plaques, has been the primary cause. In Chapter 5, heart 
isolation has taken one step towards the goal of focussed plaque identification through 
the removal of voxels representing organs and tissue outside the heart, thus preventing 
objects of similar size, shape and most importantly intensity, affect the outcome of 
calcium scoring. Accurate quantification of coronary calcified plaques must go one step 
further and delineate the coronary arteries themselves so that their contents, namely 
coronary calcified plaques can be distinguished.
The use of vessel tracking plays a prominent role in the current literature in segmenta­
tion of the coronary tree. Such methods have been primarily employed using high axial 
resolution angiography data as opposed to the low axial resolution, poor in plane clar­
ity of calcium scoring MSCT images. However, such the methods can still be relevant 
despite the difference in image sampling. In addition, automating vessel detection and 
segmentation as part of an automated framework for calcium scoring aims to remove 
issues of subjectivity and reproducibility in coronary calcium scoring. The patient 
benefits of low dose, fast acquisition MSCT mean accurate vessel identification for cal­
cified plaque detection on this modality may reduce the need for higher dose, invasive 
imaging.
In this Chapter, an automated vessel segmentation and tracking approach to coronary 
artery tree extraction, based on thresholding and object connectivity, is applied and 
validated on re-sampled CT angiography images obtained as part of the 2008 MICCAI 
vessel segmentation challenge [107]. Expert observer ground tru th  vessel centreline 
points accompanying the MICCAI data are used to calculate the performance of the 
system described in this Chapter and compared against resulting system performance 
of other methods submitted to the MICCAI challenge.
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6.2 L iterature R eview  on V essel Tracking
Vessel tracking is highly utilised as a method to extract not only coronary vessels, 
but blood vessels in all parts of the body including the hepatic, renal and cerebral 
vessels [28, 143, 152, 90, 37, 58, 89]. Vessel detection is instrumental in reconstructing 
and visualizing the circulatory system in greater detail, allowing further study of, not 
only circulation, but blood vessel vicinity analysis. Equally important, as described 
in Chapter 2, is the requirement to reduce human error during clinical examination, 
such as distinguishing calcifications located in the mitral valve anulus from those in the 
coronary arteries, a common cause of inter- and intra- observer variability in calcium 
scoring.
Vessel tracking in the current literature can be categorised into the following major 
imaging based sub-groups. Pattern recognition techniques. Model-based approaches 
and Tracking-based approaches [89], although many methods combine aspects of dif­
ferent approaches. Pattern recognition techniques include such methods as multi-scale 
approaches, skeletonization of the vessel tree, region growing, ridge-based image anal­
ysis, matching filters approaches and mathematical morphology schemes.
Multi-scale approaches segment vessels at different resolutions, large vessels are ex­
tracted from low resolution images and smaller vessels from higher resolution images 
thus benefiting from increased processing speed [89]. Coronary arteries are recon­
structed from three views using branching point matching [130]. A simplex method 
based linear programming labelling of the candidate vessels allowed their extraction 
from differing resolution images dependent on strength of vessel tree branches.
A method based on multi-scale cross-sectional vessel modelling has been developed by
Tek et al. [143] to obtain vessel centrelines of coronary artery vessels. A cross-sectional
profile of a coronary artery is defined as a bright circular or elliptical disk surrounded 
by dark voxels. A medialness measure, shown in Equation 6.1, is derived based on 
the vessel appearance assumptions and edge responses, based on a similar medialness 
measure by Krissian et al. [11].
N -l
m{xo) — max — ^  E{xq +  Ru{27ri/N)) (6.1)
i = 0
Where m{xo) is the medial response at xq, computed from a circle C{xq,R ) centered 
at xo, with radius R.
b{x) = m ^  (I VcT I{x)\)sign{\/al{x)) (6.2)
Where b(x) is the boundary measure along a ray Ua at the location x, at which I(x) is 
the 1-D intensity profile along a ray Ua, on a cross-sectional plane of a vessel starting 
from ^ 0  and sja l{x) is the gradient of I(x)
A boundary measure (Equation 6.2) is then implemented analysing the edge appearance 
parameters of the modelled cross-sectional artery regions. Such a boundary measure 
distinguishes the dark to bright changes and falling edges surrounding the vessel cross
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section. However due to the, at times, poor clarity of vessels in computed tomography 
angiography (CTA) and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), vessels and vessel 
edge intensities may vary significantly. In addition, surrounding anatomy with similar 
appearance such as airways and regions of bone can affect medialness filters due to their 
strong gradients [143]. Thus Tek et al. have employed a normalized boundary measure 
using the maximum edge response and minimum and maximum vessel scales. The 
proposed vessel detection method in [143] uses a medialness measure that responds 
strongly at the centre of vessels but drops rapidly towards the vessel edges and is 
combined with a very small response in regions of no vesselness.
Skeleton-based approaches look to extract vessel centrelines and connect them to form 
the vessel tree. Centreline extraction based methods primarily use thresholding of 
the image followed by object connectivity [115], thresholding followed by a thinning 
procedure [148, 138] or extraction based on graph description [8 6 , 87]. However, such 
methods focus segmentation on very high resolution 3D angiography images or large 
objects such as the trachea and bronchus in addition to blood vessels in their vicinity.
Tozaki et al. [148], despite thin slice CT, use thresholding followed by differentiation 
of larger (bronchus) and small blood vessels based on their anatomical character such 
as the bronchus containing air and the corresponding attenuation as seen in CT has 
suitably detected the smaller blood vessels, comparable in size to the coronary arteries. 
Thinning of the segmented vessels obtains the corresponding centreline.
Tree growing from connected component analysis as described by Kitslaar et al. [90]. 
Prom derived roots of the left (LCA) and right coronary arteries (RCA) in blood pool 
masked data sets, region growing is used to identify candidate vessel tree regions which 
are connected to the closest extremity points. This process is repeated until no suitable 
candidate vessel components are found with the final aorta and vessel tree merged to­
gether to form the whole coronary tree structure. Use of connected component analysis 
aids the differentiation between vessel-like structures and blob or noise-like structures 
for the region matching and connectivity step mentioned.
Castro et al. [37] show successful use of morphological grayscale reconstruction [151] 
(Equation 6.3) applied to 3D for the extraction of the coronary artery tree. In such a 
method, mathematical morphology incorporating prior knowledge of shapes is used to 
detect the branching structures of the coronary tree. In this approach, this method is 
performed iteratively by manual seed point selection, local morphological reconstruction 
followed by a top-hat opening (Equation 6.4), which calculates the difference between 
the input image and its opening. A Gaussian filter is then applied to smooth noisy 
areas before candidate artery points are selected.
R b i {M, G) = 4 ( M )  =  (6.3)
Where k is the geodesic dilation size, B1 is the structuring element and M  represents 
the image. ÔqÔ^^  (M) is the geodesic dilation of size k with structuring element B  of 
the marker image M  with respect to the image G and Rgi(M , G) is the reconstruction 
by dilation of image G from marker M.
V  = R b i {M,G) — (6.4)
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Where 'yB2 (RBi{M,G))  is an opening performed over the reconstructed image with 
structuring element B2.
Directions for the various tree branches are determined at each iteration by linking 
the position of the current artery position with the previous thus creating a direction 
vector. Finally, a tree searching algorithm was implemented to detect all bifurcating 
vessels in the coronary artery tree where the goal was to expand six child branches from 
a main branch of the coronary artery followed by six grandchildren from each child. 
From results obtained using eight training and sixteen test datasets, this method was 
able to obtain a 70% success rate on vessels with a radius greater than 1.5 mm.
In addition, Wang and Smedby [152] have assessed the suitability of a fuzzy connected­
ness method of vessel tree tracking utilising virtual contrast injection [146]. Through 
assessment of the contrast agent injected in the arteries, the connectivity of said agent 
is used to separate the coronary arteries in CTA images using fuzzy connectedness.
Region-based and ridge-based approaches have both have shown some success at seg­
menting vessel structures [89], however, this has been primarily in 3D angiogram 
datasets with thin slice widths that have been pre-processed to a degree to remove 
unwanted noise. The use of contrast material in angiography, which is not present in 
calcium scoring MSCT, results in images with well defined vessels, improving the per­
formance of system treating the image as height maps as in ridge-based approaches [6 6 ]. 
A similar issue arises in the use of region growing based approaches as the requirement 
for distinct connectivity of voxels is not present to a good enough degree in the MSCT 
images used for calcium scoring in this thesis as shown in Chapter 4.
Matching filters approaches [89] apply convolution masks to images enhancing ves­
sel boundaries, aiding detection, followed by connected component analysis and vessel 
thinning to obtain vessel centrelines. Morphological operator based methods apply 
structuring elements to thresholded images in the form of dilation and erosion., ex­
panding or shrinking them respectively. Such methods can be combined resulting in 
morphological closing and opening where dilation is followed by erosion and vice versa 
respectively to achieve certain goals [37]. Similarly a top-hat operator is used by Eiho 
et al. [48] enhancing vessel shape, followed by erosion and thresholding to remove non 
arterial regions. The vessel tree is then identified using neighbourhood checking based 
on voxel mean gray level. Such morphological operators have shown to be suitable for 
enhancing regions representing vessels within an image to aid detection. Such enhance­
ment will be required given the noisy, poor image clarity of calcium scoring MSCT 
images.
Model-based approaches are primarily focussed on the use of deformable or parametric 
models such as active counters, front propagation of geometric deformable models and 
template matching. In addition to generalized cylinder approaches.
Coronary vessel shape can often be indicative of their presence and location within 
a cardiac image. Thus shape examination has proven to be a suitable classifier for 
identification of artery vessels in different regions of the cardiac image, be it at the 
proximal, distal or lumen. Examples of vessel detection methods using shape analysis 
can be seen in the work of Bauer and Bischof [28] in the first stage of their artery 
tracking methodology utilising a tube detection filter for identification of all tubular
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objects from their distal tendrils, from which centrelines are obtained. Such a filter 
aims to identify structures with a circular cross sectional profile within the image data 
that may be surrounded by tissue. Tube detection is carried out using the Gradient 
Vector Flow (GVF) contour method developed by Xu and Prince [161] in addition to 
Frangis’ vesselness measure [108] to derive the final tube-likelihood. Use of the GVF is 
suitable for tube detection as Bauer and Bischof have shown that all vectors from GVF 
vector fields point towards the centreline of tubular objects. Such a tube detection 
method has been found to be robust against leakage, as well as tube size and contrast.
The estimation of vesselness employed by Zambal et al. [165] for vessel tracking defines 
the use of a rigid model with a symmetric shape which is iteratively matched. The 
model is matched based on parameters including vessel direction and radius, defining 
a function describing the vesselness of a coronary artery. Varying models are utilised 
ranging from straight cylindrical models to models featuring bending patterns in or­
der to accommodate both straighter vessels and vessels featuring frequent direction 
alterations.
Tracking of the examined vessels is carried out using a depth-first method which adds 
new vessel segments to the detected vessel tree with every newly detected vessel seg­
ment, as defined by the vesselness function v (Equation 6.5). The depth-first method 
examines and constructs a vessel tree in a proximal to distal direction assessing can­
didate distal vessel segments to the previously detected segment, taking the segment 
with the highest vesselness measure. Sampling pattern texture values are extracted 
from volume data, used to create two histograms, Hin for interior sample values and 
Hout for exterior sample values. Zambal et al. assume that in a perfect alignment with 
a vessel, there must be a threshold that optimally separates both histograms.
v(x,d ,r)  = L à ^  (6.5)
Where v is the vesselness function, (x,d,r) represents the shape configuration, fin is the 
fraction of grey values which have a value as expected by the model from the interior 
histogram and fext represents the fraction of values greater than the threshold from 
the exterior histogram.
A multiple hypothesis tracking method has been proposed and implemented by Friman 
et al. [58] utilising an approach to segment vessels by iteratively placing model segments 
in front of one another to form a chain that represents the artery. From a given point 
on the vessels centreline, a search tree is built by recursively evaluating possible vessel 
continuations. For the purposes of vessel segmentation, Friman et al. have chosen to 
search four steps forward thus using a depth of four. On completion of the search tree, 
each hypothetical path is assessed on how well each model segment fits the image data. 
A step along the path with the highest score is taken and the search tree is rebuilt 
from this new position. Thus the question of where the next tracking step should be 
is decided based on the goodness-of-fit [58] determined by multiple steps ahead and 
allows the method to traverse areas of the image where one or two segments may fit 
poorly due to contrast or artefacts.
The use of deformable models has been widely used showing successful tracking of the 
aorta in cardiovascular MR images by Reuckert et al. [123] as well as in this thesis
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presented in Chapter 4. Vessels from cine MR images have also been identified by 
Reuckert et al. [122] using an adaptive snake modelled as a ID Markov Random Field. 
Other methods utilising deformable contour models as seen in [61] and [91] require user 
interaction to select points defining initial estimations of vessel location, thus basing 
further detection to some degree on observer prior knowledge.
However a degree of user interaction has shown to provide valuable information to 
solve the problem of accurate automatic identification of vessel start and end points by 
Metz et al. [106] through manual point selection. From the manually identified start 
and end points, a minimum cost path approach using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The cost 
image for the minimum cost path approach uses prior knowledge of coronary shapes 
and intensities within CTA images. It is known that vessels will appear as higher 
intensity tubular structures in dark surroundings and a vesselness measure is created 
to match this description. However, the assessment of vessels as tubular structures 
proves more challenging with low axial resolution images such calcium scoring MSCT. 
The 3 m m  axial slice thickness may result in partial volume error and thus consideration 
of candidate vessel regions in 2D is preferable given the major requirement is for the 
detection and quantification of coronary calcified plaques. This also applies to some 
of the methods mentioned in the previous sections and thus their effectiveness may be 
impacted.
Ultimately, accurate artery segmentation and tracking aims to identify foreign bodies 
that block or narrow the arteries, leading to coronary artery disease, carotid artery 
disease and peripheral artery disease.
In this section analysis of the methods in the current literature show a focus on vessel 
tracking in high resolution angiogram data which, as explained in Chapter 3, is moder­
ately invasive, requiring the use of contrast material to visualize blood vessels. However, 
the use of contrast material may be detrimental to the quantification of coronary cal­
cium as the presence of contrast in the coronary arteries may influence or obscure 
calcified plaques due to the similarly high attenuation as found by Muhlenbruch et al. 
[114] and explained in Chapter 4.
6.3 M eth od ology
6.3 .1  O verview  o f  C oronary Tree E xtra ctio n  u sing  V essel Tracking  
M eth o d o lo g y
Detection and segmentation of the coronary tree is beneficial for visualizing the most 
important vessels in and around the heart. This task was the focus of the MICCAI 
Crand Challenge of Coronary Artery Segmentation [107] which tasked participants 
to create novel, interactive, semi-automatic and automatic methods of vessel tracking 
based on a set of high resolution coronary angiography data. The method outlined in 
Figure 6.1 presents a thresholding and object connectivity oriented approach to ves­
sel tree extraction. The major methodological steps presented in this Chapter include 
robust threshold calculation, artery root detection, vessel tracking and vessel tree con­
struction. The third stage can be expanded to include tracking initialisation from the
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart showing an overview of the coronary vessel tracking process.
root, backtracking, interim tracking steps, distal tracking and finally tracking termi­
nation. The interim tracking steps are executed simultaneously and cover tracking of 
lumen and disconnected arteries. Extraction of the coronary tree is the primary goal, 
from which varying degrees of pathology can be observed.
In the following sections each step of the vessel tracking process, as outlined in the 
flowchart in Figure 6.1 will be described in detail, including validation of the method 
using the ground tru th  centreline points obtained as part of the MICCAI vessel seg­
mentation challenge.
6 .3 .2  R ob u st T h resh old  C alcu la tion  for V essel S eg m en ta tio n  u sin g  
G aussian  M ix tu re  M od els
The main requirement for segmentation in this Chapter is to distinguish the coronary 
arteries from surrounding objects in the form of background tissue, chambers and 
valves. However, this is challenging not only due to the large variation in cardiac 
anatomy between patients but due to the close geometric and intensity proximity of 
blood vessels and surrounding tissue. This can be seen in the grayscale intensity values 
of the MSCT image in Figure 6.2 where two horizontal profiles are taken represented by 
the yellow lines in Figure 6.2(a) and 6.2(b). The grayscale intensity values for each line 
profile is shown in the plot below each image. Analysis of the plot in Figure 6.2(a) shows 
intensity values that fluctuate ±  50 GV around the 50 GV mark until a noticeable drop­
off at the end. Gray-value amplitude of local minima representing background tissue 
intensities between vessels or chambers range between 1 an 50, making segmentation 
challenging. The plot of the profile shown in Figure 6.2(b) shows similar amplitudes 
passing through the LGA root, however, the higher amplitudes between candidate 
arteries seen at 50 m m  distance and greater show a good degree of separation.
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Figure 6.2: (a) A sample MSCT image of the heart structure with yellow horizontal 
profile passing the AA and LCA with plot showing grayscale intensities of the profile 
below, (b) the same MSCT image with the horizontal profile lower in the y direction 
passing over the AA and the root of the LCA, with corresponding grayscale intensity 
plot.
Heart isolation of a coronary image slice, presented in Chapter 5, has the capability 
to remove unwanted regions surrounding the primary heart structure such as lungs, 
sternum and vertebrae. However, the resulting isolated region still suffer from noise, 
poor image clarity dne to low in plane resolntion and partial voluming due to low axial 
resolution. Thus intensity thresholding of the image as part of ascending aorta (AA) 
or artery segmentation requires a threshold parameter robust enough to include the 
required regions, separating them from unwanted background voxels and neighbonring 
regions. The algorithm for this process is presented in Algorithm 5. Firstly, any plaques 
are masked from the image using the 130 HU threshold [57], along with other regions 
falling into the upper bound such as bone. This is to ensure that voxels of an extremely 
high intensity do not adversely affect threshold selection. The DICOM image is taken 
as an input and converted to grayscale with the resulting intensity values presented 
as a vector. The histogram of this image is calculated and an iterative median filter 
performs general noise filtering.
Histogram analysis of heart isolated coronary image slices, as used by Tefimann et al. 
[145], illustrate the intensity range of voxels. Figure 6.3 shows such a histogram and the 
corresponding image it has been acquired from. The histogram shows two main tissue 
class distributions in the form of local maxima. In the pre- conversion histogram, a third 
distinct class can be seen representing the lowest intensity voxels surrounding the heart. 
The distinct distribution of each class allows the use the expectation maximisation 
(EM, Equations 6 . 6  and 6.7) of Gaussian mixture models for distribution isolation 
[129, 140, 29]. Mixture models comprise a number of component functions which are 
combined to describe mnlti-modal density and expectation maximisation is a maximum
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likelihood algorithm that can be used for fitting a mixtnre model to a set of training 
data.
il
(b) (d)
Figure 6.3: (a) Initial cropped heart isolated MSCT image slice (b) histogram of (a) 
with lowest intensity background voxels removed (c) Gaussian mixtnre model fitted 
resnlt and (d) resulting thresholded version of (a).
A lgorithm  5 Robust threshold calculation & image binarization.
• Convert masked image I  to grey-scale;
• Vectorise image /;
• Initialize peak variable: P = 3 and counter: p =  1;
• Generate histogram of I: Ihist — hist{1,100);
• ID EM using Equations 6 .6  and 6.7; 
w hile p < P  do
• Calculate Normal PDF: Cp',
• Obtain maximnm value of distribution: CmaXp\
• Increment p; 
end  while
• Determine largest CmaXp and second largest CmaXp\ CmaXp,Cmax^
• Record highest PDF peak p: Pmax — p;
• Calculate distribution overlap: OeCmaXp Cl CmaXp\
• Find intensity Int at PDF overlap O;
Calculate threshold T: T  — Int/length{Cp^^^)]
• Apply threshold T to image I: hinary =  ira2bw{I^T)\
Q[ e\e^)  =  E 2 ^ x A l o g L { 9 - , X , Z ) ]
Q{t+i) _  argmaxQQ{6\6^)
(6 .6)
(6.7)
Where X  is the set of observed data, Z is the set of unobserved latent data, 0 is a 
vector of nnknown parameters and L{9] X, Z) — p(A, Z\6) is the likelihood function.
The model order for EM is selected based on the three main tissue types found within 
the heart, firstly cardiac muscle comprising the heart chambers and vessels, secondly, 
smooth mnscle tissue that provides stability and flexibility for the larger arteries to 
contract and expand and finally the blood within the vessels and chambers [147]. De­
pending on the imaging modality, vessel thresholding may be less challenging if contrast 
material is present as the blood found within the vessels leads the arteries to appear
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with a higher intensity due to the attenuation of the contrast material in CT. This is 
the case in CT angiography data, however, in calcium scoring MSCT data, no contrast 
material is used as it will interfere with the distinction of calcified plaques, thus vessels 
do not appear as clearly. The algorithm presented here is capable of distinguishing 
vessels in both cases as tissue representing arteries are separated from background.
As described in Algorithm 5, the optimal threshold (T) is obtained at the intersect 
point between the two largest PDF (probability density function) local maxima. This 
point is suitable as the distribution with the largest PDF always corresponds to vessel 
tissue which is of a higher intensity than background voxels in heart isolated images, 
thus T  is used to threshold the image slice.
6 .3 .3  C oronary A rtery  R o o t D e tec tio n
Figure 6.4: Coronary artery layout overview in the anterior projection, showing circled 
in red the roots of the left and right coronary arteries found at the aortic sinus [137].
Tracking of the coronary arteries must begin from a known point. The most recognisable 
is the artery root [90] (seen in Figure 6.4 circled in red) located at the aortic sinus, a 
section of the ascending aorta just above the aortic valve, which, in normal anatomy, 
can be divided into three equal sections [69], shown in Figure 6.5(a). From an axial 
perspective, the left coronary sinus (LCS) is located on the right side of the aorta and 
features the root of the left coronary artery. The right coronary sinus (RCS), situated 
at the top of the aorta features the root of the right coronary artery. The final section 
is the non coronary sinns (NCS), which in normal anatomy, does not stem an arterial 
root. An automated method of root detection is presented in this section with the goal 
to eliminate the need for a human observer to specify the vessel start or end point as 
used by Metz et al. [107].
The algorithm required for coronary artery root detection is comprised of three pro­
cesses. Firstly, as described in Algorithm 6 , the image slice is thresholded nsing the 
robust threshold calculation method outlined in the previous section. Using the aorta 
segmentation method outlined in Chapter 4, the ascending aorta is detected on the
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Figure 6.5: (a) Exemplar aortic valve image showing trisection of aortic root (adapted 
from [3 ]), (b) angles used to separate coronary sinuses and (c) the sinus boundary angles 
overlaid onto an example cardiac MSCT image slice.
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A lgorithm  6 Coronary sinus separation, RCA & LCS.
• Initialize image: M, counter: i = I, counter: i = 1;
• Deform snake model to M  using snake (Chapter 4);
• Snake deformation outputs, boundary points (x^ound, Vbound)  ^ region center
{ x  center  ;  V center)]
w hile i' < numel{xsnake) do
9\  — t a n   ^[ ig n in {y c e n te r )  yboundii' ) ) / i.Xboundij' ) n i in ( x c e n te r ) ) )  i 
62 — t a n   ^(J y n in {y c e n te r )  U boundil ) ) / cent er)  ) ) ) )
if {6\ ^ 29 && ^1 ^ 31) && {xboundi} ) ^ 'min{xcenter))) then
• RCSfjjx =  X\)ound{i ), RCSfby ~  ybound{l ); 
end if
if (^ 2  ^ 29 & ^ 31) & {xboundij' ) ^ 'kninixc e n te r )))  then
•  R C S lh x  —  Xhoundij' ) ;  R C S lh y  ybou n d{l  ) ;
end if
• Increment counter i ; 
end while
L C  Sil)x — n i i n { x  cen ter) ■>
while I < numel{xbound) do
if x { i " )  > & x ( i " )  < ( m in ( x c e n te r )  + 1) then  
if ybou n d i} )  ^  'n a in {ycen te r)  then  
L C S l b y  — yb o u n d i^  ))  
end if 
end if
• Increment counter i ; 
end while
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current slice. From the centroid point of the segmented AA region, equal sectors of 
magnitude 120° are created as in Figure 6.5(b) [69]. The boundary between the LCS 
and NCS falls directly beneath the centroid point and terminates at the region bound­
ary. The boundary between the LCS and RCS is at an angle of 30° from the x axis 
and stretches from the centroid point to the boundary of the aorta region. Finally, the 
boundary between the NCS and RCS is at an angle of 150° from the x axis and also 
joins the centroid point to the region boundary. Figure 6 .6 (a) shows the aortic sinus 
boundary of the LCS and Figure 6 .6 (b) the RCS boundary.
(a) (b)
Figure 6 .6 : Heart isolated MSCT images slice showing (a) red outline indicating the left 
coronary sinus boundary (b) red outline indicating the right coronary sinus boundary 
overlayed onto the corresponding A A.
The resulting segmented AA region is comprised of a boundary of co-ordinate points 
(obtained using Algorithm 7), that have been trisected to create the aortic sinus bound­
aries. To determine if the coronary artery root is present, a series of positional exam­
inations are used to test the suitability of regions that are joined to the aortic sinus, 
as described in Algorithm 8 . Each point along the boundary is examined to ensure 
that firstly it falls within a given angular range, this ensures that only potential artery 
roots are considered and not similar intensity regions that are in close proximity such 
as other chambers or valves. Statistical analysis of the 20 MSCT training datasets has 
shown suitable angular boundaries for the LCS to be between 0 ° and 90° seen as the 
lower right quadrant in Figure 6.5(b). From the first boundary point to pass the angle 
check, intensity region growing using the method outlined by Kroon [95] is used, thus 
determining if a connecting region is present. After region growing, the width of the 
connect candidate artery root region is calculated, this is to ensure that the connected 
region is not a chamber. Further statistical analysis of artery root width identifies a 
value of no more than half the length of the sinus boundary as suitable. The seg­
mented AA region is masked from the image to prevent the region growing algorithm 
from spreading into this unwanted region. Should no region exist, the next suitable 
point on the sinus boundary is used and the region growing process is repeated.
The process to identify the RCA root from the RCS uses the same algorithm as used
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A lgorithm  7 Coronary sinus boundary acquisition.
• Initialize RCS boundary vectors: Xr = Xbound^Vr = Vbound-, counter: i = 1; 
while i < n u m e l { x b o u n d )  do
If K ( r  < then
• Set Xr{i') = 0, yr{i'") = 0; 
end if
if yr{i'”) > max{RCSiby, RCSrby) then
• Set Xr{i"') = 0, yr{i'") = 0; 
end if
• Increment counter i ; 
end while
• Initialize counter: j  —  1, temporary variables: x x r ^ y y y ,  
while j '  < n u m e l { x b o u n d )  do
• Set X r ' i j )  =  X r { j ' ) , y r > { j )  = 2/r(/);
• Increment counter j  ; 
end while
• Set Xf XfiXj-' ^  0 ), 2/r — yrijjr' ^  0);
• Initialize LCS boundary vectors: x i  = X boun d ,y i  = ybound',  Counter j ” = 1; 
while j  < u u m e l { x b o u n d )  do
) > maxiybound)) th e n  
=  0;
) > max(xbound)) th e n  
=  0 ;
if(2/(Ü <RC^ rWII(2/f(
• Set xi{j") = 0, yi{j 
end if
if (X l { j " )  <  Xcenter) \ \ {xi {
• Set xi ( j ' )  = 0, yi{j 
end if
• Increment counter j  ; 
end while
• Initialize counter: j  = 1 ; 
while j "  < numel{xbound) do
• Set X V { f )  =  xi{ j" ) ,yv{ j" ' )  = yi{j'")]
•  Increment counter j  ; 
end while
• Set XI = xi{xv > 0), yi =  yi{yv > 0);
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for LCA root detection. However, different angular boundaries in which the artery root 
may be confined in are required. Unlike the LCA root, the minimum and maximum 
angles defining the RCS boundary are used for this task as analysis has shown the RCA 
root may extend from any point along the sinus boundary.
Automation of this process requires that root detection is first implemented on the first 
slice of an image as the location of the left and right coronary artery roots will vary 
from patient to patient. Initially only the LCS boundary is examined as the LCA root 
anatomically occurs prior to the RCA root. Until the LCA root has been identified, 
upon completion of LCS boundary point analysis, the slice counter is incremented to 
examine the following slice. Upon identification and segmention of the LCA root, 
LCS boundary point analysis terminates and RCS boundary point analysis begins, 
performed on following slices until the RCA root has been identified and segmented 
using the same method as with the LCA root.
A lgorithm  8  Artery root region detection.
• Initialize image: N =  currentimage, counter: k = 1; 
while k < numel{xi) do
• Initialize variables: adj = xi{k) -  x  center, opp = yi{k) -  y center]
• Initialize variable for current boundary voxel: F  = {xi{k),yi{k))\
9s = (tan~^{opp/adj)) x (ISO/tt);
• 4-connected voxels of F: Fu = N{yi{k) — l,xi{k)),Fd = N{yi{kj)-\-l,xi{k)),Fi = 
N{yi{k),xi{k) +  l),Fr = N(yi{k),xi{k) +  1);
• Initialize voxel F  intensity store: Fi = N{yi{k),xi{k)), temporary vectors:
if Fi > 0.5 Sz 9s <90Sz9s > OSzFu > OSzFd> OSzFi > 0  & > 0  then
• Set Yi =  yi(^ k).f Xi — xi{k)., k = k\
while Fi>  OSzk' < numel{xi) do
• Initialize root mouth length variable: L =  0;
• Set Fi = N{yi(k),xi{k))]
i f  Fi > 0.5 Sz 9s < 90 Sz 9s > 0 Sz Fu > 0 Sz Fd > 0 Sz Fi > 0 Sz Fr > 0 then
• Set L =  L +  1;
end if
• Increment counter k ; 
end while
end if
if L < numel{xi) then
• Perform region growing as described in Chapter 4;
• Fulfil counter k;
end if
• Increment counter k\ 
end while
Figure 6.7 shows example coronary artery root layouts that are non-standard and thus 
feature a different root construction than the left coronary artery (4) stemming from the 
left coronary sinus and the right coronary artery (5) stemming from the right coronary 
sinus, as shown in the top left image of Figure 6.7. The top right image within the same 
figure shows at 5, a second root stemming from the right coronary sinus and similarly
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Figure 6.7: Exemplar non standard coronary artery root distributions and construction
[30].
in the bottom left image, a second root can seen stemming from the left coronary sinus. 
Within the bottom right image, similarly with the top right image, a second artery root 
stems from the right coronary sinus, however, one of the right coronary arteries wraps 
around the ascending aorta in the direction of the left coronary artery.
Given such circumstances, difficulties may arise in the tracking process, however, sta­
tistically, occurrences of such non-standard artery root layouts are extremely low [69, 
149, 137].
Bezold et al. [33] indicate a 5.6% combined likelihood of coronary artery anomalies 
from 1950 angiograms, the most common found to be variants of the RCA such as 
split (1.23%) or ectopic origins (2.05%). Trivellato et al. [149] describe the criteria 
for normal versus abnormal coronary arteries in addition to normal versus abnormal 
coronary artery anatomy where of particular interest are the origins of the left and 
right coronary arteries, which as stated previously, have dual aortic origins in normal 
anatomy. Abnormalities in artery origin can include only a single artery stemming 
from the aorta or both/either artery originating from the pulmonary artery. Other 
anomalies include the origin of the RCA from the left ostium, origin of the LAD or CB 
from the RCA and the posterior descending artery stemming from the LAD. Examples 
of abnormal coronary artery origins can be seen in Figure 6 . 8  showing in 6 .8 (a) both the 
RCA and conns branch stemming from the the same position in the right coronary sinus 
while in 6 .8 (b), both the RCA and LCA arteries originate from the same positions. The 
most common and clinically significant artery root abnormality is presented in the form 
of the left coronary artery originating from the right sinus of Valsalva rather than the left 
seen in normal anatomy and travelling between the aorta and the pulmonary artery.
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This abnormality is clinically significant due to the possibility of LCA compression 
resulting in myocardial ischemia, the restriction of blood supply [137].
(a) (b)
Figure 6 .8 : Exemplar coronary artery root anomalies showing (a) two vessels stemming 
from the right aortic sinus, the RCA and conns branch and (b) both the RCA and LCA 
arteries stemming from the same position of the aorta(Ao) [8 8 ].
Although abnormal coronary artery anatomy may affect tracking at later stages, with 
respect to coronary artery root detection, abnormalities in artery origin will effect 
successful detection to the greatest degree. Such abnormalities will include multiple 
arteries stemming from the same coronary sinus or a coronary arteries origin not located 
at the intended position. Further anomalies include anomalies of the vessel course and 
termination. Anomalies of the course include myocardial bridging and duplication 
whereas termination anomalies are seen in the form of coronary artery fistula and 
extra-cardiac termination.
Civen that validation of the system proposed in this Chapter will use ground tru th  
vessel centreline points representing normal coronary tree structure, in addition to no 
such occurrence of this anomaly in either the MSCT or MICCAI training data sets, the 
effect of such an occurrence cannot be quantified.
Initial testing of the tracking system uses manually identified slices featuring the left 
and right coronary artery roots. To accomplish the goal of a fully automated tracking 
and scoring system ascending aorta segmentation using active contours outlined in 
Chapter 4 is implemented from the first slice of the data set. As mentioned previously, 
the segmented aorta region is trisected into the three sinus sections as seen in Figure 
6.5 and each point on the sinus boundary is checked for a connecting region. This 
process is repeated until the left and right coronary artery roots have been identified, 
at which AA segmentation will terminate. It must be noted that a coronary artery 
root may appear across two contiguous slices. The first slice is taken for continuity but 
ascending aorta segmentation will not terminate until all slices with the right coronary 
artery root have been detected.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
□ □
(k) (1) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r)
Figure 6.9: 18 example thresholded coronary artery regions for Hough transform based 
shape classification as round (R), square (S) or triangle (T) resulting in (a) T, (b) T, 
(c) R, (d) R, (e) S, (f) T, (g) R, (h) R, (i) R, (j) R, (k) R, (1) S, (m) S, (n) R (m) R 
(o) S, (p) R and (q) R.
6 .3 .4  C oronary A rtery  Id en tifica tion  P aram eters
On any given image slice, thresholding using the method outlined previously creates 
multiple candidate regions, some of which are true coronary arteries but will also feature 
either false positive or true negative regions this making it necessary to classify the 
resulting objects. It is an important but challenging requirement that these regions are 
accurately and correctly distinguished between to ensure that the region chosen as a 
coronary artery is correct when used to represent the position of the vessel.
Multiple factors can be considered to describe a true positive coronary artery region, 
however, many vesselness measures have been based on high axial resolution data such 
as CTA [168], MRA (magnetic resonance angiography) [108], in addition to high axial 
resolution MSCT [60]. Given the large slice thickness of calcium scoring MSCT images, 
identification of coronary artery vessels benefit from analysis of information obtained at 
a slice level prior to analysis between slices. Such information can include the regions 
size (area and volume), shape, intensity, distance to heart border, distance to aorta and 
in the cases of orphaned regions, their distance from a previously known artery regions 
and the incidence angle from the previous region.
Determining the size of a region requires only that the region is segmented and the 
number of voxels calculated. However, to determine the shape of the candidate artery 
region, two main methods have been identified. Firstly, use of the hough transform has 
been considered given its capability to classify shapes [77, 25]. In particular categorising 
objects as circles, squares or triangles [125]. Figure 6.9 presents 18 sample thresholded 
coronary artery regions from across the MSCT training set classified using the method 
in [125] giving the results, (a) T, (b) T, (c) R, (d) R, (e) S, (f) T, (g) R, (h) R, (i) 
R, (j) R, (k) R, (1) S, (m) S, (n) R (o) R (p) S, (q) R and (r) R where R =  round, 
T =  triangular and S =  square. Analysis of the shape classification results show a 
good ability to classify objects that resemble circular lumen such as in Figure 6.9(n) 
and 6.9(o). However, candidate lumen regions of a more elongated (oval) shape are 
incorrectly categorised as square (as in Figure 6.9(m) and 6.9(p). In addition, objects 
representing artery regions seen parallel to the slice plain as in Figure 6.9(g) to 6.9(k) 
are all classified as round. Given the potential for large variations in candidate artery 
region shape, such shape classification was not deemed sufficient.
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Figure 6.10; 18 example thresholded coronary artery regions from Figure 6.9 with 
ellipses fitted using [51].
The ellipse fitting algorithm by Fitzgibbon et al. [51] used previously for ascending 
aorta segmentation termination in Chapter 4, applied to this task, provided a robust 
method for determining a coefficient to describe the relative shape of each candidate 
coronary artery region.
A fitted ellipse can be described by five output parameters, the x and y coordinate 
points of the ellipse centre, the long and short radii and finally the orientation. Pre­
viously, the orientation of the fitted ellipse has been used to identify the orientation 
of the fitted region. For the requirement of candidate artery region classification, the 
elongated and short radii are used to identify if the ellipse is particularly long (as seen 
in Figure 6.10(j) or closer to circular (Figure 6.10(o), identifying if the region itself is 
also elongated or closer to a circular. Ellipses are fitted to the 18 sample artery regions 
from Eigure 6.9 and presented in Eigure 6.10.
Table 6.1: Ellipse parameters from Figure 6.10 where x and y represent the ellipse 
centre , rshort is the short radius, riong is the long radius and 9 is the orientation angle 
in degrees.
Ellipse X y sh o rt 'b'long 9
fa) 6.04 6.03 2.17 3.66 4.53
b) 5.47 5.42 2.55 3.72 41.94
(c) 8.25 7.05 3.08 6 . 0 2 -54.24
d) 16.93 10.74 2.56 2.98 -77.65
(e) 8.30 11.48 3.02 7.12 50.58
f) 14.72 12.50 2 .2 1 4.43 -65.00
g) 13.93 19.50 2.40 8.92 -73.91
h) 21.79 42.86 6.24 21.15 81.96
i) 21.65 28.87 3.90 14.10 -11.96
y) 9.22 16.23 1.91 7.45 3.93
k) 17.85 15.06 2.39 10.52 -61.58
1) 20.77 19.41 2.96 4.21 -67.63
(m) 12.43 12.91 2.50 2.74 59.27
(n) 16.67 14.61 3.62 4.25 40.82
(o) 13.35 15.14 4.29 4.82 -67.69
(P) 15.48 10.61 2.87 4.37 -79.92
(q) 21.65 15.04 3.56 6 . 6 8 -16.69
M 30.48 13.87 3.02 18.16 -77.55
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The parameters of the fitted ellipses from Figure 6.10 are contained in Table 6.1. The x  
and y columns represent the centre point coordinates which are relative to the position 
of the region in each slice. Columns rshort, nong and 6 represent the short {rshort) and 
long (riong) radii and ellipse orientation respectively, usable to determine ellipse shape. 
If riong  > 2 X  ( r s h o r t ) ,  then the ellipse is elongated and vice versa, thus in addition to 
the area of the candidate artery region, a fitted ellipse that does not conform to the 
previously stated condition and is too large, will be classified as true negative. Ellipses 
fitted to candidate artery regions that are found to be elongated but of a smaller size 
area are acceptable, as are ellipses that do not pass the previously stated condition 
(rounder ellipse) but are also of a smaller area. Table 6.2 outlines the four possible 
classification combinations.
Table 6.2: Vesselness based on classifiers.
Shape Area Artery
Elongated: riong > 2 x (rghort) Large No
Elongated: riong >  2 x (rshort) Small Yes
Circular: riong < 2 x {rshort) Large No
Circular: riona < 2 x (rshort) Small Yes
As described in Algorithm 9, a candidate artery region size parameter (j3) is used to 
limit the maximum area a candidate artery target can take. Analysis of the MSCT 
training data maximum area candidate artery regions in the proximal (7 ^), lumen (ji) 
and distal (7 ^) portions of the heart, results in mean areas jp = 1313 ±  630, j i  = 
254 ±  170 and Td = 1273 ±  514 voxels. The large standard deviation is note worthy, 
re-iterating the large variation of candidate artery vessel areas as they appear in MSCT 
image slices. Thus /3 is defined three times, firstly Pp = 3000 (% -t- ap to the nearest 
thousand) used at the proximal stage of the heart prior to lumen tracking. Secondly 
I3i = 500 (7 / -f ai to the nearest hundred), used during lumen tracking. Thirdly /3s =  
3000 (7 d +  (Td to the nearest thousand), used at the distal portion of the heart, post 
lumen tracking.
Initially, ^p is used at tracking initialisation, will be used when candidate artery 
region ellipsesoidal parameters comply with the statement, riong < 2  x {rshort), thus 
indicating a less elongated and more circular region. The transition from lumen to 
distal stage based on riong > 2 x {rshort) introduces the use of ^d-
The criteria presented in this section is applied during the process of vessel tracking if 
and when a voxel from a known artery region and a voxel from a candidate artery region 
on the following slice have been identified as equating to one another, henceforth known 
as matching of source and target regions(s). Thus source voxels are initial information 
[71] brought forward to the next contiguous slice.
6 .3 .5  T racking M eth o d  O verview  & In itia lisa tion
The identification and segmentation of the artery root regions provide a basis to com­
mence tracking of the coronary arteries. The first tracking stage focusses on proximal
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.11: (a) Exemplar heart isolated MSCT image slice with LCA artery root 
circled in red. (b) Segmented LCA root region, (c) Coronary artery diagram showing 
curving of the arteries near the root and at the base of the heart [38].
sections of the vessel, primarily seen to be parallel to the slice plane and appear as 
narrow, elongated regions with a higher intensity than surrounding background voxels. 
As each artery can be described as featuring a path with varying degrees of connectivity 
from the root progressing distally, analysis of training data artery regions show vessel 
regions on contiguous slices overlap to some degree. As a result, it is possible to use this 
overlap to match vessel regions from slice to contiguous slice. The algorithm for this 
method is outlined in Algorithm 9 with the term source region(s), Stot, representing 
the region comprised of the voxels, Sx,Sy, from the segmented region on the previous 
slice (n-1 ) and target region(s), Ttot, comprised of the voxels, Tx,Ty, corresponding to 
the candidate artery regions on the current slice (n), both in co-ordinate space.
Voxels in a given source region and target region are examined individually to determine 
if Tx,TyC] Sx, Sy. If this statement holds true then to ensure an overlap between voxels 
from a source to a target region is not merely noise, the 4-connected neighbourhood 
of voxels of the voxel being examined are assessed, as described in Algorithm 9. If 
the 4-connected neighbourhood voxels are shown to represent a thresholded region (i.e. 
holds a binary value of 1 ), further candidate region identification will commence.
' 4 0 s  =  U  "4f> (6.8)
b e B
Where A is a binary image and B is the structuring element.
Through a datasets’ progression, the coronary arteries alter in orientation, appearing 
perpendicular to the slice plane, becoming visible as lumen as seen in Figure 6.11(c). 
The artery path curves again near the base of the heart as witnessed in the path 
of the RCA, becoming the Posterior Descending artery (PDA), however for the sake 
of simplification, the PDA will be considered as a continuation of the RCA. Visual 
inspection of source regions against target show them to be poorly aligned at the 
lumen stage, caused by the poor axial image sampling.
Two potential methods to solve this problem were considered using a morphological
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A lgorithm  9 Candidate Region Matching.
• Initialize image matrix Q,
• Initialize region area limits: /3;
• Initialize counter: p = 1, Source region: Stot, {Sx,Sy), Target region: Ttot, {Tx,Ty)] 
while p < Ttot do
• Initialize counter: p = 1; 
while p < numel(Sx) do
* Initialize counter: p = 1 ; 
while p" < numel{Tx) do
• 4-connected voxels of T: Tu = T{y{p ) — l ,x{p )),Td = T{y{p ) 4 -
+  I ) ,? :  =  T (?/(p l, +  1 );
if (TxIp”) = Sx{p))^{Ty{po) = Sy{p))knum el{Tx) < >
0 & % > 0 & T z > 0 &T^ > 0  then
• Point match achieved;
• Perform shape assessment (Section 6.3.4); 
if Size  & Shapeparameterssatisfied  then
• , record Tx,Ty\ 
end if 
end if
• Increment counter p ; 
end while
• Increment counter p ; 
end while
• Increment counter p; 
end while
if (r,,Ty) =  [] then
• Dilate S  using Equation 6 .8 . 
else if numeliTx) > P then
• Threshold Optimization [75], T = T  - 0.01; 
end if
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dilation approach [89, 48]. The first method dilates all target regions until a match is 
made with the source region. Conversely the second method dilates only the source 
region(s), using a ones(5) kernel, which in comparison to the first method is consider­
ably less computationally expensive. Additionally, globally dilating all target regions 
has shown to cause cause two or more to combine, thus significantly altering the target 
region image. For these reasons, the latter method is used. An example of region over­
lap matching can be seen in Figure 6.12, showing an artery root (6.12(a)), two target 
regions (6 .1 2 (b)) and the extent of their overlap (6 .1 2 (c)).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.12: (a) Exemplar segmented LCA root (b) segmented artery regions on fol­
lowing slice (c) combined image of segmented arteries showing overlapping.
Although the use of morphological dilation has shown to successfully alter source re­
gions for voxel matching, the iterative nature of the algorithm must be considered. 
Dilation cannot continue indefinitely until a region is matched, thus a limited number 
of iterations is set based on the dilation factor and growth size in comparison to a 
coronary artery, which cannot be exceeded. In the event that zero pixels overlap after 
the full dilation process, the image thresholded is iteratively optimized, decrementing 
the threshold by 0 .0 1  resulting in a greater number of segmented regions, however also 
increasing the quantity of unwanted regions as noise.
Progression through the coronary artery vessel at the proximal stage, visible as elon­
gated higher intensity regions parallel to the slice plane, leads anatomically towards the 
pericardium at which point the vessel alters orientation to appear as lumen. Further 
tracking will be presented in a later section, however, the presence of arteries that travel 
proximally from the root before continuing distally lead to the requirement of vessel 
backtracking, as described in the following section.
6.3 .6  B acktrack ing o f In itia lly  R egressive  P roxim al C oronary A rtery  
Pathw ays
After coronary artery root detection, not all connected vessels will progress through the 
image from slice to following slice. Arteries may travel superiorly in the sagittal plane, 
as seen in Figure 6.13(b), before arching and eventually continuing interiorly in the 
sagittal plane. From the MSCT training set of 20 patients, 4 did not feature any artery 
regression, 6  regression of the LCA, 3 regression of the RCA and 3 regression of both 
coronary arteries. Thus 80% of patients feature an initially regressive coronary artery
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and due to this frequent occurrence, backtracking of the coronary artery pathways is 
required.
Figure 6.13: Exemplar coronary images viewed using ITK SNAP [164] showing regres­
sion of coronary artery as pinpointed via the blue cross-hair shown in the (a) axial 
])lane, (b) sagittal plane, (c) coronal plane.
Algorithm  10 Backtracking of initially regressive vessels.________________________
• Initialize backtracking flag: 6 =  0;
• Initial root region points: Sx,Sy\
while 6 < 1 do
• Use Algorithm 9 on slice n -|- 1 and n - 1; 
if {Sx,Sy) matched to ( Tx, Ty) onn-\- l  then
• Record Tx,Ty, n =  n - t -  1; 
b =  1 ;
else if (Sx.Sy) matched to ( Tx, Ty) onn  — 1 then
• Record Tx,Ty, n =  n - 1; 
end if
end while_________________ ________________________________ ______________
The process of backtracking is presented in Algorithm 10. For each coronary artery 
root region, data sets featuring an initially regressive proximal artery path will show an 
artery region that is not linked in any way to the rest of the artery, known henceforth 
as an orphan. This orphan region is seen prior to the slice on which the artery root 
is found and may or may not overlap with the corresponding root. However, due to 
the distance between said regions, comprised of background tissue voxels, a link cannot 
be made without prior knowledge, thus leading to a subjective result. The solution 
proposed and implemented in this section examines not only the following slice from 
artery root region but also the previous slice as the closest connecting artery region 
of the same vessel may have initially regressed superiorly rather than interiorly. This 
process is carried out post artery root detection in all cases in the event that a regressive 
artery is present.
From the starting point of the artery root (known as slice n), matching with target re­
gions on slices n+l, the following slice and n-1, the previous slice is carried out. Should 
an artery overlap with a region on the following slice, no backtracking is required and 
normal forward tracking is executed. Should a match be made with the previous slice, 
indicated the continuation of the artery travels backwards, backtracking is required.
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At this stage, a match is made between the source region on slice n to the target region 
on slice n-1 from which further back tracking is executed. The new source region from 
slice n-1 is then matched to slice n-2 and so on. This backtracking of the coronary 
artery continues until until no region can be matched to on the previous slice indicat­
ing the apex of the coronary artery and from this point onwards, the artery travels 
interiorly in the sagittal plane^. At this stage, normal forward tracking can be used to 
continue the tracking of the coronary artery until termination. Additionally, to ensure 
that previously tracked vessel regions from the backtracking stage are not matched to 
in the inferior direction, they must be masked from the resulting thresholded images 
after the apex of the artery has been reached. Thus preventing the undesirables case 
of the vessel tracking back to the root.
Although backtracking may be required for both coronary arteries, the ratio of LCAs 
requiring backtracking in comparison to RCA greatly favours the LCA.
6 .3 .7  A rtery  B ifu rcation
Anatomically the LCA comprises two major branches, the LAD and LCX. Conversly, 
the RCA does not feature a major branch but does lead into the proximal descending 
artery (PDA) at the distal porition of the heart.
However, as this system aims to identify and the coronary arteries from they two roots 
using a contiguous slice matching algorithm, the requirement for individual vessel iden­
tification is unnecessary, as clinicians are concerned with identifying calcified plaques 
within the main coronary arteries. Hence for this system, the coronary arteries are 
placed into two categories, belonging to the LCA or belonging to the RCA.
The effect this categorisation of the coronary arteries will have for validation will be 
explored in the validation section of this Chapter. However, as the MICCAI vessel 
tracking challenge ground tru th  is comprised of vessel centreline points of manually 
delineated coronary artery vessels in co-ordinate space, a direct comparison can be made 
to the resulting tracked vessels obtained using the system described in this Chapter.
6 .3 .8  L um en Tracking
The coronary arteries near the heart wall are primarily visible as lumen, circular or oval 
objects of higher intensity that represent the arteries located perpendicular to the slice 
plane. In addition to covering a much smaller surface area, the low axial resolution and 
large slice thickness occasionally results in source and target regions that do not always 
overlap. The poorer sampling of this modality and increased noise leads to difficulty 
recognising and distinguishing small objects, a problem faced when dealing with the 
coronary arteries at this particular stage.
Tracking of artery regions at this stage follows a similar methodology as stated in the 
previous section using voxel overlap and morphological dilation. In the event that 
candidate artery regions located in very close proximity to other regions of the heart.
^The vertical plane passing from the front to the rear of the body, dividing it into two halves.
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as shown in Figure 6.14(a) outlined in red, such as chambers, segmentation using 
thresholding may group such regions as a single entity. This will prevent the tracking 
algorithm matching to a true positive region due to the large size parameter. The snake 
described in Chapter 4 is applied, as seen in Figure 6.14(b), using the candidate regions 
centre of gravity as seed point. The radius and number of iteration parameters of the 
snake to be applied must be suitable for the region in question. Thus calculation of the 
snake radius uses the extrema points of the target region. Eight points are obtained in 
co-ordinate space representing the top-left, left-top, left-bottom, bottom-left, top-right, 
right-top, right-bottom and bottom-right locations. The distance between positions at 
the top left and bottom right is calculated, in addition to the distance between bottom 
left and top right points. A snake radius of half the shortest length is used to ensure 
the snake is initiated within the region. Given the varying shape and size parameters of 
candidate regions requiring deformation, an arbitrary number of iterations may not be 
suitable, thus snake segmented region areas are analysed to determine the iteration at 
which the increase in segmented area is sub 1 % of total area, terminating the process. 
The segmented region is masked from the image leaving the candidate artery region(s) 
as seen in Figure 6.14(c). Thus allowing Algorithm 9 to function as intended.
(a)
Figure 6.14; Exemplar active contour segmentation of candidate coronary artery regions 
connected to unwanted cardiac objects, (a) original region showing connected artery 
region within the red outline, (b) deformation of the snake on the region and (c) the 
result of masking the segmented region from the original image in (a) leaving the artery 
region only.
6 .3 .9  D isco n n ected  A rtery  R eg ion  Tracking U sin g  P ro x im ity  A nalysis
Coronary artery regions of the same vessel on contiguous slices may not always overlap, 
due primarily to the large slice thickness of calcium scoring MSCT images. Such occur­
rences are rare but must be accounted for to ensure correct, successful and continuous 
tracking of the coronary arteries from root to tip. Thus to facilitate this, a method 
of assessing the local candidate target region(s) in proximity to the source region is 
explained in this section.
The incidence angle 6, shown in Figure 6.15, between the candidate target region and 
the source region is calculated to assess the trajectory of the vessel should this candidate 
target region be the true continuation of the coronary artery. The initial right angled 
triangle created by the centroid points of the source and target regions for which the 
angle 9 is required features a known edge length represented as o in Figure 6.15. This
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Source region centroid
a = h'
X
Candidate Target 
Region Centroid
Figure 6.15: Diagram showing the incident angle 6 used for disconnected artery region 
tracking.
edge represents the slice thickness obtained from the slice thickness DICOM header 
entry. The edge represented as a in Figure 6.15 is calculated from the right angled 
triangle of which a, also represented as h \  is the hypotenuse, giving the length of h ’.
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For the three main portions of the coronary artery that have been identified in this 
Chapter, the proximal portion stemming from the artery root must feature an incidence 
angle 9 of less than 4 5 ° as after leaving the artery root, the vessel is located parallel 
to the image plane. The lumen portion must feature an incidence angle of greater 
than 4 5 ° as the vessel travel almost perpendicular to the slice plain through the heart 
from slice to following slice. Finally the distal portion of the coronary artery up until 
the point of termination must feature an incidence angle of less than 45 degree much 
like the proximal portion. Such criteria for the distal portion of the coronary artery 
is primarily seen on the right coronary artery as it travels distally under the heart 
as the right coronary artery continues as the posterior descending artery. However, 
as mentioned previously, the proximal and distal portions of the artery are much less 
likely to be lacking in overlap due to their orientation.
In addition to examining the projected trajectory of the candidate target regions, fur­
ther examination of the target region is carried out. Using shape parameter analysis 
[28], the region area and circularity (explained in the following section) are assessed. 
This step is used primarily at the lumen tracking stage where the true positive candi­
date target region(s) are represented by circular structures. Assessed candidate target 
regions are found to be suitable, classified as continuations of the coronary artery, are 
recorded, to be used as the source region(s) for the following slice. This process is 
repeated for both the left and right coronary arteries where appropriate and required.
6 .3 .10  D ista l Tracking & Tracking T erm in ation
The anatomical shape of the heart at the distal portion features artery paths that will 
initially continue to travel distally perpendicular to the slice plane, as seen in Figure 
6.16(a), eventually altering orientation to progress at an acute angle similar to the 
arteries seen at the proximal tracking stage, shown in Figure 6.16. Thus the methods 
used previously for proximal and lumen stages are still suitable.
The challenge at this stage of the tracking process is associated with artery regions 
situated in close proximity to other objects or regions such as chambers or other tissue. 
Segmentation at this stage is thus considerably more challenging for LCA regions due 
to their diminished size and proximity to other regions. In contrast, the challenge of 
RCA segmentation remains constant as vessel visibility does not diminish greatly at 
the base of the heart. The uniformity of vessel size and shape allows region matching to 
track the vessels successfully. However, of the 20 MSCT training datasets, no patients 
presented calcified plaques in any of the left coronary arteries at the base of the heart 
and only a single patient suffered from a calcified RCA at the same stage.
Various methods of vessel tracking termination have been described in the literature 
[165, 89], however in the case of the object connectivity based approach presented in 
this Chapter, vessel tracking continues until no further source to target overlap is found 
provided all previously mentioned candidate artery region identification tasks have been 
carried out. If this statement holds true, then the previously obtained source region will 
no longer be matched to any further target regions. When all source regions comply 
with this statement or if the final image slice has been reached, tracking terminates 
globally across the entire image.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: (a) Exemplar distal coronary image slice showing RCA circled in red prior 
to becoming parallel to the slice plane, (b) Multiple arteries parallel to the slice plane 
featured on the following slice.
6.4 M otion  A rtefact
The heart beats at an average of 70 beats per minute, image acquisition may feature 
instances of motion artefacting resulting in blurred images or anatomical irregularities 
such as regions that have become doubled, as seen in Figure 6.17(b). Such artefacts will 
have an effect on the success of the vessel tracking system implemented in this chapter 
as well as any vessel tracking implementation. The significance of motion artefact is 
intensified by the low axial resolution and spacial image clarity.
r .
(a) (b)
Figure 6.17: Exemplar coronal chest MDCT scans showing, (a) no substantial mo­
tion artefact and (b) blurring of pulmonary vessels and doubling of left major fissure 
(straight arrow) and contour of the heart (curved arrow). [27]
The presence of motion artefacts have been shown to negatively affect the performance 
of the vessel tracking system as the datasets’ in which heavy motion is found, iden­
tification of the coronary arteries becomes very difficult as real vessels are confused 
with vessels imaged as a result of movement. However, the vessel tracking method
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Table 6.3: Properties of data sets used in calcium scoring (MSCT) and for automated
vessel tracking validation (MICCAI)
M S C T MlCCAl
Axial slice thickness (mm) 
Tube voltage (kVp)
Slices
Slice dimensions (mm) 
Pixel dimensions (mm) 
X-ray tube current (mA)
3
135
60
512 X 512 
0.36 - 0.40 
350
0.4 
1 2 0  
250 
512 X 512 
0.29 - 0.37 
625 (dual source) 
900 (64 slice)
outlined in this chapter seeks to link regions representing the coronary arteries from 
contiguous slices based on parameters such as their proximity, size and shape. In the 
event of false matches, branching will occur from the true artery path. However, false 
positive branches will terminate and only the true positive vessel regions will continue 
throughout the rest of the image. In the event of high levels of motion artefacting, the 
vessel tracking system may be unable to operate successfully on the data. Clinically, 
should the observer be uncertain, the patient would be recalled for an angiogram.
6.5 V alidation o f V essel Tracking
The result of vessel tracking provides a series of segmented regions from which vessel 
centrelines are obtained. Segmented vessel thinning [89, 148, 138] has been used in the 
literature to obtain vessel centrelines, however, given the need to compare on a slice by 
slice basis, the segmented vessel centrelines from the system described in this Chapter 
are obtained from their respective centres of mass in co-ordinate space. Visualization 
of such data can be manually assessed by an expert, however such validation is always 
subjective. Thus with the aid of 3D CT angiography data provided for the MICCAI 
vessel tracking and segmentation challenge [133], the method outlined previously in 
this Chapter is assessed.
6 .5 .1  V a lid ation  D a ta
Figure 6.18(a) compares the pixel size ranges seen in the MICCAI data sets against 
MSCT data sets. Displayed in red and yellow are the MSCT voxel dimensions as seen 
in Chapter 4. Displayed in green is the lower range voxel dimensions of the MICCAI 
data sets with in plane resolution 0.29 x 0.29 m m  and slice thickness 0.4 mm. The 
final voxel example in blue displays the higher voxel size range of the MICCAI data 
sets with in plane resolution of 0.37 x 0.37 mm. Further comparisons between dataset 
acquisition parameters can be seen in Table 6.5.
A total of eight high axial resolution 3D CT datasets were provided for algorithm 
training as part of the MICCAI vessel tracking and segmentation challenge. For each, 
a set of vessel centreline points depicting points along the segmented vessels of at least
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Pixel height 
(mm)
Pixel width 
(cm) Slice
Thickness (mm)
1,5 0
(mm)
(a)
(mm)
(mm)
(b)
Figure 6.18: (a) MICCAI vs. MSCT pixel size range comparison, where MICCAI is 
shown in green 0.29 x 0.29 x 0.4 m m, and in blue 0.37 x 0.37 x 0.4 m m, whereas MSCT 
is shown in red 0.36 x 0.36 x 3 m m  and in yellow 0.4 x 0.4 x 3 mm. (b) Exemplar 
visualization of MICCAI vessel centreline points, showing RCA (blue), LCA (cyan), 
LAD (green), CB (red).
Table 6.4: MICCAI data dimensional properties.
Dataset Slices X spacing y spacing z spacing
imageUU 272 0.36 0.36 0.40
imageOl 338 0.36 0.36 0.40
image0 2 288 0.33 0.33 0.40
image03 276 0.37 0.37 0.40
image04 274 0.32 0.32 0.40
image05 274 0.32 0.32 0.40
image06 268 0.32 0.32 0.40
image07 304 0.29 0.29 0.40
3 of the main coronary vessels and a fourth based on anatomical presence was provided 
as a gold standard. These vessels include the right coronary artery, the left anterior 
descending artery and the circumflex branch of the left coronary artery. Three experts 
examine the locations of the coronary arteries labelling points along each vessel allowing 
an average position for each point to be calculated, combining to give the ground tru th  
vessel positions in three dimensional co-ordinate space. Table 6.4 outlines the MICCAI 
test data properties including the number of slices in each data set and the voxel spacing 
in all three co-ordinate dimensions.
The gray values (GV) found within the data correspond to Hounsfleld Units (HU) 
where OGV is the equivalent of -1024HU and 1024GV equates to ÜHU, as shown by 
Equation 6.9.
^ U (z ) =  GU(j;) -  1024 (6.9)
A further 16 3D CT data sets are available as part of the MICCAI grand challenge 
which are identical parameter wise to the initial 8  offered for training. However, they
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do not have accompanying ground tru th  vessel locations. Thus the initial eight data 
sets are to be used as test data for the vessel tracking system with remaining 16 datasets 
used for training the system outlined in this Chapter.
6 .5 .2  V a lid ation  M eth o d o lo g y
The data used in the MICCAI Grand Ghallenge is of a much higher axial resolution 
(0.4 m m, as seen in Table 6.4), than that of the MSGT data (3 mm) used in calcium 
scoring, requiring the data to be down-sampled before it is suitable for validation. The 
chosen method of down-sampling to mirror the lower transverse resolution of calcium 
scoring MSGT employs averaging of slices as described in Algorithm 1 1 . One in every 
seven slices of the higher axial resolution MIGGAI data is taken and the data series 
is reconstructed in the original order. This re-sampling ratio has been calculated on 
the basis of the slice thickness’s of the respective data, rounding to the lower bound 
of seven slices of MIGGAI 3D CT data to one slice of MSCT calcium scoring data, 
ensuring inclusion of the maximum number of higher axial resolution image slices to 
create the re-sampled image. This results in datasets’ 00 to 07 with, 38, 48, 41, 39, 39, 
39, 38 and 43 slices respectively.
A lgorithm  11 MICCAI data re-sampling.
• Initialize counter: q = 1, MICCAI image: M;
• Initialize sampling factor: a  =  7; 
w hile q < size(M ) do
i f  q < a  && q > a  then  
Initialize counter: q = 1; 
w hile q < 7  do
• Set Oifpi = Oitot T  AI (q ,
• Increment counter q ; 
end while
• Set OLiot ~  ^tot/'7\
• Output otTt as DICOM;
• Set 0  =  0 4 - 7 ; 
end if
Increment counter q\ 
end while
Unlike calcium scoring MSCT images, CT angiography uses contrast material, as de­
scribed in Chapter 3, to enhance the visualiztion of the blood vessels. Thus the MICCAI 
data set features contrast enhancement which would adversly affect the performance of 
the tracking vessel tracking system when used for validation to assess performance on 
calcium scoring MSCT images. Local contrast adjustment of the blood vessel can be 
used as part of the goal to imitate calcium scoring MSCT images. However, methods 
submitted to the vessel challenge [107], have used the contrast enhanced CTA data to 
examine performance, thus to compare vessel tracking performance with the challenge 
methods, the same validation data must be used.
However, in addition to the presence of contrast material, varying degrees of noise
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between the MICCAI and MSCT datasets can result in regions such as vessel cross 
sections appearing more visible in the MICCAI data due to better overall contrast 
and less noise. Whereas similarly sized regions found the MSCT images appear with 
less clarity, due to more noise in combination with other CT artefacts such as beam 
hardening and streaking. Thus in addition to image re-sampling of the higher axial 
resolution 3D CT validation data, the addition of noise to imitate that found in MSCT 
data aims to represent MSCT images as a whole more accurately. For the requirements 
of use as validation data, it is deemed sufficient to demonstrate the algorithm for vessel 
tracking and segmentation proposed in this Chapter is capable of handling noisy data 
similar to that found in the MSCT images used for calcium scoring while allowing the 
ground tru th  provided by MICCAI to be used to validate the vessel tracking system.
Contrast-to-noise ratio [24] in images is calculated based on the the signal-to-noise ratio 
between an object {Sob j)  and background tissue (SBgd)^-  Initially contrast {CobjBgd)  
is calculated by subtracting background signal {Ssgd) from object signal ( S o b j )  as 
in Equation 6.10. The standard deviation of pure image noise is then calculated as 
described in Equation 6.11. CNR is calculated as shown in Equation 6.12 as the contrast 
divided by noise of interest. The landmark object tissue used for this calculation 
uses a section of the ascending aorta (AA) between the roots of the left and right 
coronary arteries. The object must feature in all data sets to obtain an accurate CNR 
measurement, thus the section of the AA between the coronary artery roots suitable.
CobjBgd =  S o b j  ~  (6 .10 )
CTO =  (6.11)
CNRobjBgd =  ^ 2^  (6 .12)
Where CobjBgd  is contrast, S o b j  is object signal, S s g d  is background signal, a o  is the 
standard deviation of the pure image noise, aj is the noise of interest and CNRobjBgd 
is the contrast to noise ratio.
A second possible method for image quality assessment utilizes the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) examining the mean pixel value found within a region of interest in each data 
set against the relative noise within that ROI. For this method an ROI located at the 
neck of the heart structure seen within a cardiac CT image is used, comprised of tissue. 
This ROI is taken from a series of slices from a series of data sets for both MICCAI 
and MSCT patient data. The mean pixel value and standard deviation are calculated 
from the ROI pixels to give the SNR for each data set.
The drawbacks of such a method lie in the difficulty when obtaining information from 
the point of acquisition, most notably from the two acquisition machines used to obtain 
the MICCAI data sets.
A third possible method to investigate the impact of image quality utilizes the gradual 
addition of Poisson noise [105] to the MICCAI data set image slices with tracking
hmage signal refers to voxel intensity
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Figure 6.19: Exemplar MICCAI cardiac image post heart isolation showing in the blue 
rectangular ROI surrounding a region of the left coronary artery close to the artery 
root.
assessment carried out at each level of noise to determine the degradation of tracking 
performance, if any, that occurs due to noisier images.
However, as the point spread function (PSF)^ data is not available for the acquisition 
systeni(s), it has not been possible to generate realistic noise to mimic the MSCT 
calcium scoring images. Therefore, a more simplistic, first principle approach has been 
adopted for noise simulation to mimic MSCT calcium scoring images as closely as 
possible to examine tracking system performance. Poisson noise convolution with the 
PSF is used in the literature for accurate dose reduction and Poisson noise is suitable 
given its ability to mimic photon noise [64].
Initially a Poisson noise image (aadd) is created from the mean pixel value of a region of 
interest encapsulating a coronary artery, as shown in Figure 6.19. Noise factors of 1, 2, 
4  and 8  are initially examined, each used to reach a different effective dose, contributing 
to the standard deviation of the image. In this first principle approach, the four levels 
of additive noise are added to the MICCAI test image such that the tracking system 
performance can be gauged on images with increasingly varying levels of noise which 
is representative of the MSCT calcium scoring images.
— ^orig +  ^add (6.13)
This noise image is added to the original image {(Jorig) to give the final noise added 
image {crtot)-, as described by Equation 6.13. It must be ensured that the mean of the 
Poisson noise image is zero so that the mean of the original image is not affected.
^The response of an imaging system to a point source.
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Count; 262144 
Mean; 3326 
StdDev: 7222 
Bins; 256
26962
Min: 0 
Max; 26962 
Mode; 0 (215172)
Bin Width; 105
Count; 262144 
Mean; 3333 Max; 27082
StdDev; 7242 
Bins; 256
Mode; 0 (215423) 
Bin Width; 106
Count; 262144 Min; 0
Mean; 3342 Max; 27202
StdDev; 7261 
Bins; 256
Mode; 0 (215419) 
Bin Width; 106
(a) (b) (c)
Count: 262144 
Mean: 3350 
StdDev: 7300 
Bins: 256
27442
Max: 27442 
Mode: 0 (215416)
Bin Width: 107
Count: 262144 
Mean: 3396 
StdDev; 7379 
Bins: 256
28339
Min: 0 
Max: 28339 
Mode: 0 (215405)
Bin Width: 111
(d) (e)
Figure 6.20: Example Poisson noise added images showing in (a) original image slice, 
(b) noise added by a factor of 1 , (c) noise added by a factor of 2 , (d) noise added by 
a factor of 4 and (e) noise added by a factor of 8 . Below each figure is the respective 
intensity histogram of the image.
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Example image slices with additive Poisson noise are shown in Figure 6.20 where in 
6 .2 0 (a) the initial image slice is shown followed by 6 .2 0 (b) to 6 .2 0 (e) representing the 
same image slice with noise added in factors of 1, 2, 4 and 8  respectively. Below each 
figure is the corresponding image histogram from which it can be seen that the mean, 
standard deviation and maximum voxel intensity increases the higher the noise factor. 
However, on closer inspection of Figure 6.20(e), the added Poisson noise has reached 
a very high intensity leading to a speckle appearance. This can be seen in the plot 
shown in Figure 6.21 where the SNR is lowest at this noise factor. Such noise levels 
are not representative of the appearance of the multi slice CT data that the addition 
of Poisson noise is intended to represent, thus noisy data of factor 8  will not be used 
for validation purposes. Also of note, the SNR difference between noise factors 4 and 
8  is minimal in comparison
Figure 6.21: Plot comparing noise factor used for Poisson noise addition with signal to 
noise ratio of noise added images.
The addition of Poisson noise has mainly affected the solidity and noisiness of region 
boundaries. Boundaries that were initially smooth, are now jagged and noisy. It can 
be theorised that such a change to region boundaries will affect the operation of the 
region matching aspect of the vessel tracking system. In addition to this, new regions 
comprised of one, two or three voxels have developed and must be considered as they 
contribute to false negative artery regions.
This process is repeated for all slices within a MICCAI patient data set and in cases 
where a coronary artery is not present, another region of the heart is used. This will 
not affect the tracking algorithm as it seeks only to track the coronary arteries. Further 
testing with different degrees of Poisson noise can be achieved through alteration of the 
noise image thus resulting in a final noisy output image with different levels of noise. 
At each level of Poisson noise, the re-sampled MICCAI data sets will be processed 
using the vessel tracking algorithm to assess if the increased level of noise causes any 
degradation in algorithm performance.
It must be noted that without the ability to access the point of acquisition of the 
validation data, this method of noise addition to simulate the noise found in MSCT data 
is a compromise. In addition, the method of threshold selection used may be adversely 
affected by the addition of noise to the MICCAI data resulting in segmented candidate 
artery regions with different appearance, size and shape parameters. However, the
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Table 6.5: MICCAI data tracked vessel ground tru th  properties. Values representing 
total number of ground tru th  observer identified centreline points and corresponding 
number of slices per image.
Dataset Vessel 1 Vessel 2 Vessel 3 Vessel 4 Slices
imageUU ...7354 3277 4114 2352 272
imageOl 7450 5821 3501 3624 338
image0 2 5381 4812 3331 2366 288
image03 6791 5290 4350 3013 276
image04 6171 4975 3723 2956 274
image05 4260 5207 2396 2553 274
image06 6445 5113 2824 3564 268
image07 6051 5874 2 1 1 1 2287 304
primary goal of the validation process is to ensure that regions that represent the 
coronary arteries are still correctly tracked despite the increase in noise within each 
image slice.
Ultimately, validation is performed by comparing the ground tru th  coronary artery 
locations against points identified from the segmented and tracked vessels using the 
vessel tracking methodology outlined in this Chapter. As mentioned in Section 6.3.7, 
the tracked coronary arteries are categorised as belonging to either the LCA or RCA. 
The MICCAI ground tru th  vessel centreline points represent four vessels, the RCA, 
LAD, LCX and a fourth branch determined by the observer, based on each individual 
patient coronary anatomy, as a branch of one of the major arteries [107].
Due to the variation of the fourth vessel of each patient dataset, the RCA, LAD and 
LCX will be used for validation purposes as the three main coronary arteries [102, 46]. 
Given the ground tru th  centreline points for each of the three vessels, the co-ordinate 
point information for the RCA is taken as-is while the LCA and LCX are used for 
comparison with vessel centreline points identified by the tracking system on a slice by 
slice basis. The tracked system presented in this Chapter categorises tracked vessels 
as either the left or right coronary artery, as described in Section 6.3.7. However,the 
observer labelled vessel points for the left coronary artery are divided into two further 
categories, the LAD and LCX, thus these two vessel labels will be used when discussing 
resulting vessel centreline distance in the following results section.
As the MICCAI data has been down-sampled, the corresponding ground tru th  vessel 
positions must be down-sampled accordingly. In addition, this averaged euclidean dis­
tance between tracked and ground tru th  points can be compared against those obtained 
in the challenge to assess system performance.
In addition to the number of points representing each tracked coronary artery vessel, 
Table 6.5 compares the total number of slices in each dataset thus showing that each 
vessel is represented by multiple points as mentioned previously. However, the number 
of points representing each artery on each slice is variable and any re-sampling of 
said points must take this into consideration. To facilitate comparison of the vessel 
centrelines, the co-ordinate vessel points belonging to each slice are averaged, resulting 
in a single co-ordinate point for the corresponding slice.
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To facilitate using the MICCAI ground tru th  for comparison with the tracked vessels 
after re-sampling, it must be understood that the x, y and z-axis points in the ground 
tru th  vessel position data have been provided in millimetre units. Accurate comparison 
requires uniform axes units, obtained for the z axis using SliceM iccAi = where
SliccM iccAl denotes the slice number from the original MICCAI grand challenge data, 
and S T  is the slice thickness of said data in millimetres and SUccmsct = 
where SUccmsct denotes the slice number post re-sampling to imitate MSCT data 
and seven is the averaging factor used for re-sampling.
Finally, the ground tru th  centreline points are converted from physical to co-ordinate 
space using the in-plane resolution of each dataset, ranging from 0.29 m m  to 0.37 m m  
per pixel, for the eight MICCAI training sets. The equation to calculate SUccmiccai 
is used replacing S T  with the respective in-plane pixel size.
In addition to the x, y and z co-ordinates of each path point, the reference standard 
for each of the four vessels of the eight patient training sets also includes informa­
tion regarding the radius of the vessel at that particular point and the inter-observer 
variability of that position.
In the following section the results of the automated vessel tracking system are presented 
with validation against MICCAI dataset ground tru th  vessel centreline points.
6.6 R esu lts
In this section comparisons between MICCAI ground tru th  vessel centrelines and cen­
trelines obtained using the vessel tracking algorithm outlined in this Chapter are made. 
The validation process presented in the prior section allows a 1:1 comparison of the iden­
tified artery centreline points, thus a Euclidean distance measure is used to determine 
how closely corresponding centreline points match. In addition, this average distance 
measure is one of the accuracy measures used in the MICCAI segmentation challenge, 
thus allowing average distance results from challenge systems to be compared against 
to quantify the success of the system presented in this Chapter.
Table 6 .6 : Results of vessel tracking comparison in m m  using MICCAI data sets against 
ground truth. Represented as absolute mean across all 8  datasets for three of the main 
coronary arteries.
Vessel
Mean 
X ±  sd ÿ ±  sd
Variance 
X y
RMS 
X y
RMSE 
X y
LAU
LCX
RCA
1.81 ï  2.46 1.24 ±  1.54 
0.60 ±  0.95 0.44 ±  0.70 
2.24 ±  3.69 3.91 ±  4.92
7.54 2.56 
1.09 0.54 
16.28 28.37
2.98 1.82 
1.16 0 .8 6  
5.03 6.56
2.60 1.78 
2.29 0.66 
3.56 4.68
Table 6 .6  shows the absolute mean difference, standard deviation, variance, RMS and 
RMSE of the tracking system presented in this Chapter on the re-sampled MICCAI
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test data sets in relation to the re-sampled ground truths. Three main coronary artery 
vessels have been compared, using the vessel labels as described in the previous section.
Validation of vessel tracking utilizes ground tru th  vessel positions observed by three 
expert observers as part of the 2008 MICCAI grand challenge for segmentation. The 
tracked vessel ground tru th  is comprised of a series of vessel coordinate locations in 3-D 
coordinate space combined with vessel radius at each given point and the inter-observer 
variability of that position. In this section, the results obtained from the tracking 
system implemented in this chapter will be evaluated against this ground truth. From 
Table 6 .6 , it can be seen that tracking of the LCX proved most accurate followed by the 
LAD and RCA. However, as the standard deviations show, the mean distance between 
the X and y points of the segmented artery regions and the ground tru th  vessel centreline 
points can vary significantly, up to ±  3.69 m m  in the x direction and ±  4.92 m m  in 
the y direction. This observation is corroborated by the high variance values. The 
root mean square error, based on mean distance comparison between system results 
and ground truth, are both low and in keeping with the accuracy rankings of the three 
vessels tracked.
Considering the mean Euclidean distance in m m  between the ground tru th  points 
and the tracked vessel points presented in Table 6.7, 33% of distances incorporating 
the three levels of additive Poisson noise were below 1 mm. This rises to 50% when 
considering distances of 2 m m  or less and 75% for distances of 4 m m  or less, the upper 
bound of a coronary artery lumen diameter [47]. Results comparison of individual 
vessels, presented in Appendix B, show as expected the tracking algorithm performing 
best on pre-noise added images, with region matching success at 90%, 97% and 95% 
for RCA, LAD and LCX respectively. At noise level one, this falls to 91%, 97% and 
95%, at level two, 91%, 83% and 92% and finally at level four a drastic fall to 59%, 50% 
and 79% respectively. Also seen in Table 6.7, the percentage of vessel regions tracked 
can be correlated with the increasing Euclidean distance between mean tracked points 
and ground tru th  given increased levels of additive noise. The standard deviation and 
variance values also increase with noise and show, despite the high percentage of tracked 
regions at lower noise levels, that not all tracked vessels may be true positive regions, 
as represented by high mean distance values.
Table 6.9 shows the overall mean difference comparison results between tracked coro­
nary arteries obtained from the down-sampled MICCAI images with the results of the 
systems submitted to the segmentation challenge validated using the challenge provided 
ground truth vessel locations.
The overall absolute mean Euclidean distances place the tracking method developed in 
this Chapter second in the list of fully automated tracking methods submitted to the 
challenge based on noiseless data. However, the methods assessed within this Chapter 
have been developed primarily for higher axial resolution, contrast enhanced images, 
whereas the images used for calcium scoring in this work are of a much lower axial 
resolution, resulting in a large slice thickness, image sampling rate and lack contrast 
enhancement. Thus the method presented in this Chapter has been designed to handle 
this poorer image quality in addition to the presence of image artefacts such as plaques 
and motion artefacts. However, as expected, subject to additive Poisson noise to sim­
ulate MSCT images, tracking performance as measured by Euclidean distance from
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Table 6.7: Results of vessel tracking comparison in m m  using MICCAI data sets against 
ground truth. Represented as absolute mean voxel distances (mm) across all 8  datasets 
for each of the three main coronary arteries and levels of noise. (NN =  no added noise, 
N1 =  x l noise, N2 =  x2 noise and N4 =  x4.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Vessel X  ±  sd y ±  sd X y X y X y
LAD NN 1.45 ±  1.53 0.79 ±  ODb 2.34 0.92 2.05 1 .2 0 1 .6 6 1 .0 0
LAD N1 1.62 ±  1.74 1.37 ±  1.29 3.03 1 .6 6 2 .2 2 1.47 1.96 1.72
LAD N2 1.81 ±  2.13 1.53 ±  1.41 4.54 1.99 2.54 1 .6 8 2.51 1.92
LAD N4 2.41 ±  4.50 1.40 ±  2.38 20.25 5.66 5.07 2.74 4.25 2.27
LCX NN 0.44 ±  Ü.7F 0.28 ±  0.65 0.61 0.42 0.92 0.73 0.75 0.62
LCX N1 0.47 ±  0.79 0.33 ±  0.67 0.62 0.45 0.96 0.77 6.28 0.58
LCX N2 0.62 ±  0.96 0.46 ±  0.78 0.92 0.61 1.19 0.92 0.92 0.75
LCX N4 0.87 ±  1.49 0 .6 6  ±  0.82 2 .2 2 0.67 1.74 1.09 1.42 0.79
RCA NN 0.41 ±  1.56 0.46 ±  1.67 2.43 2.79 1.57 1.72 1.50 1.61
RCA N1 2.19 ±  3.55 3.78 ±  5.34 12.60 28.52 4.28 6.54 3.45 5.19
RCA N2 3.36 ±  4.26 4.03 d= 5.00 18.15 25.00 5.67 6.73 4.12 4.84
RCA N4 5.30 ±  5.65 8.30 ±  7.56 31.92 57.15 8.47 11.31 5.42 6.98
Table 6 .8 : Comparison of the automated tracking system presented in this Chapter 
against all methods from the 2008 MICCAI segmentation challenge [107] (automatic, 
semi-automatic and manual) using average distance (AD) measure, the averaged dis­
tanced between the reference standard and the identified centreline.
Method Interactivity AD (mm) Technique
Bauer and Bischof [28] Automatic 0.58 GVF
Wu et al. (no added noise) Automatic 0.93 Overlap Measure
Tek et al. [143] Automatic 1.92 Auto Coronary Tree
Zambal et al. [165] Automatic 2.59 Depth First Model Fit
Wang and Smedby [152] Automatic 4.30 Virtual Contrast
Kitslaar et al. [90] Automatic 5.39 Fast-marching Level Set
Dikici et al. [45] Semi-automatic 0.92 Axial Symmetry
Krissian et al. [94] Semi-automatic 2.77 Knowledge Based
Min. Path
Castro et al. [37] Semi-automatic 7.35 Coronary Tree
Morph. Recon.
Friman et al. [57] Manual 0.27 MHT
Szymczak [142] Manual 0.44 Tracer
Zhang et al. [166] Manual 0.60 3D Interactive Track
Metz et al. [106] Manual 1.30 Two Point Min. Cost
Hernandez Hoyos et al. [73] Manual 5.05 Elastic Model
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Table 6.9: Comparison of the automated tracking system presented in this Chapter 
against all methods from the 2008 MICCAI segmentation challenge [107] (automatic, 
semi-automatic and manual) using average distance (AD) measure, the averaged dis­
tanced between the reference standard and the identified centreline.
Method Interactivity AD (mm) Technique
Wu et al. (no added noise) Automatic 0.93 Overlap Measure
Wu et al. (noise x l) Automatic 2.36 Overlap Measure
Wu et al. (noise x2 ) Automatic 2.79 Overlap Measure
Wu et al. (noise x4) Automatic 4.58 Overlap Measure
ground tru th  decreases with the degree of additive noise. As it has not been possible 
to simulate imaging artefacts in this case, such as motion or streaking artefacts, the 
effect on tracking performance has not been examined. However, studies have shown 
an inverse relationship between heart rate and image quality [36, 98], thus a decrease in 
tracking performance would be expected based on the effects such artefacts on image 
clarity and the ability to correctly and accurately distinguish objects within the image.
6.7 D iscussion
This Chapter has presented an automated vessel tracking system trained on heart iso­
lated, contrast enhanced, CT angiography images re-sampled to match the axial sam­
pling rate of calcium scoring MSCT images and non-contrast enhanced, heart isolated 
MSCT images. The algorithm has been tested and validated using test data of the same 
type and compared against ground tru th  points observed by experts and re-sampled 
in line with the image re-sampling. The resulting absolute mean euclidean distances 
describe the performance of the tracking system placing it against other automated 
systems submitted to the MICCAI vessel tracking challenge.
A short literature review was carried out assessing other automated and semi-automated 
methods of vessel tracking used on CT angiography data. Tracking using intensity and 
shape analysis methods were incorporated into the tracking methodology in addition 
to the need for vessel root identification and segmentation. Some methods such as tube 
detection were deemed not suitable given the low axial sampling rate due to the loss of 
detail between re-sampled slices.
A robust threshold calculation algorithm using expectation maximisation of ID gaus- 
sian mixture model provided a threshold for segmenting candidate coronary artery 
regions from background voxels. The resulting threshold allowed an initial thresholded 
image to be created, however given the large variation in image intensity and com­
position, iterative threshold optimization was carried out in the event suitable target 
regions were not identified when matching using the defined candidate artery region 
identification criteria.
The automated vessel tracking method combined artery root detection, tracking of 
initially regressive arteries, proximal, lumen and distal region tracking, in addition to
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‘orphan’ region matching if required. Artery root detection provides an anatomically 
known and significant starting point for vessel tracking across all datasets regardless of 
heart anatomy and geometry. Classification of candidate artery regions trialled shape 
detection and assessment based on Hough transform, however, both proved lacking as 
the possibility of very small target region area and irregular shape caused confusion, 
miss-classifying objects. Thus an ellipse fitting method as used initially in Chapter 4 
aided region matching during tracking when presented with multiple candidate artery 
regions. Short and long radii provided information to calculate an elongation parameter 
which, combined with ellipse orientation and region size, aid the definition of candidate 
coronary artery regions. Limitations of the data leads to challenging tracking which the 
presented methods of region size, shape and position identification have endeavoured 
to counteract this.
The validation methodology employed in this Chapter uses the originally high resolution 
CT angiography dataset from the MICCAI vessel segmentation challenge due to the 
availability of ground tru th  vessel centreline points. This lead to the requirement for 
axial image re-sampling and noise addition in an effort to mimic calcium scoring MSCT 
images based on available acquisition information. However, as image acquisition data 
from the validation data point of acquisition was not available, such as system PSF, 
additive Poisson noise representing photon noise was used. Favourable results on no 
added noise down-sampled data and low added noise indicates promising application 
to MSCT data, however, cases of successful tracking has been aided by the presence 
of contrast agent, required for CT angiography and lack of severe motion artefact. 
In addition, results of the tracking system show highest accuracy at no added noise 
with absolute mean Euclidean distance of 0.93 ± 1 .70  m m  between centreline points. 
Lowest accuracy was obtained at an additive noise factor of 4 with absolute mean 
Euclidean distance of 4.58 ±  5.41 m m  which is at the top end of the anatomical lumen 
diameter range [47]. The automated tracking system results are placed second in list 
of automated tracking system performance of the segmentation challenge [107] when 
no added noise is present indicating a high degree of correlation between the tracked 
vessel centrelines and ground truth. However, given the differences between CTA and 
calcium scoring MSCT further considerations must be made when applying this method 
to calcium scoring MSCT images in the following Chapter.
Chapter 7
Com bined Framework for 
A utom ated Calcium Scoring
7.1 In troduction
In Chapter 4, an initial automation of the clinical method of calcium scoring has been 
outlined, developed and tested. Chapters 5 presented an automated heart isolation 
algorithm to limit each cardiac image to only the heart structure, ensuring that all 
heart voxels that may represent coronary arteries are included. Chapter 6  describes 
the automatic tracking of the coronary arteries in CT angiography images re-sampled 
to imitate calcium scoring MSCT images.
In this Chapter, the aforementioned algorithms and methods will be combined and 
refined to create a complete framework [107] for automated, observer-less coronary 
calcium scoring. The goal of the framework is to allow an MSCT calcium scoring 
dataset, as used in this thesis, to be input to the system and a resulting coronary calcium 
score is output unaffected by inter- and intra- observer variability. This variability is 
minimised by the targeted identification and segmentation of the coronary arteries, 
therefore any plaques found within the extracted artery regions can be considered as 
being coronary artery calcified plaques. The performance of this firamework is assessed 
through validation against calcium scores obtained from an observer study carried out 
for this task, asking experienced experts to perform calcium scoring on the MSCT test 
datasets. The accuracy of the observers is assessed using simulated CT images with 
known plaque configurations.
The steps that comprise the automated scoring framework are explained in detail in 
the following sections.
7.2 M ethodology
The major methodological aspects required for this framework have been explained 
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6  and shown in the flow diagram in Figure 7.1. MSCT images are
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heart isolated (using the method outlined in Chapter 5) to remove unwanted surround­
ing anatomy that may include objects with a similar intensity to calcified plaques. The 
ascending aorta and coronary artery roots are identified on the resulting heart isolated 
images (using the method outlined in Chapter 6 ) allowing the artery tracking algorithm 
to be implemented.
Heart Isolation
Artery Root Detection
ICP Surface 
Registration
Vessel Tracking w / 
MICCAI guide
Proximal Artery Tracking
Lumen Tracking
Distal Artery Tracking
Artery Point Cloud 
Attainment
Automated Calcium
Scoring
Tracked Artery Point Cloud 
_______ Comparison_______
Agatston Scoring
Figure 7.1; Flowchart showing overall methodology for combined framework for auto­
mated coronary calcium scoring.
However, the application of the coronary artery vessel segmentation and tracking algo­
rithm to cardiac MSCT images is challenging as a result of the noisy, artefact ridden, 
low axial resolution non contrast enhanced nature of the calcium scoring MSCT images 
as mentioned in Chapter 4. Despite the positive results from the previous Chapter 
from the artery tracking system, the higher resolution image and presence of contrast 
material not seen in calcium scoring MSCT aids tracking performance. Given the afore­
mentioned differences between the MICCAI CT angiography images and the calcium 
scoring MSCT images, it has been theorised that the ground tru th  centreline points 
from the MICCAI test datasets can be used as a vessel tree model, used to guide artery 
tracking on the calcium scoring MSCT datasets. In the following sections, the vessel 
tree guided artery tracking system will be explained in detail.
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7.2 .1  V essel T ree G u id ed  A rtery  Tracking
The MICCAI test set ground tru th  vessel centreline points have been identified by 
three trained observers [107], identifying the RCA, LAD, LCX and a large side branch 
of the coronary arteries, frequently the LM. Each set of observer centreline points was 
combined into a single centreline per vessel using a mean shift algorithm for open curves. 
Annotated centreline were corrected if necessary in a later stage. Given this series of 
ground tru th  vessel centreline data points, the combined vessel tree for each dataset 
provides valuable annotated positional information, in co-ordinate space, pertaining to 
coronary artery position within that image. Thus this positional information may be 
applied to the MSCT test data sets to aid artery tracking if necessary.
Given the varying geometric properties of the heart across different datasets, direct 
application of MICCAI vessel tree positions would not be beneficial. Besl and McKay 
[32] have shown that 3D shapes can be accurately registered to one another using the 
iterative closesy point (ICP) algorithm, thus using an overlap measure such as the 
Jaccard index [83], it can be determined how similar one 3D object is to another. Thus 
comparison between MSCT and MICCAI test images will identify a suitable set of 
ground tru th  vessel centreline points to be used with the corresponding MSCT test 
image to guide artery tracking. The process of identifying the MICCAI test image with 
the highest similarity to each MSCT test image based on surface matching is explained 
in the following section.
7.2 .2  V essel Tree M od el E ffectiven ess E n h ancem en t U sin g  Itera tiv e  
C losest P o in t R eg istra tio n
The anatomical differences in heart geometry ranging from patient to patient will ad­
versely effect the application of any given vessel tree for plaque classification as the size 
and orientation of patients hearts found in MSCT data may not match precisely with 
the points representing the vessel tree model. Thus it is necessary to ensure the MSCT 
dataset heart isolated boundaries correlate, this can be accomplished using point based 
3D image registration. As MICCAI and MSCT datasets are comprised of differing 
numbers of slices, an iterative closest point method of shape registration can register 
the 3D isolated heart point clouds to one another. To maximise boundary correlation, 
each of the data and model images are pruned to start registration at the first slice 
where the LCA root is present, this will provide a pseudo-landmark for the registration 
algorithm. In addition, both sets of images are converted from voxels to millimetres, 
this ensures that registration is not affected by in-plane and axial resolution variation.
Two methods for registration were examined for this purpose, firstly surface matching 
only using the surface point clouds of the heart isolated MICCAI and MSCT images as 
described by Besl & McKay [32]. Secondly, landmark matching [85, 84] using the point 
clouds of specific landmarks identified within each of the MICCAI and MSCT datasets, 
specifically the left and right coronary arteries (identified within the red outline in 
Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) respectively) and the right coronary artery (within the red 
outline in Figure 7.2(c)) when parallel to the slice plain at the base of the heart. 
Intensity based registration was considered but not deemed suitable for this task due
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Figure 7.2: Enclosed in red landmarks at the (a) left coronary artery root, (b) right 
coronary artery root and (c) distal right coronary artery.
1 0 -
2 0 .
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.3: Sample results from ICP landmark registration using the landmarks defined 
in Figure 7.3 showing, (a) the initial landmarks represented as their two longest bound­
aries, (b) affine registration of landmarks and (c) affine registration of the corresponding 
MICCAI to MSCT heart point cloud.
to the presence of contrast material in the MICCAI datasets and absence in the calcium 
scoring MSCT images.
Figure 7.3(c) shows the resulting affine transformation of the MICCAI image to the 
MSCT image based on the registration between the initial landmarks seen in Figure 
7.3(a). Registration of the landmarks in Figure 7.3(a) resulted in Figure 7.3(b).
The inability to provide consistent landmarks [84], shape and size variation of the 
limited landmarks resulted in poorly performing landmark registration using the ICP 
algorithm. Thus surface matching using ICP was utilised.
Surface matching with ICP, as used by Sturm et al. [139], performs a registration 
between two point clouds by minimising their mean square distance. The point clouds 
in this case are the surfaces of the calcium scoring MSCT heart isolated datasets 
(M Si-.M Sie) and the MICCAI heart isolated datasets (M Ii-.M Ig). A 6  degrees of 
freedom registration followed by affine registration was carried out due to the variation 
in size of each heart. Registering between MICCAI and MSCT images took place in two
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Table 7.1: Table of of Jaccard indexes (J) to examine overlap post ICP registration. 
Direction n represents registration of MICCAI to MSCT and direction i represents 
registration of MSCT to MICCAI point clouds.
MSCT 
test set
MICCAI
test set
J
Direction n
J
Direction i
1 8 0.7874 "0:8448.....
2 7 0.8341 0.8490
3 5 0.7005 &8255
4 7 0.8067 0.7594
5 7 0.8665 0.8373
6 7 0.7716 0.7427
7 7 0.8471 0.8811
8 7 0.8565 0.8412
9 2 0.8304 ffi8258
10 4 0.7692 ffi8626
11 7 0.6406 0.6611
12 7 0.8082 0.8032
13 8 0.7574 0.8320
14 3 0.473 0.8229
15 7 0.8649 0.8494
16 7 0.8705 0.8443
directions, direction n registered MICCAI images to MSCT whereas direction i per­
formed the inverse. Thus for every MSCT calcium scoring image, 16 registrations took 
place, resulting in an affine transformation matrix for each registration. To identify 
which registration is the most accurate, the best overlap is calculated.
However, the difference in point cloud size between registered datasets can result in 
instances seen in Figure 7.4 where the red arrows show the slices of the transformed 
image not overlapping with the model, resulting in an overlap measure that is not truly 
representative of actual overlap. This issue is resolved using a re-slicing algorithm that 
increases the number of slices at the two extremes of the model in the z dimension with 
slices containing the voxels from the corresponding slices of the transformed image. A 
true representation of surface overlap can now be calculated.
A popular overlap measure in the literature uses the Jaccard Index [83] for similarity, 
the coefficient of community. In this case, this coefficient ( J) represents the degree of 
overlap between two point clouds post registration. The direction of registration most 
suitable for this case, although not always the case, looks to register MSCT images to 
MICCAI images. This applied the transformation matrix to the MSCT image allowing 
the corresponding vessel tree model to be applied as a guide for artery tracking.
Post registration overlap indices are shown in Table 7.1 where for each MSCT test 
set, the MICCAI test set with the highest Jaccard index is presented identified from 
examination of both registration directions. The corresponding Jaccard index of the 
opposite direction is also shown.
Identification of the highest overlap, best registration between images provides two 
options for vessel tree use, firstly, the other 7 MICCAI test datasets can be registered 
to the best overlap set and the results of this series of registrations is applied to the
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Figure 7.4: Plot of MSCT image point cloud registered to MSCT image point cloud, 
with non overlapping slices shown by the red arrows at the top and bottom of the 
image.
vessel tree model. Secondly, the best overlap MICCAI dataset ground tru th  vessel 
points are used as a guideline for artery tracking on the corresponding MSCT dataset. 
Given the challenges already encountered using ICP registration between datasets of 
different sizes and differing slice totals, the latter method is used.
7 .2 .3  A ccu ra te  L um en D im en sion s for C oronary A rtery  V essel R ep ­
resen ta tion
Variation in heart geometry does not stop with the general size and shape of the organ, 
the chambers and in particular the vessels inside must be considered as well. To use 
the ground truth centreline points as a model to guide tracking, this variation in vessel 
tree positions must also be considered. Chapter 2 has described the various coronary 
artery anomalies that, despite the low occurnence, can appear. In this section, analysis 
of coronary artery diameter is carried out to determine a generalised vessel diameter 
to be used alongside the vessel tree model.
Coronary artery vessel diameter has been evaluated by Dodge et. al. [47] in their 
study to assess “normal” lumen diameter at given coronary anatomic locations. From 
83 patient arteriograms^, lumen diameter was measured at 96 points across 32 defined 
coronary artery segments or major branches, of which an average lumen diameter was 
calculated for the LAD, LM, LCX and RCA arteries for the purposes of defining a 
generalised lumen diameter for the global vessel tree model. All arteries were divided 
into four sections except for the LM, requiring only 3 due to it’s shorter general length 
as shown in Figure 7.5 which each section further divided into proximal, middle and 
distal.
Table 7.2 shows mean lumen diameter values calculated by Dodge et. al. [47] for each 
segment of each artery across RCA dominant, small RCA dominant, balanced dominant 
and LCA dominant artery configurations. Mean lumen diameters range from 4.525 ±  
0.45 m m  to 1.875 ±  0.442 mm. The 83 datasets selected by Dodge et. al. were
^Otherwise known as an angiogram.
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Figure 7.5: Diagram of coronary artery segment and branch nomenclature. Top: Right 
coronary artery dominant distribution (RCA: R1,R2,R3 & R4, LAD: L1,L2,L3 & L4, 
LCX: C1,C2,C3 & C4 & LM) ; bottom left: Balanced distribution; bottom right: Left 
coronary artery dominant distribution. [47]
Table 7.2: Table of vessel lumen diameters from Dodge et. al. [47] averaged across 
each vessel dominance for each vessel segment.
Vessel Segment Mean diameter (mm) SD (mm)
LM 1 4.5 0.475
2 4.525 0.45
3 4.5 0.49
LAD 1 3.675 0.4
2 2J25 0.5
3 L875 0.442
LCX 1 3.65 0 .6
2 3T^3 0.617
3 2.325 0.608
4 1.9 R433
RCA 1 3.375 0.5
2 2.775 R433
3 2 .2 0.508
4 1.933 R483
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chosen for their smooth lumen borders, an indicator of the absence of atherosclerotic 
disease. In addition, 60 mean and 10 women had no cardiac function abnormalities, 
seven men had idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy^ and the remaining six men had left 
ventricular hypertrophy (related to stenosis of the aorta). Dodge et. al. did not find 
lumen diameter to be affected by age or the tortuosity of the vessel^.
The work of Leung et al. [99] in the determination of coronary dimensions from coronary 
angiograms has identified, from a group of 26 male patients suffering from atypical chest 
pain with ages ranging from 55 to 74, coronary artery mean diameters of 4.18 db 0.45 
m m  for the LM, 3.19 ±  0.42 m m  for the proximal LAD, 2.78 ±  0.51 m m  for the 
proximal LCX and 3.03 ±  0.52 m m  for the proximal RCA. Comparisons with segment 
1 (proximal) vessel diameters from Dodge et al. show sub-millimetre correlation in all 
vessels.
Comparatively using multi-slice spiral CT and quantitative coronary angiography (as 
used by Leung et ah), Achenbach et al. [19] have identified coronary artery diameters 
from 25 patients without significant stenosis. Mean artery diameter was found to be 
3.3 ±  1.0 m m  ranging from 1.5 to 7.6 m m  and 3.2 ±  0.9 m m  ranging from 1.6 to 
6.2 m m  for multi-slice spiral CT and quantitative angiography respectively. The mean 
artery diameters from Achenbach et al. correlate well with the overall mean diameters 
obtained by Dodge et al. and Leung et al. reading 3.25 ±  0.95 m m  (combined), 3.07 
±  0.50 m m  and 3.29 ±  0.48 m m  respectively.
As a guide for artery tracking, anatomical variation across multiple patients will result 
in limited performance if utilising the MICCAI test set ground tru th  vessel centreline 
points only, thus a radial distance is defined from the distances presented in this section. 
The main requirement is to ensure that a the registered vessel model performs as a guide 
for tracking. As shown in this section, coronary arteries are wider proximally before 
narrowing distally. Calculating the mean diameters for each of the 4 arteries examined 
in [47] and [99] define the following diameters: LM =  4.43 ±  0.47 m m, LAD =  2.86 ±  
0.44, LCX =  2.74 ±  0.55 m m  and RCA =  2.66 ±  0.49 mm. These values are suitable as 
pure coronary artery diameters; however, a margin must also be considered to account 
for variation in anatomical artery locations.
In the following section, the application of the vessel model as a guide for artery tracking 
is explained.
7 .2 .4  A p p lica tio n  o f  V esse l M od el and A u to m a tio n  to  Scoring
In this combined framework for automated vessel scoring, initially, the artery tracking 
system presented in Chapter 6  is applied to the calcium scoring MSCT image in the 
same manner as it was described. From the detected coronary artery root, region 
matching is carried out based on the algorithms and criteria outlined in Chapter 6 . 
If at this stage, no candidate artery region is matched, the centreline point with the 
lowest Euclidean distance from the centre of mass of the most recent source region is
^Disease resulting in an enlarged heart th a t does not pump properly.
^How twisted the vessel is.
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calculated. Using the identified centreline point as a seed, a circular region is generated 
by the radius identified in the previous section.
All regions in the thresholded image that contain voxels within the created circular 
region are examined using the criteria to assess candidate artery regions in Chapter 6 . 
Any candidate regions that satisfy the criteria are recorded as the continuation of the 
artery and used as source region(s) for the following slice.
In the event that the system defined in Chapter 6  for tracking of the coronary arteries 
should fail at any point within the MSCT image, the MICCAI ground tru th  vessel 
tree identified as most suitable, using the registration method described previously, is 
applied from the identified left and right coronary artery roots. The slice on which the 
tracking algorithm failed to identify a suitable target vessel region following on from the 
previous source artery region is employed, obtaining the location of the corresponding 
centreline point from the MICCAI ground tru th  vessel tree. This centreline point is 
used to examine all regions within a given radial distance using the candidate artery 
region descriptors defined in Chapter 6 , identifying a suitable target artery region to 
continue the vessel. This process is repeated at any slice where tracking fails until either 
the last vessel region is identified from tracking, the base of the heart has been reached 
or the most distal point of MICCAI ground tru th  vessel tree has been exhausted.
At the termination of the artery tracking process, a series of point clouds define the 
locations of all tracked artery regions. Calcium scoring using the Agatston method [20], 
as described in Chapter, 4 is implemented at this stage. Thresholding of each image slice 
at 130 HU segments the candidate calcified plaques. The resulting candidate plaque 
voxel locations in co-ordinate space are examined for intersection with the any vessel 
regions on the corresponding slice. Should a voxel intersection occur, the plaque score 
is recorded. Candidate plaque regions on each image slice are examined, summing all 
qualifying plaques to give the total image calcium score. As this project set out to do, 
this ensures that the final calculated plaque burden of the patient is based on plaques 
identified as being within the coronary arteries and not difficult to qualify, negative 
plaques.
The automated calcium scoring method used here, originally outlined in Chapter 4, 
is subject to the following changes. Predictive segmentation of the AA is no longer 
required as segmentation of the AA terminates once the RCA root has been identified. 
In addition, the heart isolation algorithm described in Chapter 5 negates the need 
for any previous removal of unwanted organs within the cardiac MSCT image. Heart 
isolation removes all surrounding organs and structures that may conflict with the 
intensity properties of calcified plaques such as regions of bone as well as removal of 
the lungs that may contain bright lesions with similar geometric properties.
In the following section, an observer study is presented to obtain ground tru th  calcium 
scores of the MSCT test datasets used to validate the scoring system presented in this 
Chapter.
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7.3 V alidation o f A u tom ated  C alcium  Scoring
Validation of the complete framework for automated calcium scoring is a difficult task 
due to the limited availability of ground tru th  calcium scores, in addition to the vari­
ability of observer based calcium scoring. Three main methods have been identified, 
firstly, comparison of automated calcium score results with scores manually obtained 
by expert radiologists, secondly, comparison of score against another automated cal­
cium scoring method and finally, creation/use of a cardiac phantom to obtain simulated 
ground tru th  calcium score data for results comparison.
Initially validation for this framework will be carried out against ground tru th  obtained 
by an expert radiologist using the clinical method of coronary calcium scoring. Due 
to the possibility of subjective results, multiple experts must be asked to score the 
same patients in order to obtain an average calcium score for each data set. However 
such a method must also respect the added reproducibility error that is inherent with 
examination by multiple human experts.
Schaap et al. [133] have outlined an averaging method for validation of coronary artery 
vessel paths. Three experts were asked to examine the locations of the coronary arteries 
labelling points along each vessel allowing an average position for each point to be 
calculated. These points were combined to give the ground tru th  vessel positions in 
3D co-ordinate space. A similar method can be applied for this validation method 
averaging the calcium scores quantified by each expert in order to reduce the error 
associated with both inter- and intra- observer variability.
7.3 .1  M u lti-O b server C alcium  Score A cq u isition
Initially a single set of observer scores have been provided for the MSCT patient 
datasets, scored by the study’s primary investigator. In order to accurately and fairly 
validate the result of the automated scoring framework described in this chapter, fur­
ther scores needed to be obtained. To accomplish this, three independent observers 
have been asked to score the 16 patient test sets. Each observer scored each dataset 
a total of three times on different occasions totalling 9 scoring sessions. At each scor­
ing session the order in which the patient datasets were presented to the observer was 
randomised in addition to at least 1 week gap between scoring sessions. This ensured 
that any recognition of the datasets and plaque positions between scoring sessions was 
minimized.
Three observers were tasked with performing scoring, the first, CB, is a consultant 
radiologist with 5 years of calcium scoring experience. The second, NC, is a consultant 
radiologist with 5 years of experience performing calcium scoring and the final observer, 
EM, is a consultant cardiologist with 7 years of calcium scoring experience.
The scoring system used was developed in Matlab to imitate the clinical calcium scoring 
systems developed by Toshiba and GE. The main system functionality allows:
• The user to choose a patient dataset and browse the individual image slices within;
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• Selection of an image slice to perform scoring on;
• Choice of either an ROI or Selection tool to select candidate plaque regions;
• Choice of either LCA, LAD, LCX, RCA or PDA to identify plaque vessel location;
• Ability to browse image slices in forward or reverse order;
• Records image slice calcium scores and image total scores in an external file.
Scoring was carried in a well lit room on the same computer for each observer. The 
machine used had a screen resolution of 1680x1050 pixels, with maximum brightness for 
all observers. Each dataset was initially displayed at a given brightness and contrast, 
however, the observer had the ability to change this parameter if they so wished as is 
possible with the clinical system.
7 .3 .2  M anual C alcium  S coring  G U I
To facilitate multiple observer assessment of the patient data sets, a graphical user 
interface (CUI) based system has been developed incorporating the Agatston score 
algorithms outlined in Chapter 2. From this system, an observer is able to work on a 
slice by slice basis of a patients data set to select calcified plaques which are quantified 
using the Agatston scoring method. Upon completion of the data set, plaque burden 
is calculated and presented for the given patient.
This in-house manual scoring system is based on the CE calcium scoring system used 
by Lifescan UK and the Toshiba system used at Conquest Hospital, UK. All major 
functionality and work-flow from these systems have been implemented within the in- 
house system where suitable and as accurately as possible. The steps involved in manual 
scoring a patient using the in-house system are outlined in the flowchart shown in Figure 
7.6. Figure 7.7 shows an example of the CUI used. Labelled are the options for scoring 
available to the user in addition to functions such as ’Start Scoring’ to begin the scoring 
process, ’Contrast’ to access the contrast adjustment tool and ’Patient Complete’ to 
end scoring for the current patient.
The major functionality of the in-house manual calcium scoring CUI is:
• Select folder containing patient data set.
• View each patient dataset slices sequentially.
• Threshold each image slice using 130HU.
• Choose either a free-form or pinpoint region selection tool.
• Assign a vessel to which the selected plaque region is found within.
• Choose as many distinct regions as necessary per slice.
• Summarise the calcium scores for the patient in a table identified by slice number 
and by vessel.
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Figure 7.6; Flowchart showing overall data and workflow of the in-house manual calcium 
scoring system.
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Figure 7.7: Screen captnre showing the in-house manual scoring GUI.
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Examination and use of the manual scoring GUI created using Matlab by the clinical 
observers identified image contrast and calcified plaque mask issues. An image contrast 
modifier was added to allow the user to modify the contrast manually, in addition to 
an increased default contrast when each image slice is loaded. Regions greater than 
130HU were initially masked when each new slice is loaded, difficulty for the observer 
to view the object required the mask to be added only when required.
7.3 .3  O bserver Scoring  R eq u irem en ts
The results obtained from the observers are to be used to validate the final automated 
scoring framework and thus to ensure calcium scores are obtained in a manner as similar 
to the clinical method as possible, certain requirements and protocols must be followed 
in regards to the observers and how they score the data.
Three rounds of scoring were required in total, each observer scored each dataset in 
each round of scoring resulting in nine scoring sessions estimated at 1 hour per session, 
totalling 9 man hours for the scoring process. In each scoring session, 16 datasets 
were scored. In session one, the datasets were scored in alphabetical order of patient 
surname. In session two, the 16 datasets were randomised and identified by their six 
digit study ID. In the third and final session, the datasets were randomised again 
to prevent the observers remembering patient anatomy or pathology. Between each 
scoring session, a minimum period of one week was observed, up to a maximum of two 
weeks. This was to ensure that the risk of the observer memorising patient anatomy 
and pathology is minimised. The cool-off period between scoring sessions was set 
considering available time with the observers as well as analysis of delay periods used 
in calcium scoring reproducibility studies found in the literature and other observer 
accuracy assessment studies in the medical field. Delay periods average 2 weeks to 
prevent recognition bias [150, 128, 62].
During a scoring session, two people are present, the observer and the scoring system 
operator. Scoring takes place in a well lit room on a laptop with screen resolution 
1680x1050 at maximum brightness. The system operator will present each slice from 
the first slice in the order and speed required by the observer. Depending on observer 
requirement, slice progression variations included starting at slice 1 and ending at the 
last slice, starting at slice 1 , progressing to the final slice and then returning to the 
first slice once again in addition to frequent repetitive viewing of contiguous slices. 
Any slice progression required by the observer was facilitated. At any given slice the 
observer may request the operator to stop moving through slices and assess the slice 
if a candidate plaque is seen. Each image slice by default was masked to highlight all 
regions of voxels greater than 130HU, representing candidate calcified plaques. Should a 
region be deemed a coronary artery calcified plaque, the observer requests the operator 
to select the region (s) and record them as plaques within an observer chosen coronary 
artery label. This process terminates upon observer satisfaction that the patient has 
been scored.
As explained in Chapter 2 , manual calcium scoring suffers from inter- and intra- ob­
server variability, however, as the scoring system is operated by someone other than 
the observer, this may contribute further to observer variability. An operator using
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the system for the observer may result in unwanted subjectivity due to the operators 
own prior or background knowledge of calcified plaques, potentially resulting in pausing 
when progressing through slices if and when a calcified plaque appears. In this event, 
the opinion of the observer may be affected possibly resulting in a scoring decision not 
being entirely of their own assessment. To minimise the impact of an system operator, 
the same operator runs the system in all scoring sessions. Other factors that may affect 
scoring performance and reproducibility include the location at which scoring takes 
place from observer to observer and even between sessions with the same observer. 
Such factors are unavoidable due to time and resource constraints and thus must be 
considered when analysing the resulting scores from each observer and using the re­
sulting scores as a ground truth. Observer performance is assessed in the following 
section.
7 .3 .4  O bserver A ccu racy  A ssessm en t
To assess the accuracy of the observers asked to perform calcium scoring and provide 
a ground tru th  for the automated calcium scoring framework, the three observers are 
asked to score a series of simulated CT data sets that have been manually amended 
with calcified plaques.
The initial simulated images are obtained using the XCAT digital phantom [134]initially 
described in Chapter 3, a whole body phantom that is customisable with respect to 
pose, position within the body, ROI, FOV etc. Specifically the area of the chest around 
the heart is focussed on. Cut-oJff slices above heart apex and below the heart base were 
used during phantom generation. An example of the generated phantom images can be 
seen in Figure 7.8 showing the main heart structure surrounded by the lungs. Labelled 
within the image are the right coronary artery, vertebrae and descending aorta. It can 
also be seen in this figure that no noise or artefacts are present, thus the generated 
image is ‘perfect’.
The next stage places the calcified plaques into the generated phantom images. Using 
the XCAT heart lesion generator, calcified plaques of a specified size, shape and arterial 
position are placed at known locations within either the aorta (AA & DA), left anterior 
descending, right and circumflex coronary arteries. The heart lesion generator is only 
capable of placing plaques within the coronary arteries (positive plaques, PR), thus 
another method is needed to place non arterial plaques (negative plaques, NP). The 
spherical lesion generator within XCAT is used for this purpose. However, as only 
spherical lesions can be generated and calcified plaques do not always conform to this 
shape, NPs are created by the combination of single voxels, as seen in Figure 7.9. 
Aside from volume, the major difference between the plaques in Figure 7.9 is the shape, 
differing depending on where each plaque has been designed to be placed.
The generated plaques in Figures 7.9(a) to 7.9(d) are placed in the chamber in close 
proximity to the LAD. The generated plaques in Figures 7.9(e) to 7.9(j) are placed 
in the Mitral Valve. Individual negative plaque configurations shown in Figure 7.9 
are constructed based on negative plaques seen in the MSCT training datasets Three 
plaque configurations have been designed and are outlined in Table 7.3 where positive 
plaques (PPs) are calcified plaques located within the main coronary arteries only and
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Figure 7.8: Example XCAT generated image showing a slice of the heart from the 
voxelised phantom with labels showing the RCA with a placed calcification, the left 
coronary and circumfiex arteries as well as the vertebrae and descending aorta.
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Fignre 7.9: Negative plaques placed into the simulated XCAT phantom images to 
represent plaques outside the coronary arteries.
negative plaques (NPs) are calcified plaques defined as being located anywhere outside 
the coronary arteries. Each constructed plaque seen in Figure 7.9 may be used multiple 
times in different plaque configurations.
At this stage, XCAT phantom images have been generated with the true and negative 
plaques placed within them, however as no reconstruction algorithm has been applied, 
the images appear “perfect” , devoid of projection artefacts or image noise. The next 
step requires generating the projection images to imitate CT. This is carried out using 
the CT projection tool [134] and projection parameters provided by Toshiba UK^ and
‘Specific details regarding projection parameters are withheld for confidentiality.
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Table 7.3: Table outlining plaque configurations for XCAT simulated images.Positive 
plaques (PP) are defined as calcified plaques located within the main coronary arteries. 
Negative plaques (NP) are defined as located outside the coronary arteries.
Configuration Plaque(s) Positive Plaque locations
1 3 PP & 6  NP lesions RCA, LAD, LCX
2 0 PP & 0 NP lesions n /a
3 0 PP & 11 NP lesions n /a
Figure 7.10: (a) First slice of XCAT simulated data set, (b) last slice of XCAT simulated 
dataset, (c) image slice below aortic arch and (d) image slice below the base of the heart.
Conquest Hospital to mimic MSCT calcium acquisition as closely as possible. As 
defined by Conquest, an X-ray energy spectrum of 135kVp was used, generated using 
the SRS-78 Spectrum Processor program^.
The resulting projection images are reconstructed using the filtered back projection 
method, as described in Chapter 3. Using the CT projection tool [134], the generated 
projections cover an area starting from the proximal lung lobes (Figure 7.10(a)) to 
within the intestines (Figure 7.10(b)). However, not all this area is required for calcium 
scoring, thus the image slices are resampled and prnned to match calcium scoring MSCT 
such that an area area from a point just below the aortic arch where both ascending 
and descending aortas are visible as separate regions (Figure 7.10(c)), until the base of 
the heart where the liver is visible in close proximity (Figure 7.10(d)) is covered.
The resampling process from Chapter 6  used on the MICCAI data is used here using 
averaging to down sample the XCAT image slices. In addition, a circular field of view 
is created using a circular mask for each image slice to match that found in calcium 
scoring MSCT images.
Each observer is asked to score each of the simulated datasets for calcified plaques within 
the coronary arteries. Analysis of ROC curves is used to assess observer performance 
such as their ability to differentiate a real calcified plaque with unreal, such as those 
found in the mitral valve or aortic valve. This experiment aims to gauge the accuracy 
of the observers tasked with providing the calcium scores for validating the system in 
this Chapter.
A vailable at: http://linux.fjfi.cvut.cz/ madlenka/medphys.htm.
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Table 7.4: Slice locations of all positive (PP) and negative (NP) XCAT simulated 
plaques within 3 simulated images for observer accuracy assessment.
Image PP location (slice) NP location (slice)
“ I 21,22,23,41,42,43,'fil,45746 14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,22
55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63 23,24,25,26,70,74,78
2 n /a  n /a
3 n /a  14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,22
23,24,25,25,26,29,40,59,63,67
_________________________________ 70,74,78___________________
7.3 .5  R O C  A n a lysis  o f  O bserver A ccu racy  A ssessm en t R esu lts
As explained by Fawcett [49], a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graph is used 
in signal detection to visualize the trade-off between true positive fraction (sensitivity) 
and false positive fraction (specificity) rates. For the purposes of this work, the hit rate 
and false alarm rate between real, clinical significant calcified plaques found within the 
coronary arteries (positive) and clinically insignificant plaques lying outside the arteries 
(negative) are to be compared. The assessment method in the previous section has 
outlined the construction of simulated validation data where both positive and negative 
plaques are placed in known positions. With this, an ROC analysis will show the success 
or lack thereof of the human observers tasked with performing calcium scoring for use in 
validating the scores from the automated score framework. Assessment will be carried 
out based on the ability to recognise positive plaques found in the coronary arteries 
from negative plaques generated as lesions in areas outside of the coronary arteries. 
The known locations of both the true and negative plaques will be used as the basis 
for determining if the plaques identified by the user are true or negative plaques.
As the observers are tasked with identifying the locations of calcified plaques within 
each slice. Table 7.4 contains the specified locations of all positive and negative plaques 
within the three simulated data sets on a slice by slice basis. These locations provide 
the ground tru th  by which the observer selected plaques can be validated against.
Table 7.5 shows the results of the observer accuracy assessment carried out with the 
three observers tasked with scoring the MSCT test data sets. Each table shows for 
each scoring session the number of the positive plaques identified for the observer and 
the number of negative plaques identified. In the case of positives, higher is better and 
in the case of negatives, lower is better.
The ROC curves in Figure 7.11 show in 7.11(a), the overall performance of the observers. 
In 7.11(b), comparison of the performance of the observers by image and in 7.11(c), 
comparison of observer performance by scoring session.
The overall observer accuracy was found to be 0.729 with individual observer accuracies: 
CB =  0.473, NC =  0.873 and EM =  0.842. The accuracies of observers NC and EM 
are comparable with EM slightly higher, this correlates with the greater experience of 
observer EM compared to the other observers. However, observers CB and NC have 
the same level of experience performing calcium scoring, but observer CB accuracy is
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Table 7.5: Tabulated results showing Observer CB, NC & EM plaque identification in 
XCAT simulated images, as positive (PP) identified slices and negative (NP) identified 
slices. In the case of positives, higher is better and in the case of negatives, lower is 
better.
Image Session CBT^P^ CB NP NC PP EM PP EM NP
1 1 18/18 16/16 16/18 3/16 16/18 3/16
1 2 18/18 16/16 16/18 1/16 16/18 3/16
1 3 18/18 16/16 11/18 2/16 16/18 1/16
2 1 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
2 2 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
2 3 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
3 1 0 / 0 1 0 / 2 1 0 / 0 0 / 2 1 0 / 0 5/21
3 2 0 / 0 9/21 0 / 0 4/21 0 / 0 4/21
3 3 0 / 0 2 0 / 2 1 0 / 0 0 / 2 1 0 / 0 4/21
more than 25% lower based on this examination, supporting the argument of observer 
variability in calcium scoring. Assessment of individual scoring results correlate with 
the accuracy findings as observers NC and EM did score patients very similarly with 
lesser variation between scoring sessions. As shown by the area under the ROC curve 
for observer CB, plaque identification accuracy was nearly 30% lower compared to the 
other observers, compounded by poor identification of negative plaques.
Weighted kappa statistics between observers CB and NC and observers CB and EM 
were 0.17 and 0.2266 respectively with .95 confidence intervals of 0.02 lower limit and 
0.17 upper limit and 0 lower limit and 0.11 upper limit respectively. Comparatively, 
the weight kappa statistic between observer NC and EM shows a better inter-observer 
agreement of 0.88 with .95 confidence internal lower and upper limit values of 0.02 
and 0.26 respectively. This further emphasises the presence and degree of observer 
variability in calcium scoring, despite a priori knowledge and expertise. This must also 
be considered when using the scores obtained in this section for framework validation.
Analysis of overall accuracy by image, as seen in Figure 7.11(b), shows: image 1 =  
0.874, image 2 — 0.5 and image 3 =  0.968. The observers scored image 3, with plaque 
configuration 0 PPs and 11 NPs, most accurately, followed by image 1, with plaque 
configuration 3 PPs and 6  NPs. This indicates that despite more plaques present, 
a good degree of NPs recognition occurred. The curve representing image 2 falls on 
the diagonal indicating 50% accuracy. It can be assumed that given that all positives 
were accounted for and no negatives were identified, it would be expected that 1 0 0 % 
accuracy is obtained, however, in this case, there were no positives to detect as this 
dataset was constructed to determine if the observer would confuse a calcified plaque 
with any other object found within a cardiac image. From this result, the presence of 
both true and negative plaques has adversely affected observer accuracy, possibly based 
on confusion between the two. When only negative plaques are present, accuracy is 
greater but observers cannot positively account for all cases.
In each scoring session, each observer was asked to score each of the three datasets, 
presented to them randomly. A minimum cool off period of 1 week was observed
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Figure 7.11: ROC curves depicting observer performance, (a) overall by observer, (b) 
by image and (c) by session.
between each session to limit data recall. Figure 7.11(c) shows observer accuracy for 
each session: session 1 =  0.913, session 2 =  0.892 and session 3 =  0.896. Overall 
observer accuracy by session does not vary greatly with session 1 the most accurate 
and session 2 the least. However, in Figure C .l, which shows the ROC curves for 
each individual session by each observer, it can be seen that that despite the similar 
overall session accuracies, NC session 3 resulted in a much lower accuracy in relation 
to other sessions, again identifying variability in the form scoring reproducibility error. 
As observers score patients based on expertise, the lack of great accuracy variation in 
general is not surprising.
It must be noted that anomalous scoring patterns were seen but not reflected in the 
ROC curves. Observer CB observed left coronary artery plaques as right coronary 
artery plaques in session 1. Only a single occurrence of such a false reading was seen 
during the observer scoring process but is notable as a clear indicator of human error 
in manual scoring system as described in Chapter 2.
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7.4 A utom ated  C alcium  Scoring Fram ework R esu lts
The results presented in this section compare the calcium scores obtained using the 
automated coronary calcium scoring system using the global vessel tree model presented 
in this chapter with ground tru th  calcium scores obtained by multiple experts in the 
fields of radiology and cardiology.
Table 7.6: Tabulated results showing comparison between the mean observer calcium 
score (Mean ObSc), observer score standard deviation (ObSc a) initial automated score 
(initial AuSc), the automated score using the vessel tree model (Model AuSc) and the 
automated score using vessel tree guided artery identification (Guided AuSc) for the 
16 test MSCT data sets.
C\T~
mean
NC"
mean
EM
mean
Mean
ObSc
ObSc
a
Initial
AuSc
Guided
AuSc
Initial
diff.
Guided
diff.
P I 0 1 1 ” 1 0.38 4 1 3 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 72 6 8 74 71 9.45 1 0 0 56 29 15
P4 917 460 582 653 190.16 640 641 13 1 2
P5 3 1 1 2 1.26 0 2 2 0
P 6 65 2 1 25 37 30.59 25 32 1 2 5
P7 6 6 0 0 2 2 38.1 0 0 2 2 2 2
P 8 278 279 278 278 1.07 300 282 2 2 4
P9 418 505 493 472 17.52 632 588 160 116
PIG 205 185 245 2 1 2 27.65 128 225 84 13
P l l 1 0 15 15 13 2.89 15 14 2 1
P12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P14 108 108 108 108 0 1 0 1 105 7 3
P15 105 105 105 105 0 1 1 0 118 5 13
P16 70 80 59 70 22.17 99 60 29 1 0
A comparison of calcium scores is shown in Table 7.6 and Figure 7.12 presenting, 
for each MSCT patient test set, the mean observer score from validation, the initial 
automated system score obtained in Chapter 4 (Initial AuSc) and the vessel tree guided 
tracking score (Guided AuSc). The mean observer score obtained for validation in this 
Chapter is taken as the ground tru th  and is used for comparison. Hence observer 
variability may be present, as discussed in Chapter 2, as well as the observer accuracy 
assessment findings in Section 7.3.5.
The bar plot in Figure 7.12(a) displays the individual mean observer scores per patient 
with error bars representing the standard deviation. Initial observations at the score 
level show all three MSCT patient sets with a mean zero coronary calcium identified 
by the three observers reported as zero, indicating no negative plaques were included 
when coronary calcium was not present. The ground tru th  presents two further cases 
below a mean score of 1 0 , in the first, a mean observer score of 1 which was matched 
in the final guided tracking score but was reported as 4 from initial automation. In 
the second case, the mean observer score of 2  was matched by the guided automated 
system and zero in other cases. An elevated score theoretically indicates over-scoring
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and in the case of the initial automation where opt-out heart isolation was used, the 
elevated score was caused by over inclusion of negative plaques, possibly the result of 
noise given the very low plaque volume.
Examination of the next atherosclerosis risk group (11-100) identifies 5 cases based on 
mean observer score. Three of the five cases did not produce an unexpected result, 
a guided automated score within the same risk group and within a 1 0  calcium score 
range was obtained. However, in P3, the guided automated system produced a score 
15 below observer mean and 14 below the minimum observer score. This indicates 
a positive calcified plaque may have been missed by the automated system or the 
presence of a negative calcified plaque confused for a positive plaque. Retrospective 
examination of this patient image shows a calcified plaque located on the join between 
the RCA root and the AA with enough volume on a single slice to account for the 
calcium score difference. P7 reports a mean observer score of 2 2  based on two zero 
scores and 6 6 . In comparison, the guided artery tracking system identifies a score of 0 
which correlates with the score from observer NC and EM. Visual analysis of this image 
shows it to feature candidate calcifications near the LCX, however, closer examination 
places the plaque outside, typical of a plaque that may be difficult to classify manually.
In the following risk group (101-400), of the four mean observer results falling into this 
category, one guided scores are 13 higher than their mean observer counterparts. In 
PIO, observer scores show variation, indicating the likely presence of difficult to classify 
plaques.
The two scores from the final risk group (over 400) both correlate with the risk group 
based on guided automated score, however, P9 is over 100 higher in guided score. 
Retrospective analysis of this image shows heavy calcification distributed across the 
dataset, resulting in the high score. However, this image also suffers heavily from 
motion artefacts, potentially leading to poorer performance of artery tracking despite 
the aid of a vessel tree guide.
The logarithmic scale plots comparing mean observer calcium score against the system 
presented in this Chapter are shown in Figures 7.12(b) and 7.12(c). The trend line 
gradients and B? values for each score comparison are 0.965 and 0.867 and 0.959 and 
0.902 for initial automation, model based and guided artery tracking systems respec­
tively. Thus the automated scoring method with the gradient closest to 1 and highest 
coefficient of determination is seen to be the vessel tree guided tracking method when 
compared against observer scores.
Absolute difference comparison between the mean observer score, initial automation 
score and mode guided tracking score is presented in Table 7.7.
Notably from Table 7.7, the method with highest total difference, mean difference and 
standard deviation when compared with mean observer scores is the initial automation 
method. This is to be expected as this scoring method will include the presence of 
negative plaques within the heart structure.
The score differences of the vessel tree guided tracking system are more indicative of 
positive plaque burden based on the system using tracked vessel points to identify 
arterial plaques. However, it must be considered however that as scores from the vessel
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Figure 7.12: Plot of results showing (a) comparison of all three observer calcium scoring 
results, (b) log-log plot of mean observer score against initial automated system scores,
(c) log-log plot of mean observer score against vessel tree guided artery tracking system 
scores, (d) Legend for plots (b) and (c).
tree guided tracking system are obtained based on tracked vessel locations, an error in 
the tracking may result in an error in scoring. The absolute mean score difference, 13.38 
of the vessel tree guided artery tracking system versus mean observer score indicates 
a bias towards over-scoring if the observer scores are considered the gold standard. 
However, the purpose of scoring using an artery tracking system presented in this 
Chapter is to base scoring of plaques based on their identification as being inside a 
coronary artery. Thus this leads to the question, is the vessel tree guided artery tracking
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Table 7.7: Tabulated difference comparison results between observer mean scores and 
initial automation scores and vessel tree guided tracking scores.
Method Cumulative Abs. Ditf. Mean Abs. Diff. SD of Diff. Var. of Diff
Initial 390 24.38 41.79 1637.73
Guided 231 13.38 28.21 745.98
system over-scoring, or do the observers underscore?
Table 7.5 presents the plaque identification results from the observer accuracy assess­
ment study in Section 7.3.5. Across the three scoring sessions, each observer was asked 
to score each of the three simulated images. Image 2 did not feature any PPs or NPs 
and was used to determine is the observers would identify calcified plaques from the 
simulated cardiac anatomy. This was shown not to be the case. Image 3 features NPs 
only and thus cannot be used to assess for observer underscore. Image 1 features both 
PPs and NPs, thus assessment of identified PPs will determine if a underscoring oc­
curred. As seen in the image 1 plaque identification results from Table 7.5, observer CB 
identified all PPs, however, observers NC and EM did not identify all PPs within the 
image. Observer NC identified a total of 43/54 PPs and observer EM identified 48/54 
PPs, thus of a total 162 PPs, 145 were identified, 89.5%. Thus 17/162 PPs, 10.5%, 
were not identified by the observers, leading to underscoring of pure positive plaques. 
The mean score difference between observer score and vessel tree guided tracking score 
is 13.38. Given that the mean observer score is 127.75, 10.5% of this is 13.41 calcium 
score which correlates well with the mean difference between vessel tree guided tracking 
score and mean observer score.
Therefore it can be theorised that it is not the vessel tree guided artery tracking system 
that is over-scoring, but rather a trend of underscoring of positive calcified plaques by 
the observers. Thus indicating the observers in general are showing caution when 
identifying positive plaques.
The issue of partial volume errors have been shown to affect the reproducibility of cal­
cium scoring [127, 155], where partial filling of voxels with calcium result in the voxel 
falling below the threshold to identify calcified plaques. This is a problem inherent in 
CT when contiguous rather than overlapping scans are reconstructed [155]. However 
in the context of this Chapter, calcium scores obtained from the observer study for val­
idation and the scores obtained by the vessel guided tracking system are both obtained 
from the same MSCT test datasets, using the same scoring algorithm. Thus any partial 
volume errors will be consistent throughout.
7.4 .1  S en sitiv ity  vs. S p ecific ity
The measures of sensitivity and specificity are commonly used to determine system 
performance, where sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positives identified, in 
this case the proportion of positive plaques that were identified as such, and specificity
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measures the proportion of negatives that were correctly identified as such. As the 
validation ground tru th  has been obtained from human observers, the resulting scores 
may suffer from inter- and intra- observer variability, limiting their performance as a 
gold standard to assess the accuracy of the vessel tree guided artery tracking system for 
calcium scoring. However, for the purposes of validating the automated scoring method 
presented in this Chapter, these observer scores will be used. Thus to maximise the 
effectiveness of the ground tru th  vessels for validation, the following protocol will be 
used in the event that observer views do not fully agree.
The manual calcium scoring system developed in Section 7.3.2 not only records calcium 
score, but also the vessel in which the plaque was seen and on which slice. For each 
identified plaque on a slice, there are 9 cases of its identification, 1 for each observer 
from each scoring session. Thus if 4/9 (44%) cases agree, at least two observers agree, 
if 7/9 (78%) cases agree, all three observers have identified the plaque at some point. 
The minimum number of agreeing cases for a majority is 5/9 (56%). This agreement 
represents the likelihood of a calcified plaque identified by observer is a true positive 
plaque. Thus guided artery tracking system sensitivity and specificity is calculated by 
assessing the slices on which calcified plaques were identified using the guided artery 
tracking system against the slices on which the observers identified calcified plaques. 
Table 7.8 and in further detail Tables C .l and C .2  show the mean sensitivity and 
specificity when comparing the results of vessel tree guided tracking system scoring 
against all observer agreement levels ranging from 1/9 (11%) to 9/9 (100%). There 
were no instances of no agreement and agreements of zero score are defined as both 
sensitivity and specificity of 1 .
Table 7.8: Mean sensitivity and specificity of vessel tree guided artery tracking system 
based on >1/9  (11%) to 9/9 (100%) observer agreement.
Agreement Sensitivity Specificity
> 1/9 0.732 ± 0.282 0.911 ± 0.118
> 2/9 0.804 0.265 0.924 ± 0.107
> 3/9 0.809 0.286 0.935 0.094
> 4/9 0.827 ± 0.276 0.938 ± 0.091
> 5/9 0.761 ± 0.341 0.945 ± 0.077
> 6/9 0.805 ± 0.328 0.963 0.072
> 7/9 0.854 ± 0.321 0.965 ± 0.065
> 8/9 0.802 ± 0.371 0.970 ± 0.052
> 9/9 0.719 ± 0.446 0.977 ± 0.047
Thus from Table 7.8, system sensitivity when at least 2 observers are in agreement is 
82.7% with specificity of 93.8%. At a minimum majority agreement, sensitivity is 76.1% 
with specificity 94.5%. If at the minimum number of cases for all three observers to 
agree is met, sensitivity is 85.4% with 96.5% specificity. Thus if the minimum number of 
cases to ensure that all three observers have in some session identified the plaque on that 
slice as positive is satisfied, hence a high confidence level, the highest system accuracy 
is obtained. At the number of correlating cases to ensure that 2 observers agree, the 
second highest level of sensitivity is obtained, however, specificity is lowest. The lower
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Table 7.9: Results of guided artery tracking system sensitivity and specificity per ob­
server based on 3 levels of intra- observer agreement.
"Observer Protocol Sensitivity Specificity ~
CB > 1/3 0.612 ± 0.342 0.921 ± 0.118
> 2/3 0.742 ± 0.352 0.943 i 0.091
3/3 0.864 ± 0.323 0.970 ± 0.075
NC > 1/3 0.747 ± 0.281 0.955 ± 0.074
> 2 / 3 0.808 0.245 0.972 ± 0.049
3/3 0.726 ± 0.337 0.977 ± 0.047
EM > 1/3 0.795 ± 0.270 0.933 ± 0.107
> 2 / 3 0.837 ± 0.256 0.960 ± 0.072
3/3 0.802 ± 0.327 0.970 ± 0.056
specificity when 4/9 observers agree is caused by images P3,P4 and P9, three datasets 
featuring two of the highest counts of coronary calcium. All three images contain many 
instances of not only positive plaques but negative plaques located in positions close 
to arteries such as artery roots. The difficulty in identifying such negative plaques 
has resulted in cases where they have been identified as positive, resulting in a false 
positive results which in turn will lower system specificity. The issue of using human 
observers to specify ground tru th  is affected in a similar manner with the possibility of 
false negative classification leading to reduced system sensitivity.
In addition to the three protocols used in Table 7.8, system performance has been as­
sessed against individual observers presented in Table 7.9. Vessel tree guided artery 
tracking system sensitivity is presented compared against each individual observer 
where intra- observer agreement is at least 1/3 cases, at least 2/3 cases or all three 
cases agree, where cases represents results from different scoring sessions. Table 7.9 
shows highest mean system accuracy, across all intra- observer agreement levels, to be 
0.811 (81.1%) when using observer EM as the ground tru th  and lowest when using ob­
server CB, 0.739 (73.9%). This correlates with the observer accuracies observed from 
the study in Section 7.3.5 where observer EM and observer CB recorded the highest and 
lowest plaque identification/scoring accuracies respectively. System sensitivity is always 
lowest when the observer has > 1 / 3  agreement and highest when all cases identified a 
plaque to be positive. However, despite comparison against observer CB presented the 
lowest system performance, comparison when observer CB had 3/3 agreement proved 
highest overall. The larger number of false negative results lowering sensitivity in this 
case may be caused by the broad plaque selection seen in the scoring method and re­
sults of observer CB where, as reflected in Table 7.5, high positive plaque identification 
is coupled with high negative plaque identification.
7.4 .2  A th erosclerosis  R isk  C ategorisa tion  o f  R esu lts
Coronary artery disease treatment prescription is based primarily on atherosclerosis 
risk groups that patients are placed into based on their calcium score, explained in
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Table 7.10: Tabulated risk grouping [20] population of 16 MSCT test images, comparing 
mean observer scores (ref) and vessel tree guided tracking scores (sys).
l(ref) 2 (ref) 3(refj 4 (ref) 5 (ref)
l(sys) 3 0 0 0 0
2 (sys) 0 2 0 0 0
3 (sys) 0 0 5 1 0
4(sys) 0 0 0 3 0
5 (sys) 0 0 0 0 2
Chapter 2 [20]. Thus as seen in [79], such groups can also be used to assess the success 
of automated calcium scoring systems from the comparison of risk group population 
between, in this case, the ground tru th  scores and scores obtained from the vessel 
tree guided artery tracking system as presented in Table 7.10. In this Table, it can 
be seen tha t of the 16 MSCT test sets, only a single score acquired by the vessel 
guided artery tracking system did not place in the same risk group, P14, a 93.8% 
sensitivity. This value falls to 8 8 % and 63% for the initial automation and model 
only systems respectively. Comparing this value with the risk group assignment results 
from Chapter 4, Table 4.3, an improvement is seen increasing from 87.5% sensitivity. In 
addition, the single patient score placed into an incorrect risk group by the vessel tree 
guided artery tracking system was lower by only a single risk group. The low number 
of scores placed in different risk groups compared to their mean observer equivalents 
supports the assertion that despite the low cumulative, mean and standard deviation 
score differences of the model only system against ground truth, it cannot be relied 
upon to identify true and accurate plaques in comparison to the vessel tree guided 
artery tracking system calcium scores.
7.5 D iscussion
There a very few methods of fully automated coronary artery calcium scoring and fewer 
still utilising vessel segmentation and tracking methods in calcium scoring MSCT. Cur­
rent methods focus automation primarily on aorta plaque detection [41, 79, 81], feature 
classification based methods [80] and methods applied to radiographs and CT angiog­
raphy [41, 145]. Calcified plaques in the coronary arteries causing stenosis is a primary 
cause of coronary artery disease, possibly leading to heart attacks and death, thus their 
detection and quantification is of utmost importance. However, this process in the clin­
ical environment is subject to inter- and intra- observer variability. Identification of 
aortic plaques may provide an indicator of heart disease risk but in coronary calcium 
scoring, plaques in the aorta are considered non clinically significant. In addition, low 
dose MSCT is beneficial to the patient due to the fast scan time and lower dose in 
comparison to CT angiography. This Chapter has presented a fully automated frame­
work for accurate coronary calcium scoring, unaffected by inter- and intra- observer 
variability. The framework combines heart isolation, coronary artery root detection.
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vessel tree guided proximal, lumen and distal artery tracking and finally the Agatston 
method of calcium scoring. The resulting calcium scores obtained in this Chapter give 
a comparison the performance of the initial automation of calcium scoring and the final 
framework with ground tru th  calcium scores obtained by means of an observer study.
Vessel tree models aided the segmentation and tracking of coronary arteries within the 
MSCT datasets when necessary due to the poor image clarity caused by poor image 
sampling, noise and image artefacts as well as the low, 3 m m  axial resolution. A suitable 
vessel tree model was identified for each MSCT dataset using ICP surface registration 
with the re-sampled, noise added MICCAI segmentation challenge CT angiography 
data. As registration can be carried out in either direction (MSCT to MICCAI or 
vice versa), the Jaccard index overlap measure distinguished the highest performance 
registration between a given MSCT image and the eight MICCAI test data sets. The 
most suitable ground tru th  vessel centreline points were identified based on highest 
overlap measure, with the resulting transformation matrix applied to the MSCT test 
image, thus allowing the MICCAI ground tru th  vessel centreline points to be used to 
construct a vessel tree model to guide tracking.
This framework has been validated against calcium scores obtained from three expert 
observers with nearly a combined 20 years of calcium scoring experience. A scoring 
protocol was defined requiring each observer to score the 16 MSCT test data sets 
three times each with a minimum of 1 week between each scoring session to minimise 
image recall. A manual scoring system was implemented in Matlab to reflect the 
system used clinically, based on systems developed my Toshiba and GE. An observer 
accuracy assessment protocol was defined to gauge the accuracy and performance of 
these observers: three simulated cardiac CT datasets, generated using the XCAT digital 
phantom and CT Projector tool, were each implanted with a unique configuration of 
true and negative calcified plaques which the observers were asked to score using the 
same timing protocol as with the MSCT test sets. ROC analysis of the calcium scores 
from the simulated datasets showed varying degrees of scoring variability, with both 
underscoring and over-scoring, as well as an instance of an observer confusing two 
separate arteries.
Final calcium score comparison has shown the vessel tree guided automated tracking 
framework to perform with the highest sensitivity, 85%, compared to an initial automa­
tion of the scoring process, 71%. Comparison of mean calcium score difference between 
observer scores and the vessel tree guided artery tracking system initially showed a bias 
towards over-scoring on the part of the system presented in this Chapter. However, 
analysis has shown that the observers had a tendency to underscore positive plaques 
by 10.5%. This can be seen in the absolute mean difference between ground tru th  and 
automated framework score of 13.38 compared to the 10.5% of the mean observer score, 
calculated to be 13.41.
Comparisons using atherosclerosis risk groups [20] show a 94% system accuracy, as 
opposed to 87% risk groups assigned using the initial automation. In addition, risk 
categorisation of very low calcium scores was successful given their difficulty and vari­
ability [44] compared to the results of the initial system presented in Chapter 4. The 
trend line gradient of the score comparison between each method and the mean ob­
server calcium score in addition to the R? coefficient of determination values favour
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the vessel tree guided artery tracking system, correlating favourably with the analysis 
of system performance. The automated framework described in this Chapter has as­
signed a correct risk category in 93.8% of all scans, this sensitivity fairs very favourably 
compared to the 93.4% [80] of correctly assigned risk groups using the system pro­
posed by Isgum et al. [80] using a feature classification method. However, the system 
presented in this Chapter has been designed to ensure that calcified plaques identified 
are those located in the coronary arteries, thus the calcium scores generated and the 
risk categories each patient has been assigned is based on perceived positive calcified 
plaques and not plaques located close to but outside the arteries that traditionally 
cause clinicians difficulty when scoring in the clinic.
Chapter 8
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8.1 C oncluding R em arks
Coronary calcium scoring is the primary method to quantify coronary artery disease 
in the clinic. The Agatston method [20] is preferred over Volume and Mass scoring [6 8 ] 
due to the availability of historical data pertaining to patient risk and assessment given 
the presence of calcified plaques in the coronary arteries [14]. However, the method to 
quantify disease severity used clinically is a manual system, described in Chapter 2, 
requiring the expert to manually delineate ROIs corresponding to locations of calcified 
plaques within the coronary arteries. Such a manual system has a tendency to result in 
inter- and intra- observer variability [162, 116, 44, 153, 76] as identification of plaques 
is subjective given that decisions are made based on expertise, while accurate scores 
are difficult to reproduce.
The result of this variability is two-fold, firstly the patient may be prescribed incorrect 
treatment, ranging from simple lifestyle changes such as more exercise to the prescrip­
tion of lipid lowering drugs. Unnecessary drug prescription may not only be harmful to 
the patient due to possible side effects, but the economic costs to the patient or health 
care provider should also be considered. Secondly, in relation to patient well-being, in­
correct diagnosis may lead to further imaging of the patient potentially exposing them 
to unneeded dose or more invasive procedures such as CT angiography.
Calcified plaques outside the main coronary arteries are not clinically significant as 
they do not affect blood fiow to a significant degree. The hypothesis is made in this 
thesis that accurate extraction of the main coronary arteries would allow an automated 
system to perform accurate scoring of the calcified plaques, resulting in a calcium score 
that is less sensitive to observer variability. Various methods of vessel tracking and 
extraction have been identified in the literature as examined in Chapter 6 , however 
they have been primarily applied to high axial resolution angiography images, whereas 
calcium scoring MSCT images have low axial resolution due to the requirement for low 
dose, repeat imaging, as well as noise, motion and other acquisition artefacts resulting 
in poor image clarity presenting the challenge in accurate vessel extraction. However, as 
described in Chapter 3, the dose the patient is exposed to in calcium scoring MSCT is
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considerably lower than that of more invasive imaging methods used in cardiac imaging 
such as CT angiography
Initially, the feasibility of calcium scoring automation using the Agatston method was 
examined in Chapter 4. Clinically insignificant plaques in the ascending and descend­
ing aortas were segmented from the image in addition to opt-out heart isolation to 
remove regions of a similarly high intensity such as the rib cage, sternum and vertebrae. 
Calcium scoring results from this system showed a good level of correlation between 
system and ground tru th  scores with 81% of system scores assigned to the same risk 
category as the ground tru th  and absolute mean score difference of 20.88 ±  29.20. This 
risk categorisation accuracy value increases to 87.5% with intelligent termination using 
ellipse fitting, as well as a reduction in absolute mean score difference to 13.75 ±  27.43. 
In addition, A paired t-test resulted in a large P  value of 0.05 indicated that the 
data does not give any reason to conclude that the treatment between the initial set 
of clinical results to the manual system results had an effect. However, the difference 
in score indicated the over inclusion or under inclusion of clinically insignificant and 
clinically significant calcified plaques respectively by the automated system. The work 
carried out in Chapter 4 affirmed the requirement for a targeted approach to calcium 
scoring that would focus on the calcified plaques within the coronary arteries only.
The first step towards the goal of targeted calcium scoring of arterial plaques has been 
described in Chapter 5. As opt-out heart isolation had begun, a method was required 
to remove all non-heart related voxels fi*om the region of interest. An automated 
method for heart isolation was developed using a deformable model to segment the 
heart structure, removing all surrounding anatomy such as the lungs, the sternum, 
ribcage and vertebrae. Removal of such objects was necessitated by their resemblance 
to calcified plaques. Small high intensity plaques can be found in the lungs, while bone 
is comprised of bright voxels. Their removal limits the image to objects within the 
heart, which is where the coronary arteries are found. Validation of the heart isolation 
method developed in Chapter 5 against a method used in clinical workstations [9] 
has shown that at the majority of slices (59%) representing the heart across the tested 
datasets fall into the range of 0-9% difference between the method presented in Chapter 
5 and the validation system results. A further 14% of slices have an overlap difference 
of 10-19%, thus nearly 75% of heart isolated slices overlap with a difference of at most 
19% of voxels. This shows a good degree of correlation while the system presented in 
Chapter 5 ensures that all candidate coronary artery regions are included in the isolated 
image whereas the validation system may exclude some candidate artery regions.
Clinicians can mistake clinically significant calcified plaques found in the coronary ar­
teries with plaques located in very close proximity such as in the mitral valve anulus 
or pericardium. This error is caused by the poor image clarity and close proximity of 
certain regions within the heart resulting in the human observer being unable to make 
an accurate decision. In Chapter 6 , an automated vessel tracking system has been de­
veloped based on thresholding of the coronary arteries and region connectivity analysis. 
Validation of this method was carried out using re-sampled CT angiography images, 
obtained as part of the 2008 MICCAI vessel segmentation challenge [107], due to the 
availability of ground tru th  vessel centreline points. Image re-sampling was required 
due to the different axial sampling rates and additive Poisson noise was used to mimic.
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to an extent, MSCT images. Comparison of the performance of this system against 
other methods submitted to the vessel tracking challenge showed good results, position­
ing it second amongst the other fully automated methods. Unfortunately, it was not 
possible to obtain validation data acquisition parameters such as PSF, therefore a true 
representation of MSCT calcium scoring images was not implemented. In addition, CT 
angiography images are contrast enhanced, meaning that contrast material has been 
injected into the patient to aid the visualisation of blood vessels. Vessel appearance is 
enhanced in the validation data, which is not the case in calcium scoring MSCT images 
due to the possibility of contrast material interfering or obscuring calcified plaques. Lo­
cal contrast modification could have been used, but this would result in the inability to 
use the MICCAI challenge method performances for system accuracy comparison. Re­
sults comparing the automated tracking system presented in Chapter 6  against ground 
tru th  vessel centrelines show highest accuracy at no added noise with absolute mean 
Euclidean distance of 0.93 ± 1 .70  m m  between centreline points. Lowest accuracy was 
obtained at an additive noise factor of 4 with absolute mean Euclidean distance of 4.58 
±  5.41 m m  which is at the top end of the anatomical lumen diameter range [47], thus 
still showing a good correlation between the automated tracking method and ground 
truth.
The ultimate goal of this thesis has been to develop a coronary calcium scoring system 
that is unaffected by inter- and intra- observer variability while still using low dose 
calcium scoring MSCT imaging, providing a more accurate quantification of calcified 
plaque burden for treatment prescription. This requirement lead to the need for scoring 
system automation. Chapter 7 presents a framework for automated calcium scoring us­
ing the methods developed and validated in previous Chapters. Due to the poor image 
clarity and low axial resolution of calcium scoring images, the vessel tracking system 
presented in Chapter 6  could not be directly applied to calcium scoring MSCT images. 
In order to prevent the previously mentioned incorrect artery tracking, each MSCT 
test image was registered using ICP to each of the MICCAI test data sets and vice 
versa. The resulting best registration based on surface overlap defined by the Jaccard 
index. Identifying the MICCAI image with the highest overlap coefficient to a spe­
cific MSCT image allowed the use of the corresponding ground tru th  vessel centreline 
points as a guide for the tracking system on the corresponding MSCT image. Calci­
fied plaques within the resulting tracked vessel regions are classified as true positive, 
clinically significant calcified plaques.
Initial clinical calcium scores were obtained by a single observer and thus cannot be 
considered for use as ground truth. Therefore an observer study presented in Chapter 
7 is carried out to obtain a set of ground tru th  calcium scores to validate the auto­
mated calcium scoring framework. Observer accuracy assessment was carried out using 
simulated datasets created with the XCAT digital phantom and CT projector software 
[134], each with a different calcification configuration comprising of both positive and 
negative calcified plaques. This resulted in a combined observer performance calculated 
from area under the ROC curve of 0.729 affirming the widely held and documented un­
derstanding of observer variability in manual calcium scoring. This observer accuracy 
assessment has shown the presence of observer variability which must be considered 
when using such scores to validate the scoring framework presented in this thesis.
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Vessel tree guided tracking system sensitivity and specificity was examined against 
varying levels of observer agreement showing that when the minimum number of cases 
to show agreement between all observers was met, the automated scoring framework 
performed with a 85.4% sensitivity and 96.5% specificity which was also the highest 
specificity throughout all degrees of inter- and intra- observer agreement. Thus thus 
indicates that from 7 of the 9 scoring sessions for a given image, resulting in all three 
observers agreeing that a positive plaque has been identified on a given slice, the auto­
mated vessel tree guided tracking system performed with highest accuracy. In addition, 
the second highest sensitivity was achieved when 4 of 9 cases identified a positive plaque, 
meaning at least two observers agreed. This gave a sensitivity of 82.7% and specificity 
of 93.8%. Overall score differences between the automated framework and observer 
validation scores showed the framework scores to be higher, however, analysis of ob­
server scores given the observer accuracy assessment, it was found that the observers 
had tendency to underscore with an overall average of around 1 0 % which correlates 
with the difference in overall mean score scores.
Assessment of atherosclerosis risk categorisation of the resulting scores from the frame­
work presented in Chapter 7 against ground tru th  shows a 93.8% accuracy with only a 
single score falling into a different category with a shift downwards by one risk group. 
This risk category identification compares very favourably to the accuracy of 93.4% 
obtained by the method implemented by Isgum et al. [80] with the addition that the 
score obtained by the automated framework is based on plaques identified from the 
coronary arteries. The high correlation between resulting calcium scores as well as 
categorisation of risk has shown that this study has developed a fully automated vessel 
tree guided scoring system that is less infiuenced by observer variability. This provides 
a powerful tool to combat calcium scoring variability as an aid to clinical, observer 
based coronary calcium scoring.
8.2 Future W ork
Identifying the coronary arteries on calcium scoring MSCT images not only improves 
the accuracy and performance of coronary calcified plaque quantification against man­
ual clinical scoring by reducing variability, but also provides locational information of 
the plaques. Each calcified plaque identified in a coronary artery can be categorised 
based on its location within that artery. Thus facilitating the study of plaque location 
within the artery and its link to coronary artery disease severity can be carried out. 
Such a study could potentially determine if calcified plaques located in specific locations 
within the coronary arteries affect disease severity. Thus further work to develop the 
identification of labelling of the tracked coronary arteries, possible using an expanded 
version of the vessel tree model defined from the MICCAI vessel tracking ground tru th  
data could be used to map sections of the tracked coronary artery tree.
In addition to disease severity and its relation to calcified plaques and their locations 
with the arteries, disease progression can be assessed using the vessel tracking system 
and either historical data or longitudinal study. Information obtained from the tracked 
vessels over time may aid the study of vessel health given the presence of calcified
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plaques, in lieu of CT angiography. However, the image contrast and clarity of calcium 
scoring MSCT must be assessed to determine if the tracked vessels display satisfactory 
vessel detail.
As a result of greater accuracy and confidence in the detection and location of calcified 
plaques, derived from methods presented in this thesis, this knowledge may be further 
used as a basis for relating plaque location at differing degrees and progressions of 
disease severity to further progression of atherosclerotic disease and general cardiovas­
cular disease. Given the progressive nature of coronary artery disease, knowledge of 
plaque burden and location may be useful in the projection of the hypothetical cost of 
treatment, possibly beneficial in the areas of budgeting of treatment costs for health 
care providers.
Accurate identification and segmentation of the coronary arteries would facilitate fur­
ther analysis of the vessels themselves without exposing the patient to more invasive, 
higher dose imaging with the use of MSCT. The presence of soft plaques within the 
arteries has shown to be more dangerous than calcified plaques in the development of 
cardiovascular disease as they may rupture, leading to clotting of the artery preventing 
blood flow to the heart muscle. Unlike calcified plaques, soft plaques are harder to 
visualize as they primarily consist of white blood cells and lipids. Thus identification 
of the artery tree may aid the examination for soft plaques based on analysis for vessel 
stenosis, fatty deposits in the arteries and a local voxel classification method given a 
large enough sample set may be able to identify differences in tissue voxel distributions 
within the segmented and tracked vessel structures based on the methods from this 
thesis.
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Table A.l: Table showing the number of image voxels between the HU range of -2084 
and -500 alongside the image slice where the distal heart is no longer visible based 
on visual inspection. The final column presents results of automated heart isolation 
system termination slice. Table presents data from patients 1 to 20.
Patient Occlusion slice Voxels in HU range Termination slice
1 43/56 10326 43
2 45/48 12398 45
3 38/52 13543 38
4 41/56 13010 41
5 45/60 n /a n /a
6 54/56 13924 54
7 49/60 14434 49
8 47/56 14283 47
9 42/56 13269 39
10 41/56 14669 41
11 41/52 8548 41
12 48/60 11748 48
13 51/52 7832 51
14 48/56 14214 48
15 52/56 13605 52
16 49/56 14637 56
17 44/52 14537 44
18 47/56 14261 48
19 42/52 13950 41
2 0 45/56 1 1 0 1 0 40
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D ia g r a m P a t t e r n N o . %
/ ^ @ ^ A . rca Usual 184 72
L C ;y /^ Ç k ^ \ .R C A LCx from RCA 46 18
Inverted LCx and RCA 6 2
Inverted coronary 
arteries 4 2
Single RCA 3 1
LAD". ^ ^ -O g^C onus
Single RCA 3 1
Single RCA 2 1
LA D -y-y^
Single LCA 2 1
Commissural orgin 
of intramural LCA 1 <1
Commissural orgin 
of tx)th coronary 
arteries
1 <1
L C xy ;::^ ;2^L A D Single ostium of both coronary arteries 
distal to  right 
sinotubular junction; 
intramural LCA
1 <1
3 sep a ra te  origins of 
coronary arteries 
from right sinus
1 <1
LAD from RCA; 
LCx from left sinus
1 <1
Figure A.l: Exemplar coronary artery structure abnormalities[33].
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Table B.l: Tracked left anterior descending artery (LAD) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with no added noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image X ±  sd y ±  sd X y X y X y
FÜÜ 3.ÜÜ ±  1.ÜÜ 3.00 ±  1.50 1 .0 1 "2.26 1.08 1.57 2.85
POl 9.05 ±  6.77 1 1 .0 0  ±  1 0 .2 1 45.83 104.33 1 1 .2 0 1Æ83 6 ^& 9^W
P02 0.12 ±  1.05 0.32 ±  1.25 1 .1 1 1.56 1.04 1.26 1.03 1 .2 2
P03 10.94 ±  9.31 0.83 ±  0.71 8&64 0.50 14.20 1.08 11.33 0 .8 6
P04 0.20 ±  1.19 0.04 ±  1.31 1.42 1.71 1.18 I j # 1.17 1.28
P05 2.60 ±  5.28 0.92 ±  3.48 2 TaS 12.08 5.79 3.53 5.17 3.40
P06 0.32 ±  1.55 0.80 ±  1.58 2 j # 2.50 1.55 1.74 1.52 1.55
P07 8.31 ±  10.33 1.94 ±  2.77 106.63 7.66 13.00 3.31 1 0 .0 0 2 .6 8
Table B.2: Tracked left anterior descending artery(LCX) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with no added noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image Æ dz sd______ ÿzLsd______ x_____ y_____ x y x y
POO 4.64 3.20 2.93 3.05 10.25 9.30 5.57 4.15 3TW 2.94
POl 0.94 ± 1.09 0.35 1.27 1.18 1.62 1.41 I j # 1.06 1.23
P02 0 .0 0 ± 1.37 0.65 ± 0 .8 6 1 .8 8 0.74 1.33 1.06 1.33 0^4
P03 1.07 0.73 0.93 ± 0.73 0.53 0.53 I j # 1.16 0.70 0.70
P04 0.65 ± 1 .0 0 0.53 1.23 0.99 1.51 1.16 1.31 0.97 1.19
P05 0.59 ± 1.54 0.71 ± 1 .1 0 2.38 1 .2 2 1.61 I j # 1.50 1.07
P06 0.47 ± 1 .1 2 0.59 ± 1.06 1.26 1.13 1.19 1.19 1.09 1.03
P07 2 j # ± 8.49 0 .0 0 ± 6 .1 2 72.03 37.50 8.45 5^8 8.15 5^&
Table B.3; Tracked left anterior descending artery (RCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with no added noise.
Image % ± s d
Mean
ÿ ±  sd
Variance 
X y
RMS 
X y
RMSE 
X y
POO 0.94 5.69 5.17 =b 15.73 32.41 247.44 5.61 16.14 5.53 15.29
POl 3.83 ± 17.31 1.50 11.60 299.79 134.64 17.01 1 1 .2 1 16.58 1 1 .1 1
P02 0 .1 1 ± 1.29 0.63 1 .0 1 1.65 1 .0 2 1.26 1.17 1.25 0.98
P03 0.16 1.07 0.05 ± 1.54 1.14 2.39 1.05 1.50 1.04 1.50
P04 0.80 ± 1.85 2.65 ± 2.62 3.43 6.87 1.97 3 j# 1.81 2 ^ a
P05 O j# 1.34 0.53 ± 1 .0 2 1.78 1.04 1.47 1 .1 2 1.30 0.99
P06 0.47 0.90 0 .0 0 ± 1.33 0.82 1.78 1 .0 0 1.30 0 .8 8 1.30
P07 2.81 ± 7.77 0.56 ± 4.99 60.30 24.93 8 T# 4 j^ 7^2 4.83
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Table B.4: Tracked left anterior descending artery(LCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x l factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image X ± sd ÿ ± sd X y X y X y
PÜÜ ■ 9.00 7.46 18.00 di 8.16 66.61 66.53 7.31 8T^ 11.41 18.8IT
POl 7.19 it 5.37 9.94 ± 11.45 28.83 131.00 8^^ 1A88 5.20 11.08
P02 0 .1 2 ± 1.05 0.32 it 1.25 1 .1 1 1.56 1.04 1.26 1.03 1 .2 2
P03 10.94 ±  9.31 0.83 ± 0.71 86.64 0.50 14.20 1.08 11.33 0 .8 6
P04 0 .2 0 ± 1.19 0.04 ± 1.31 1.42 1.71 1.18 1.28 1.17 I j #
P05 2.60 it 5.28 0.92 ± 3.48 2Ta3 12.08 5.79 3.53 5.17 3.40
P06 OjG it 1.55 0.80 ± 1.58 2jW 2.50 1.55 1.74 1.52 1.55
P07 8.31 ± 10.33 1.94 ± 2.77 106.63 7.66 13.00 3.31 1 0 .0 0 2^8
Table B.5: Tracked left anterior descending artery (LCX) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x l factor of added Poisson noise.
Image z T s d
Mean
ÿ it  sd
Variance 
X y
RMS 
X y
RMSE 
X y
POO 4.57 it 3.01 2.93 it 2.84 9.03 8.07 5.41 4.01 2.90 2.74
POl 1 .0 0 ± 1.46 0.76 ± 1.68 2.13 2.82 1.73 1.80 1.41 1.63
P02 0 .0 0 it 1.37 0.65 it 0.86 I j # 0.74 1.33 1.06 133.00 0.84
P03 1.43 ± 0.51 1.14 it 0 .6 6 0.26 0.44 1.51 1.31 0.49 0.64
P04 0.82 ± 1 .0 1 0.65 it 1.32 1.03 1.74 I j # 1.43 O^ W 1.28
P05 0.59 ± 1.62 0.82 ± 1.19 2.63 1.40 I j # 1.41 1.57 1.15
P06 0.76 ± 1 .2 0 Oj& ± 1.24 1.44 1.53 1.39 1.46 1.16 1 .2 0
P07 2 .0 0 ± 8.72 0.15 it 6.16 76.00 37.97 8.61 5.92 8^ 8 4.28
Table B.6 : Tracked left anterior descending artery (RCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x l factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image X ± sd y  ±  s d X y X y X y
POO 0.69 it 5.67 4.19 it 16.85" 32.10 284.03 5.53 16.85 5.49 16.32
POl 8.83 ± 19.62 30.89 ±  48.78 384.85 2379.28 2 1 .0 1 56.58 19.06 47.40
P02 0.06 ± 2.99 0.24 it 1.95 8.93 3.82 2.90 1.91 2.90 1.90
P03 32.70 ±  25.06 24.90 ±  22.24 628.22 494.62 33.01 24.43 21.68
P04 0 .1 1 ± 0.99 1.32 it  2.11 0.99 4.45 0.97 2.44 0.97 2.05
P05 0.29 ± 1.16 0.12 ±  0.99 1.35 0.99 1.16 0.97 1.13 0.96
P06 0.67 ± 1.43 0.10 ±  1.41 2.03 1.99 1.54 1.38 1.39 1.38
P07 8.94 it 27.75 28.59 it  33.22 770.18 1103.76 28.37 4&08 26.92 32.23
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Table B.7: Tracked left anterior descending artery(LCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x2  factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image a: it sd y ±  sd X y X y X y
"PRO ■ “ 15.00 ±  9.30 20.00 it  9.60 86.45 92.07 9.10 9 J4 17.07 20.74
POl 7.19 ±  5.37 9.94 ±  11.45 28.83 131.00 8 j ^ IÆ8 8 5.20 11.08
P02 0.05 it 1.28 0.40 it 1.57 1.63 2.46 1.24 1.58 1.24 1.53
P03 9.81 ±  8.96 1.50 ±  0.89 80.30 0.80 13.10 1.73 11.38 1.42
P04 1.12 it 1.33 0.84 ±  0.15 1.78 2 j% 1.72 1.69 1.31 1.46
P05 6.29 it 7.74 0.29 ±  2.69 59.85 7.22 9.79 2.62 7.51 2.61
P06 0.76 it 6.00 2.76 ±  3.41 36.02 11.61 5.93 4 j# 5 j# 3^4
P07 3.10 it 10.95 0.70 ±  3.95 119.88 15.57 10.84 3^4 10.39 3.74
Table B.8 : Tracked left anterior descending artery(LCX) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x2 factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image x it  sd______ ÿ it  sd______ x_____ y_____ x y x y
POO 5.07 it 2.73 3.00 it 2.80 7.46 7.85 5.71 4.04 2 j # 2.70
POl 1.35 it 1.50 0.65 ± 2.03 2^4 4.12 1.99 2.07 1.45 1.97
P02 0.24 it 2.28 0 ^& ± 1 .2 2 5.19 1.49 2 .2 2 1.48 2 .2 1 1.18
P03 1.50 ± 0.67 1.25 it 0.62 0.45 0.39 1.63 I j # 0.65 0.60
P04 1.35 ± 1 .0 0 1.24 ± 1 .2 0 0.99 1.44 1 .6 6 1.70 0.97 1.16
P05 0 ^ 8 ± 1.70 Oj& ± 1.50 2.90 2.24 1.85 1.70 1.65 1.45
P06 1.41 it 3.69 248 ± 3.47 13.63 12.03 3.85 4.01 3R8 3.36
P07 3.10 9.37 1 .0 0 it 5.77 8 T a8 33.33 9.42 5.57 8.89 548
Table B.9: Tracked left anterior descending artery (RCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x2 factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS ...... RMSE ■■■
Image a: i t  sd y ±  sd X y X y X y
POO 1.20 it 5.20 0.93 ±  11.06 27.03 122.35 5.16 10.73 5.02 10.69
POl 4.50 ±  15.15 1.89 it 12.78 229.56 163.40 15.40 12.57 14.72 12.42
P02 0.06 ±  2.25 0.59 ±  2.18 5.06 4.76 2 T 8 2 .2 0 2.18 2 .1 2
P03 42.68 ±  20.32 16.84 ±  24.06 413.01 578.92 47.04 28.85 19.78 23.42
P04 0.11 ±  0.99 1.32 ±  2.11 0.99 4.45 0.97 2.44 0.97 2 TK
P05 0.47 ±  0.94 0.47 ±  0.94 0.89 0.89 1.03 1.03 0.92 0.92
P06 8.74 it 22.93 8.63 ±  25.81 535.58 665.93 24.14 26.75 22.50 2&32
P07 22.55 it  33.92 65.55 ±  40.55 1150.67 1644.47 3 9 ^ 76.10 32.34 3&66
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Table B.IO: Tracked left anterior descending artery (LCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x4 factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image rr ±  sd ±  sd X y X y X y
PÜÜ 1.00 ±  12.13 4.06 ±  10.99 147.13 120.81 11.81 11.41 11.77 103R
POl 18.00 ±  17.56 16.50 ±  15.73 308.18 247.36 24.63 2234 16.81 15.06
P02 1 .2 1  ±  2.26 1.43 ±  1.83 5.10 3.34 2.49 2.27 2 T 8 1.76
P03 12.00 ±  9.50 1.20 ±  0.92 90.22 0.84 15.01 1.48 9.01 037
P04 7.88 ±  18.70 6.00 ±  12.69 349.84 161.14 19.19 13.30 17.50 11.87
P05 6.00 ±  11.55 0.20 ±  1.14 133.33 1.29 12.49 1 .1 0 10.95 1.08
P06 6.47 ±  11.62 1.00 ±  7.29 135.12 53.14 12.96 7.11 11.23 7.04
P07 5.00 ±  24.07 3.00 ±  6.32 579.60 40.00 22.54 6.51 21.98 5.77
Table B .ll: Tracked left anterior descending artery(LCX) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x4 factor of added Poisson noise.
Image rr ±  sd
Mean
ÿ ±  sd
Variance 
X y
RMS 
X y
RMSE 
X y
POO 5.40 4.22 4.00 ± 2.71 17.82 7.33 6.72 4.75 4.00 2.57
POl 1.35 ± 1.62 0.76 ± 2.80 232 732 2.07 2.82 1.57 2.71
P02 1.75 ± 1.71 1.67 ± 1.78 233 3.15 2.40 2.38 1.64 1.70
P03 1.90 ± 0.99 1.60 ± 0.84 0.99 0.71 2 .1 2 1.79 0.94 0.80
P04 1.82 ± 1.07 1.53 ± 1.42 1.15 2 .0 1 2 .1 0 2.06 1.04 138
P05 1.06 ± 1.71 1.24 ± 1.39 233 1.94 1.97 1.83 1 .6 6 1.35
P06 337 ± 11.57 3.64 ± 2.69 133.82 7.25 11.50 4.45 11.03 2.57
P07 4.30 ± 12.57 1.40 ± 6 .0 2 158.01 3637 1238 5.88 11.93 5.71
Table B.12: Tracked left anterior descending artery (RCA) centreline points comparison 
with MICCAI ground tru th  with x4 factor of added Poisson noise.
Mean Variance RMS RMSE
Image a; ±  sd y ±  sd X y X y X y
POO 3.36 ±  4.90 3.64 ±  7.10 24.05 50.45 5.76 7.69 438 6.77
POl 9.00 ±  14.91 3.82 ±  15.45 222.40 238.56 1633 15.21 14.22 14.73
P02 0.58 ±  4.56 1.17 ±  3.54 20.81 12.52 4.41 338 4.37 339
P03 63.50 d= 8.12 98.67 ±  62.58 65.90 3915.87 63.93 114.01 7.41 57.12
P04 1.33 ±  4.16 18.33 d= 25.01 17.33 625.33 335 27.44 3.40 20.42
P05 3.50 d: 6.83 2.67 ±  4.66 46.64 21.70 7.42 5.20 6.54 4.46
P06 22.70 ±  57.59 5.07 ±  21.23 3316.99 450.84 60.91 21.45 56.52 2034
P07 22.55 ±  33.92 64.73 ±  40.94 1150.67 1676.02 39.43 75.59 3234 39.03
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Figure C.l; ROC curves showing scoring performance by individual session for each 
observer.
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Table C.l: Results of guided tracking system sensitivity based on observer agreement 
all levels of observer agreement.
Image > 1/9 > 2/9 >oV9 >^V9 >^V9 >^V9 >^V9 >MV9
FI 1 .ÜÜÜ l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG Ü.ÜÜÜ G.GGG G.GGG G.GGG G.GGG
P2 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P3 G.727 G.727 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P4 G.696 G.842 G.842 G.842 G.867 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P5 G.5GG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG G.GGG G.GGG
P 6 G.455 G.5GG G.333 G.333 Gj#3 G.5GG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P7 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG G.GGG
P 8 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P9 G.643 G.643 G.615 G.667 G.636 G.714 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
PIG G.444 G.571 G.571 G.8 GG G.75G l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P l l G.25G G.333 G.333 G.333 G.333 G.333 G.333 G.333 G.GGG
P12 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P13 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P14 G.75G l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P15 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P16 G.25G G.25G G.25G G.25G G.25G G.333 G.333 G.5GG G.5GG
Table C.,2: Results1 of guided tracking system specificity based on observer agreement
at all levels of observer agreement.
Image > 2 / 9 >^V9 >^V9 >^V9 > 6/9 >^V9 >0V9 >^V9
P I .... G.944 G.944 G.944 ■ G.944 G.944 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P2 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P3 G.722 G.813 G.813 G.813 G.867 G.929 G.929 G.9G9 G.9G9
P4 G.667 G.714 G.8 GG G.833 G.857 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P5 G.972 G.972 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P 6 G.871 G.871 G.871 0^167 G.862 G.862 R862 G.893 l.GGG
P7 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P 8 G.95G l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P9 G.652 G.652 R682 G.684 G.733 G.733 G.769 R833 G^a3
PIG G.936 G.936 G.957 G.957 G.956 G.977 G.976 G.976 G.976
P l l G.973 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P12 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P13 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P14 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P15 l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG l.GGG
P16 G.8 8 6 G.8 8 6 G.8 8 6 G.9G5 G.9G2 G.9G2 G.9G2 G.9G2 G.919
A ppendix D
A ssessing the theoretical utility of coronary m ulti-slice com puterized  
tom ography (M SCT) in a well characterized group o f dyslipidaem ic
subjects
Introduction
Although intervention studies have convincingly demonstrated the benefits of treat­
ment with statins in patients at moderate to high coronary risk, a large number of 
patients are treated who will not develop premature coronary disease. This situation 
exists because the assessment of risk using algorithms, such as the Framingham Risk 
Score, is imprecise. More direct measures of disease burden, such as carotid ultrasound 
(for intimai: medial ratio) and coronary angioplasty may provide a better assessment 
of individual risk. However ultrasound is again an indirect estimate and coronary an­
giography is an invasive procedure associated with a small but well defined morbidity 
and mortality.
The improved resolution and speed of data acquisition of the new generation of MSCT 
instruments now permits a non-invasive means of assessing the extent of coronary 
disease. Two modalities of assessment may be made by MSCT; coronary calcium 
score (CCS) and coronary angiography using iodixanol contrast. These assessment 
methods provide different, but complimentary information on the state of the coronary 
tree. Both measures have been validated in longitudinal studies as being predictive of 
coronary events.
H ypothesis
We hypothesise that a significant proportion of patients who are estimated to be at 
moderate risk of coronary disease on the basis of risk charts, do not have significant 
coronary disease. Many of these patients may be being treated with lipid lowering 
drugs unnecessarily. We believe that a more targeted approach to treatment, perhaps 
based on MSCT imaging, will improve the cost effectiveness of statin treatment, and 
reduce overall prescription costs.
Specific Aims
In the initial phase of the study we aim to use MSCT to obtain a calcium score in a 
sample of 1 0 0  patients who are calculated to be at moderate risk of coronary disease 
on the basis of the Framingham algorithm. The individual calcium scores will be
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related to an age and gender specific reference table so that a percentile score can be 
obtained. The percentile score will used as a basis for calculating the hypothetical cost 
of treatment. Although it is not our intention to make any changes to the management 
of patients on the basis of the calcium score within the context of this present study, we 
intend to calculate the potential cost savings that could be made if statin treatment was 
withdrawn from patients with low calcium scores. This will be calculated for calcium 
scores corresponding to the lowest 10%, 25% and 50% of the population respectively. 
Although we are aware that there will be a few patients, who despite having a low 
calcium score may nevertheless have minimal coronary disease, that may be detectable 
by iodixanol virtual coronary angiogram, this is likely to be a very small proportion 
of those with a low calcium score. Furthermore since it is not our intention to change 
patient management we do not feel that iodixanol scanning is a necessary part of 
the current protocol. This will allow assessment to be completed in a single visit 
of reasonably short duration and with limited exposure to radiation. An economic 
analysis will be undertaken that will focus on a comparison of the costs of current 
practice (long term use of statins) with those that would be incurred if calcium score was 
introduced as a screening methodology, in order to rationalise prescribing to people with 
intermediate coronary risk. Although usual treatment will continue for participating 
patients, putative savings in drug, and other costs (e.g. outpatient attendance, time 
off work etc) will be estimated and used to offset the the costs of screening.
M aterials &: M ethods
Subjects
We aim to recruit approximately one hundred male patients attending Coronary Risk/Lipid 
Clinics at the Royal Surrey County and Conquest Hospitals. The inclusion criteria will 
be a calculated 10 year risk of 20-30% prior to treatment with a lipid lowering agent. 
Exclusion criteria will include the following: Subjects with established coronary or pe­
ripheral vascular disease Each subject recruited into the study will be required to give 
informed consent for inclusion in the study.
Methods
Demographic data
Demographic and coronary risk data will be obtained from the medical records of each 
subject.
MSCT calcium score
Each subject will undergo coronary MSCT in the Department of Cardiology at the 
Conquest Hôpital, East Sussex as described below. Reasonable travel costs to Conquest 
Hospital will be reimbursed. A multislice CT scan of the heart will be acquired for each 
patient on a 64 slice Toshiba Multislice CT scanner. Data acquisition will be ECO 
gated with ECG signal being temporarily associated with the x-ray data to ensure 
minimal cardiac motion artefact within the scan. The data is expected to comprise 16 
slices with 1.4 mm slice thickness. In plane resolution is approximately 1mm in both 
directions. Gobal calcium scores will be obtained by a radiologist using vendor-supplied 
software, and will equate to Agatson scoring. We also propose to investigate the use of 
additional image processing algorithms to assess the relevance of localisation, pattern
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and texture of calcification in collaboration with Dr Emma Lewis, from the Department 
of Electronic Engineering, University of Surrey. Patients will be offered a report of their 
global calcium score in a format currently provided to patients in the private sector by 
Lifescan. They will be counselled on the results of the scan by their referring Clinician.
Economic analysis
The economic analysis will be undertaken with support from Dr Heather Gage, Senior 
Lecturer in Economics in the School of Human Sciences at the University of Surrey. 
As part of this analysis, drug and other treatment costs will be calculated for groups 
of patients with an age and gender adjusted calcium score corresponding to the 1 0 th, 
25th and 50th risk centiles respectively and the costs of MSCT costs assessed on the 
basis of realistic NHS costs.
Statistical analysis
From previous studies it is likely that approximately 50% of subjects will have an age 
and gender adjusted calcium score placing them in the lowest 25% of a population 
score. Within the likely age range of patients to be recruited into the study, this would 
equate to a calcium score of |30 for males (likely range 5-30).
Univariate and multivariate analysis will be undertaken to establish the determinants 
of a high calcium score in our patient population.
Demographic and biochemical characteristics between the groups of patients segregated 
on the basis of MSCT will be compared by chi-square (for categorical data) and ANOVA 
(for normally distributed data).
Safety Issues Patients will be exposed to approximately one fifth the dose of radiation 
required for a chest x-ray. The subjects will be limited to males, most of whom will be 
>50 years of age. All other tests will be as required routinely.
Potential benefits
The costs of life long treatment of patients at coronary risk with statins and other lipid 
lowering agents is often considerable (16 to 29 for 4 weeks using a statin; that is up 
to 380 per annum using a single agent, and almost double this if Ezetimibe is used 
in combination). This is particularly wasteful as a large proportion will not develop 
premature coronary disease. A targeted approach to treatment, in which disease burden 
in the coronaries is determined prior to the initiation of life-long treatment, with follow- 
up MSCT at 3 yearly intervals would appear to be an alternative approach. However 
the cost effectiveness of this approach needs to be established within a UK setting. 
This will ultimately be dependent on the cost of MSCT.
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Table E .l: Table summarising morphological, active contour and other vessel segmen­
tation methods outlining methods used and quantifiable results.
Author Method   R e s u l t s ____________________
de Bruijne et al. 
2003 [42]
Giannoglou et al. 
2007 [63]
Lorenz et al. 2004 
[101]
Luengo-Oroz et 
al. 2007 [103]
Saur et al. 2008
[131]
Active shape model (ASM)
with enhancement of shape
and appearance models. 
Active contour model using
inherent morphological char­
acteristics of I VUS images for 
initialization
Coronary artery tree model.
3D coronary artery tree ex­
traction using morphologi­
cal grayscale reconstruction
through 2D slice images. 
Automatic detection of the as­
cending aorta using two-level 
threshold ray propagation.
Wang et al. 2007
[152]
Coronary artery segmenta­
tion and skeletonization us­
ing fuzzy connectedness with 
additional connectedness tree 
constructed simultaneous to 
seed propagation.___________
Average volume errors of 5.1% 
& 45% compared to original 
ASM.
Mean differences between au­
tomated & manual tracings: 
LCSA, VCSA, WCSA, MLD 
and MVD were 0.70 2.68
mm^, 0.17 4.58 mm?, 0.53 
3.50 mm?, 0.15 0.56 mm, and
0.07 0.78 mm, respectively. 
For rigid, similarity & affine
transformation types, mean 
residual distance: 6.3 mm,
5.4 mm & 2.7 mm respec­
tively. Maximal residual dis­
tance: 31.9 mm, 25.9 mm & 
16.0 mm respectively. Stan­
dard deviation: 3.8 mm, 3.3
mm & 2 .0  mm respectively. 
From 9 3D-MSCT data
sets, LAD/LCX correctly
extracted in 8 8 % cases.
Correct seed placement in 
97.0% of datasets. Aorta 
segmented to aortic valve in 
98.6% of cases were automatic 
detection succeeded. Left 
coronary artery tree origin 
correctly identified in 91.9% of 
successful cases, 92.6% detec­
tion of right coronary artery 
tree origin.
All visible branches seg­
mented in 18 of 33 cases vs. 
12 of 33 cases of validation 
method.
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